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PERFORMANCE
Good looks are important, in knives as much as in life! Perfect fits, 

clean lines, precise grinds and beautiful polishes all add value and 
satisfaction when you buy a knife. Often, the true beauty of a knife only 
becomes apparent when the knife is used!

At Cold Steel,® we believe that all of our knives must perform. We 
insist all of our knives deliver extraordinary performance for their asking 
price —  “they must deliver their money’s worth”.

In order to achieve this goal, we are vitally interested in all the 

elements that are critical to performance.  When it comes to the 
blade, these include profile, thickness, blade geometry, edge 
geometry, steel and heat treatment. Every one of these factors 
is studied in minute detail to arrive at the optimum combination 
for a specific use. If the knife is a folder, we concentrate on the 
locking mechanism to ensure the strongest, safest construction. 
For handles, we strive to develop the perfect mix of materials and 
ergonomics to offer the most comfortable secure grip available. 
Above all, we TEST what we make! Rigorous testing is the only 
way to ensure we get the level of performance we demand.

SAN MAI®
San Mai® comprises of three layers of expertly laminated stainless 

steel combined in one blade.
Hard carbon steel is sandwiched between two layers of tough lower 

carbon spring steel, thus maximizing edge holding ability while still 
being able to withstand impact and lateral stresses.

Produced in extremely small production runs, San Mai® is used on 
only our most collectible high-end fixed blades, and is a registered 
trademark of Cold Steel® worldwide!

CTS® XHP
Carpenter American CTS® XHP is a high carbon, high chromium 

powdered alloy steel with impressive edge holding abilities. With an extra 
fine, uniform grain structure it out performs its ingot-steel equivalents 
by a large margin. It has been used in everything from superior custom 
kitchen cutlery to surgical tools. It can be polished to a beautiful satin 
finish, making it an excellent choice for high end every day carry knives.

S35VN
An exceptional American super steel, CPM-S35VN is not only 

very tough and durable but it will take a fine razor sharp edge 
that will last a long time.  An incredibly fine-grained powdered 
steel with a uniform microstructure, it offers very consistent 
performance. Durable, reliable, highly corrosion resistant and 
tough even when honed to a very fine edge, it is a good well 
rounded steel choice for high-end superior quality custom knives 
and tools.

SK-5 HIGH CARBON
Japanese high carbon SK-5 is traditionally used for making a 

variety of hand tools, including chisels and woodcutting saws. 
With good all-round toughness and excellent edge holding 
capabilities, as well as excellent abrasion resistance it has stood 
the test of time and seen use in many countries.

CPM 3V
Though costly, this modern tool steel is astonishingly tough 

and exceptionally wear resistant.  It’s a fine-grained powdered 
steel, with a very uniform micro structure, giving it excellent 
impact resistance and fine edge holding performance, and 
making it perfectly suited for larger blades where extreme 
toughness is required.

1090 HIGH CARBON
1090 High Carbon Steel is an excellent choice for larger fixed blades. 

It has the ability to take and hold a good edge while remaining more 
than tough enough to withstand even our most brutal stress tests. It is 
essentially a good all-around performance high carbon steel that is very 
forgiving under shock.

4116 STAINLESS
4116 is a fine-grained stainless steel that’s often used in the 

pharmaceutical industry and in high end kitchen cutlery. Its carbon 
and chromium content is balanced for excellent corrosion resistance 
and strength. Capable of taking a very fine, sharp edge, it makes an 
outstanding choice for outdoor hunting knives and kitchen-utility 
applications.

1055 HIGH CARBON 
The carbon content and lean alloy of this shallow hardening 

steel make this a very sturdy material that avoids a lot of the 
brittleness commonly associated with higher carbon materials. 
Particularly suited to blades requiring impact resistance, it’s 
often seen in large fixed blades and swords.

4034SS 
A Japanese made medium grade stainless steel that admirably 

resists corrosion due to its higher Chromium content. 
It is also relatively easy to sharpen and features a moderate 

degree of wear resistance.  
Often it is  used for kitchen cutlery or for smaller knives that 

are of a generally good quality but are economically priced.

AUS 8A
We have been using the same expertly heat treated Japanese AUS 

8A steel for nearly 3 decades. This steel has tested amazingly well 
over the years and has proven to be an excellent steel for working 
knives – tough, corrosion resistant, with good edge holding and easy 
to re-sharpen.

AUS 10A
AUS 10A is equal in strength and toughness to AUS 8A, but 

has the extraordinary advantage of an additional 20% in edge 
holding ability. This ability to retain a sharp edge for a longer 
period of time gives it wider performance advantages over other, 
more common stainless steels.

8CR13MOV 
Possessing very similar properties to AUS 8A, 8Cr13MoV is 

a reliable steel for working knives. This high carbon stainless 
steel has proven itself to be tough and corrosion-resistant in 
our tests. Like AUS 8A, it boasts good edge holding and is easy 
to re-sharpen.

STEEL AND HEAT TREATMENT

DRIFTER SERIES
The Drifter series of folders are exceptional in that they represent the 

introduction of Cold Steel’s® exclusive, patent-pending Atlas™ Lock.  It's 
a locking mechanism which provides an astonishing level of strength and 
safety in a folding knife. 

They are available with 2 ½ inch or 3 ½ inch blades which feature line grain, 
two-tone satin polished finishes and a shallow indent on the spine that makes for 
a comfortable place for your thumb or index finger when using the knives for 
precision work.

The grips are ergonomically contoured from G-10 for a secure grip and 
include large integral lanyard holes.  The pocket clips are reversible for 
left or right-handed use.

Both knives are sized and designed for every day carry (EDC) 
and will fit comfortably in most pockets.

Cold Steel’s new Atlas™ Lock was engineered to 
blur the lines between folding and fixed blades. 
The Atlas™ lock is incredibly durable, reliable, 
and quick to actuate.

Keeping with Cold Steel’s tradition of 
having the strongest and safest folding 
knives, we rigorously tested the Atlas™ 
lock against the famed Tri-Ad® lock. 
Using all of the same torture tests, 
we proved that the Atlas™ lock can 
handle more shock and even hold 
more weight.

When using a folding knife, you 
want to make sure that the blade is 
out the moment you need it, and that 
it can be easily put away when you 
don’t. The ambidextrous slide lock 
can be quickly opened and closed with 
one hand while keeping your fingers 
free of the blade’s path. Pick up an 
Atlas™ lock and feel the difference.

3 1/2" Drifter 
FL-30DPLC-35
Weight: 6.6 oz.
Thick: 3.8 mm 
Blade: 3 1/2"
Handle: 4 11/16" 
Steel: S35VN
Overall: 8 3/16"

2 1/2"  Drifter
FL-25DPLC  (boxed)
FL-25DPLCZ (blister package)
Weight: 2.2 oz.
Thick: 2.5 mm 
Blade: 2 1/2"
Handle: 3 1/2" 
Steel: 4116
Overall: 6"

DUAL PINS
The point where the lock bar contacts 

the blade tang is positioned between two 
pins. When force is placed on the lock bar it 
is evenly split between the two pins, this 
creates a unique mechanical advantage. 
By splitting the force, each pin only 
experiences half of the total force. In 
addition, the amount of steel holding 
the lock bar in place is doubled. This 
is what makes the Atlas™ Lock the 
strongest on the market.

SLIDE ACTION LOCK
The Atlas™ Lock uses a modern, slide 

style action. To disengage the lock, 
press the textured portion towards 
the back of the handle. The blade can be 
closed safely with one hand by placing 
the back of the handle in the palm of 
the hand and pulling back on the 
lock with the index finger. Since 
it is positioned in the spine of 
the handle it is completely 
ambidextrous. 

A    The stop pin buffers against and 
redistributes the force of the blade into 
the handle and away from the lock bar. 

B    The lock bar is compressed between 
the blade tang and two pins. The force is 
evenly shared by the two pins creating the 
strongest lock on the market.

C    The lock bar is positioned along 
the spine of the handle making it 
ambidextrous. The textured release switch 
sits within a notch in the handle scales 
keeping it out of the way until you need to 
close the blade.

D    The compression spring is encased 
within the lock bar and handle scales. 
This keeps the spring safe from debris and 
secured in place.

A

B

C

D
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A    The blade is shouldered 
around the stop pin for increased 
resistance to wear and tear. The 
stop pin buffers against, and 
redistributes the force pressure 
from the blade.

B    The full surface of the 
lock and blade tang mate flush 
together.
The slightly angled lock tends 
to force the lock inwards under 
pressure instead of outward.

C    Extra space is provided to 
allow the rocker to fall deeper 
into the notch over time in re-
sponse to normal wear and tear. 

D    The rocker pin hole is 
made with extra space on either 
side to allow for self adjustment.

Undoubtedly, Cold Steel® makes the safest, strongest folders on the planet. It’s one of many qualities that 
separates Cold Steel® from our competitors.  One improvement is our patented Tri-Ad® lock.  Andrew Demko is the 
originator of the Tri-Ad’s® novel locking mechanism.

THE “STOP PIN”... 
The cornerstone of the Tri-Ad’s® strength, among other subtle refinements, is the inclusion of a new “stop pin” 

which re-distributes the load of vertical positive and negative pressures on the lock.
The stop pin receives all positive pressure (pressure on the cutting edge) and transfers it into the handle frame 

and liners where it can be more effectively absorbed.
Negative pressures on the lock produced, for example, by prying, digging, piercing or even abusive spine 

whacks are redistributed because the stop pin receives the forward pressure from the 
rocker and transfers it into the liners protecting the rocker and its pivot from 
failing.

SELF ADJUSTING...
Finally, outside of keeping the lock free from the buildup of 

pocket lint in the mechanism, the Tri-Ad® lock requires very 
little maintenance. It’s designed to be self adjusting, in the sense 
that, over time as parts begin to wear, the Tri-Ad’s® design will 
allow it to adapt so the locking bar always wedges deeper 
in the lock channel between the stop pin and the 
shoulder of the precision cut tang notch. This 
feature allows for a very safe and secure 
lock-up.

TRI-AD®  LOCK 
STRENGTH:

Negative Pressures on the lock are 
transferred to the rocker, pushing it 

forward into the blade tang. The 
stop pin effectively absorbs 

most of this force and 
re-distributes it into the 

frame and liner.

®

Code 4 Series
Weight: 4.3 oz. 
Thick: 3.5mm
Blade: 3 1/2"          
Handle: 5"
Steel: CPM S35VN
Overall: 8 1/2"

Verdict 
G-10 Handle Series
Weight: 2.5 oz. 
Thick: 3mm
Blade: 3"          
Handle: 4 1/4"
Steel: AUS 10A
Overall: 7 1/4"

Verdict 
GFN Handle Series
Weight: 2.5 oz. 
Thick: 3mm
Blade: 3"          
Handle: 4 1/4"
Steel: 4116
Overall: 7 1/4"

58PC
Code 4 
Clip pt. 

Code 4 
Spear pt. 
58PS (boxed)
58PSZ (blister package)

58PT
Code 4 
Tanto pt. 

VERDICT SERIES
The Verdict series folders are designed to 

complement the Code 4 Series knives. Like the 
Code   4’s they’re slim and lightweight enough 
for everyday carry, and they feature Cold Steel’s® 
exclusive Tri-Ad® locking mechanism. They come in a 
variety of blade styles and handle colors too!

They all feature 3-inch blades in three distinct blade styles: Tanto point, Spear point, 
and Clip point.   There are two different blade steels: AUS 10A with black coated blades, 
and 4116SS with a stone wash finish.

Two handle materials are available too: GFN and G-10.  In addition to the standard 
black handles, some models are available in Flat Dark Earth or OD Green colors. And, the 
pocket clips are conveniently ambidextrous for left or right-handed carry.

With so many style options, and their inherent versatility, we are confident that the 
Verdict folders will soon become Cold Steel® classics.

CODE 4® SERIES
When developing the Cold Steel® Code 4®, our aim was to create an ultra-thin, ultra-

light, highly functional utility knife that is a breeze to carry.
There is great comfort to be gleaned from knowing you are carrying a good knife, and 

many of our friends in Law Enforcement talk about how they’re always looking for that 
one reliable, lightweight blade that can become a permanent part of their everyday load 
out. We believe that our Code 4® is destined to become that knife!

It won’t weigh down your uniform or provide unnecessary bulk. So it’s always there 
when you need it! Available in a variety of blade configurations, with ambidextrous 
pocket clips and thumb studs, each Code 4® features sturdy, hard-anodized gun metal 

grey 6061 Aluminum handles, our world-renowned Tri-Ad® locking mechanism, and 
high satin polished, razor sharp American CPM S35VN steel blades.

Undoubtedly, Cold Steel® makes the safest, 
strongest folders on the planet. It’s one of many 
qualities that separates Cold Steel® from our 
competitors. 

One of our great achievements is our patented 
Tri-Ad® lock. Andrew Demko is the originator of 
the Tri-Ad’s® novel locking mechanism.

Positive 
Pressure on 
the cutting edge 
is transferred 
from the stop pin 
into the handle 
frame and liners  
where it can be more 
effectively absorbed.

A

B

C

D

FL-C3SP10A
Verdict Spear Point 
Black G-10 

FL-C3T10AFDE
Verdict Tanto 
Flat Dark Earth G-10

FL-C3T10A
Verdict Tanto 
Black G-10

FL-C3CPSS
 Verdict 
Clip Point 
Black

FL-C3CPSSFDE
Verdict Clip Point Flat 
Dark Earth

FL-C3SPSS
Verdict  
Spear Point 
Black 

FL-C3SPSSFDE
Verdict 
Spear Point Flat 
Dark Earth 

FL-C3TSS
Verdict 
Tanto Black

FL-C3SPSSODG
Verdict 
Spear Point 
OD Green
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Name: Micro
 Recon 1®
Weight: 1.1 oz. 
Thick: 2.5 mm 
Blade: 2"
Overall: 4 3/8"
Steel: 4116
Handle: 2 3/8" 
 Griv-Ex™

Name: Mini
 Recon 1®
Weight: 3.5oz. 
Thick: 3 mm 
Blade: 3"
Overall: 7"
Steel: 10A
Handle: 4"
 Glass
 Reinforced
 Nylon

Name: Recon 1®
Weight: 5.3 oz. 
Thick: 3.5mm    
Blade: 4" 
Overall: 9 3/8"
Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: 5 3/8" 
 G-10  

RECON 1® 
SERIES

A popular knife 
with Military and Law 
Enforcement Personnel, 
and Fire and Rescue crews as well as civilians, our 
Recon 1® series continues to set the standard for 
Tactical Folding Knives.  These dependable knives 
have a hard earned reputation for reliability and 
strength.  The Recon 1® Series is available with 
2,  3, or 4 inch blades, and every facet of their 
construction has been over-engineered to make 
them as durable and effective as possible. Every 
model in this diverse series features our world 
renowned Tri-Ad® lock, keeping your precious 
fingers safe from harm when using your knife in 
even the most taxing conditions.

27BAC
Mini Recon 1 
Clip pt

27BAS
Mini Recon 1  
Spear pt

27BAT
Mini Recon 1  
Tanto pt

27BC
Recon 1  Clip Point

27BS
Recon 1 Spear Point

27BT
Recon 1  Tanto Plain Edge

27BTH
Recon 1  Tanto Half Serr.

27DS
Micro Recon 1 
Spear Point 27DT

Micro Recon 1 
Tanto Point

58B
American Lawman® 
Weight: 4.5 oz.
Thick: 3.5mm
Blade: 3 1/2"
Handle: 4 5/8"   
Steel: S35VN
Overall: 8 1/8"

58M 
 AK-47® 
Weight: 5.3 oz. 
Thick: 3.5mm  
Blade: 3 1/2"
Handle: 5 1/2"  
Steel: S35VN
Overall: 9"

AK-47®
The Cold Steel® AK-47® has proven to be exceptionally popular with 

Military personnel and Law Enforcement professionals, and with good reason! 
It features a solid 6061 Aluminum pommel and an American CPM-S35VN 
Steel blade, vacuum heat-treated and sub-zero quenched for maximum 
toughness, and hollow ground for an edge that has to be felt to be believed. 

The AK-47® blade is also DLC (Diamond Like) 
coated for superior corrosion and abrasion resistance.  
It has a high quality G-10 handle that offers a secure 
grip even when wearing thick gloves or working in 
cold or wet conditions, plus, it is equipped with our 
Tri-Ad® lock.

The Tri-Ad® is arguably the world’s strongest 
locking mechanism.  With a rock-solid lock-up and 
extreme shock resistance - two features of particular 
concern to our modern Military, who require 
dependable tools for the worst possible situations! 

Finally, to assure fully ambidextrous and fast 
deployment, each AK-47® features our patented 
thumb plate, allowing the knife to be drawn and 
simultaneously opened by snagging it on the edge 
of a pocket.

AMERICAN LAWMAN® 
Cold Steel’s® American Lawman® is named in honor of, and expressly 

designed to serve, our brothers and sisters in Law Enforcement. This rugged 
knife is designed to perform in the most extreme environments yet still 
remain comfortable to use and easy to carry. The drop point blade is big 
and sharp enough for almost any task yet remain’s “Civilian Friendly” in 
appearance.  Made from high performance American 
CPM S35VN steel and flat ground to a thin, hand-
polished edge, each blade is also DLC (Diamond Like) 
coated for added endurance and corrosion resistance. 

The Lawman’s handle is also designed to be as 
versatile and user friendly as possible. Made from 
G-10, it is contoured for grip security in even the 
worst conditions.  

A lock failure on your folder is incredibly 
dangerous - but if the lock fails on a police officer's 
knife in the line of duty, it could be disastrous! That's 
why we have equipped the American Lawman® 
with our Tri-Ad® locking mechanism. Designed to 
withstand terrific impact forces and shock, it has 
passed some of the most gruesome torture testing 
in the industry.
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 AD-15 AD-15
Name: Regular Lite
Weight: 6.5 oz. 6.2 oz.
Thick: 3.8 mm 3.8 mm 
Blade: 3 1/2" 3 1/2"
Handle: 5" 5"
Steel: S35VN AUS 10A
Overall: 8 1/2"  8 1/2"

AD-15
The AD-15 might be the most comfortable, user friendly, sub 4 inch tactical folder we’ve 

ever made!  Modeled after Andrew Demko’s patented original, it offers ambidextrous 
operation and opens and closes with one hand.

The saber ground spear point blade comes with a false edge and includes jimping on the 
spine to assure great piercing ability and edge control when precision cutting is required.

The AD-15’s unique hybrid handle is what distinguishes it the most; because it 
features Andrew’s famous Scorpion Lock.  You see, the bottom portion of the handle has 
3D-machined G-10 scales mated to steel liners, while the upper portion of the handle, 
called the “yoke” is crafted from a 3D-machined 6061 aluminum billet that includes an 
integral back spacer which conceals a strong compression spring. To open the knife, simply 
engage the thumb stud and watch the yoke rise up, until it falls snugly into a deep notch 
cut in the blade’s tang. Held securely by constant pressure from the spring and, supported 
by the strength of one’s grip, the Scorpion Lock is virtually immune from failure!

AD-15 LITE
We think the AD-15 is worth every penny we ask for it, but we realize its price tag might 

be out of reach for many fans who would like to own one.  Well, the AD-15 Lite is the 
economical version those AD-15 enthusiasts have been waiting for.

Identical in look, style and construction, to the original, the AD-15 Lite features a blade 
made of Japanese 10A steel and an injection molded Griv-Ex™ handle instead of the costly 
3D CNC machined grip that is used on the standard AD-15. 

AD-10 
If you’re planning a big game hunt, a dangerous expedition, or an exciting adventure 

and want to carry a high-performance folding knife that won’t draw unwanted attention 
look no further than Andrew Demko’s AD-10.

The AD-10's are available with a drop point blade style that somewhat resembles 
Andrew’s massive 4-Max, and features an ultra wide saber ground blade, or with a 
classic Tanto point that has a slightly drop point as well.

Ground thin at the edge and honed to razor sharpness, the AD-10 delivers 
unprecedented cutting, shearing, and piercing power in a sub 4-inch blade but remains 
remarkably resistant to bending, breaking or chipping.

The handle of the AD-10 is likewise strong and user friendly, with heat-treated, full-
length aluminum liners, 3D machined G-10 scales, and oversized pins and bolts; it fits 
snugly  and securely in the hand due to its precise contouring and integral finger guard.

No folder would be complete without a reliable locking mechanism, so we 
have incorporated Andrew’s famous Tri-Ad® lock. It’s been proven over time to 
be unsurpassed in strength, shock resistance and durability, and offers unrivaled 
protection for your irreplaceable fingers.

And, to assure lightning quick deployment and convenient carry, we have equipped 
the AD-10 with an ambidextrous thumb stud and dual pocket clips.

AD-10 LITE
The AD-10 Lites are the more economical versions of the AD-10 series folders.  

They share most of the features, style, and high-performance potential of their more 
expensive counterparts, including our exclusive Tri-Ad® lock, blade configurations, 
and steel thickness, but have been made from more affordable materials. For example, 
instead of costly G-10, the handles of the AD-10 Lites are made from less expensive 
GFN, and the blades are made from AUS 10A Stainless Steel rather than the S35VN 
that is used in the standard versions. They’re budget-friendly ,razor sharp and ready 
for action.

58SQB 
AD-15  
(Black Handle)

58SQ 
AD-15  
(OD Green Handle)

28DD 
AD-10 Drop Point

28DE
AD-10 
Tanto Point

FL-AD10
AD-10 Lite
Drop Point

FL-AD10T 
AD-10 Lite 
Tanto Point

58SQL
AD-15 Lite (Boxed)
58SQLZ 
AD-15 Lite 
(Blister Pack)

THE SCORPION LOCK

Name: AD-10 AD-10 Lite AD-10 Tanto AD-10 Lite Tanto
Weight: 6.9 oz.  6.5 oz.  7.2 oz.  6.5 oz. 
Thick: 3.8mm  3.8mm  3.8mm  3.8mm 
Blade:  3 1/2"  3 1/2"  3 1/2"  3 1/2"
Handle: 5 1/4"    5 1/4"    5 1/4"    5 1/4"   
Steel: S35VN AUS 10A S35VN AUS 10A
Overall: 8 3/4" 8 3/4" 8 3/4" 8 3/4"
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Name: Large Extra Large Kris
 Voyager® Voyager® Voyager®
Weight: 4.6 to  5.2 oz.     7.2 oz. to 8 oz. 7.4 oz. 
Thick: 3.5mm    4mm    4mm   
Blade: 4" 5 1/2" 5 1/2"                
Handle: 5 1/4"  6 3/4"  6 3/4" 
Overall: 9 1/4" 12 1/4" 12 1/4" 
Steel: AUS 10A AUS 10A AUS 10A

HOLD OUT SERIES
In many ways, the Cold Steel Hold Out series are ideal “EDC” or every day carry knives - 

providing the comfort and peace of mind that comes from carrying a high performance folder 
but in an astoundingly lightweight and easy to carry package.

Their beautiful satin polished S35VN steel blades are extremely functional. They are 
flat ground from the spine, with a shallow “V” cross-section culminating in a razor sharp 
hand-honed edge. Continuously curved from the heel to the needle-sharp tip, the blades 
cut and shear through tough, fibrous material with ease and makes 
short work of daily tasks and cutting chores.

Available in two sizes, the Hold Outs are incredibly thin and flat, 
with an ambidextrous pocket clip. 

VOYAGER® SERIES
The Cold Steel® Voyager® series is designed to be the true “everyman” knife.  
Lightweight, comfortable, super sharp, they are rugged, dependable and perfect for hunting and 

camping as well as general utility and daily cutting chores.  The Voyagers® excel in many survival 
and rescue applications, and they have proven to be very popular with Police and Military 
personnel, who appreciate the combination of cutting performance and safety that 
they offer. They are precision engineered and held to our most exacting 
standards. Featuring AUS 10A blades, and our Tri-Ad® locking 
mechanism - which is quite possibly the most secure, safe 
and shock resistant lock on the market today!

The ergonomic Griv-Ex™ handles 
(reinforced with heat treated 6061 
aluminum liners) provide great comfort and a 
secure grip even under extended use in tough conditions.

New Drop Point Voyager® Our new Drop Point 
Voyagers® are perfect for anyone who wants a big tough folder 
that’s “lower profile” but is ideal for hunting and 
utility work. 

Saber ground, its blade is slightly heavier 
than most to facilitate cutting and features a strong yet 
sharp point with lots of belly. It’s ideal for the biggest 
skinning jobs and will make short work of everyday 
tasks as well.

Large Drop Pt.

Large Tanto Pt.

XL Clip Pt.

XL  Vaquero

XL  Tanto Pt.

Kris Voyager®

XL Drop Pt.

AVAILABLE MODELS IN THE VOYAGER® SERIES

29AB
Large Drop Pt.

Large Clip Pt.
29AC (boxed)
29ACZ 
(blister pack)

29AT
Large Tanto Pt. 

29ATS
Large Tanto Pt. 
Serrated

XL Drop Pt.
29AXB (boxed)
29AXBZ 
(blister pack)

29AXC
XL Clip Pt.

29AXT
XL Tanto Pt. 

29AXTS
XL Tanto
Serr.

29AXV
XL Vaquero

29AXVS
XL Vaquero 
Serr.

29AXW
Kris

Name: Hold Out Hold Out 
 6 Inch 3 Inch
Weight: 7 oz..     2.4 oz.
Thick: 3.8mm    3.5mm         
Handle: 7 3/16"  4" 
Overall: 13 3/16" 7"
Handle Material: G-10

Hold Out 
6"  Blade: 

11G6
Plain Edge

11G6S
Serr.  Edge

Hold Out 3"  Blade: 
11G3   Plain Edge
11G3S   Serr.  Edge
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Name: 4-Max 4-Max Scout 
Weight: 10.1 oz.     10.2 oz. 
Thick: 4.8 mm   4.8 mm  
Blade: 4"  4" 
Handle: 6"  6" 
Steel: S35VN AUS 10A
Overall: 10" 10"

4-MAX SCOUT
The original 4 Max proved to be all that we hoped for.  But it was 

expensive and difficult to manufacture and deliver in a timely manner 
to meet customer demand. 

The 4 Max Scout is easier to produce and is a far more affordable 
alternative.  It features an extra wide, drop point blade and stone 
wash finish, which is identical to the original 4 Max.  It’s crafted from 
5mm thick AUS 10A steel, for strength, toughness and edge holding 
potential.

The handle’s silhouette mirrors the original.  Instead of a G-10 handle 
the 4 Max Scout has one made of Griv-Ex™ with stainless steel liners 
and a Griv-Ex™ back spacer.

Equipped with Andrew Demko’s ground breaking Tri-Ad® locking 
mechanism the 4 Max Scout has passed every one of our grueling shock 
and impact tests and then gone on to hold 600 lbs. of free hanging 
weight with no damage!

RAJAH® 
SERIES

A good Kukri is outstanding 
multi-purpose tool that’s able 
to cut, chop, slice and shear 
through even the toughest 
materials.

Designed by custom knife 
maker Andrew Demko, the 
Cold Steel® Rajah® series has 
proven to be both fan favorites 
and instant classics! Available 
in two sizes, their unique blade 
shape presents their thin, flat 
ground edges at just the right 
angle so they naturally bite 
deep, making cuts that way 
exceed other knives of the 
same size and weight.

The Rajah® handle also 
shares similar aesthetic lines 
and design nuances with 
traditional Kukris, with the 
addition of strategically placed 
curves for optimum grip and 
control. We’ve also equipped 
the Rajah® series with our 
world renowned Tri-Ad® 
locking mechanism, which has 
proven itself again and again 
to be amazingly strong and 
shock resistant. Try our Rajah® 
series today and experience for 
yourself the power of a Kukri 
that can fit in your pocket.

SPARTAN
Designed by celebrated 

custom  knife maker Andrew 
Demko, our Spartan is one of 
our most popular folding knives.

The Spartan’s super-sharp 
blade is made from AUS 10A 
Steel, and was designed to 
echo the aesthetics and cutting 
performance of the world 
famous Kukri. Its distinctive 
Kopis-inspired handle is 
precision injection molded 
out of Griv-Ex™ with heat 
treated steel liners, and this, in 
addition to our famous Tri-Ad® 
lock, makes for a knife that is 
incredibly safe and secure.  

The Spartan also features 
the patented Demko thumb 
plate, which can be used 
to open the knife like a 
conventional “one handed 
opener” or be snagged on the 
edge of a pocket during the 
draw stroke and opened at 
lightning speed!

62JL
Rajah II

62JM
Rajah III

21ST
Spartan

21SS
Spartan 
Serrated

Name: Rajah II Rajah® III
Weight: 13.4 oz. 5 oz. 
Thick: 4.8 mm 4mm      
Blade: 6" 3 1/2"        
Handle: 8"  4 7/8" 
Overall: 14" 8 3/8"
Steel: AUS 10A  AUS 10A

Weight: 9 oz.
Thick: 4mm
Blade: 4 1/2"   
Handle: 6"            
Steel: AUS 10A
Overall: 10 1/2"

4-MAX
The 4-MAX was developed as a collaboration between Cold Steel® and award winning custom 

knife maker Andrew Demko. It was produced with one clear goal in mind - to deliver a folding knife 
with the maximum strength and performance possible within a 4" blade limit.  

Bridging the gap between production knives and expensive custom offerings, the 4-Max is made 
to Andrew’s exact specifications and from the highest-grade materials.  Its extra wide, drop point 
stonewashed blade is made from S35VN stainless steel, offering a near perfect balance between 
durability and edge holding performance. 

The 4-Max’s tumbled titanium liners and back spacers and 3-D CNC machined and bead blasted 
G-10 handle scales provide even greater degrees of strength! 

Equipped with the ground breaking Tri-Ad® locking mechanism, this knife is quite possibly the 
strongest production folder we have ever produced!  The 4-MAX has passed every one of our 
grueling and torturous shock and impact tests, and then gone on to easily hold over 800 lbs of free 
hanging weight - with no damage!

If you are looking for a highly collectible mega-folder made with the specifications, tolerances 
and materials normally only found on a luxury custom knife – then your search is over!

62RMA
4-Max

4-Max Scout 
62RQ  (boxed)
62RQZ (blister package)
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 G-10 G-10  
Name: Espada®  Espada® Espada® Espada®
 XL Large XL Large
Weight: 14.2 oz.  8.7 oz.  16oz. 9 oz.
Thick: 4mm  4 mm 4 mm 4 mm
Blade: 7 1/2" 5 1/2" 7 1/2"    5 1/2"
Handle: 9 1/4" 6 3/4"  9 1/4"  6 3/4"
Steel: AUS 10A AUS 10A S35VN S35VN
Overall: 16 3/4" 12 1/4" 16 3/4" 12 1/4"

ESPADA® 
SERIES

The Cold Steel® 
Espadas® are inspired by 
the classical Navaja knives 
of Spain, but are utterly 
modern in both appearance 
and materials. A design 
collaboration between 
custom knife maker 
Andrew Demko and Lynn C. 
Thompson, our Espadas® 
are available in two sizes 
to suit both the bold and 
the boldest of individuals!

Despite their imposing 
size, our Espadas® are 
expertly designed to fit 
comfortably and discreetly 
in your pocket. You’ll soon 
forget that you are carrying 
such a large and impressive 
blade. Equipped with the 
patented Demko Thumb 
Plate, the Large and Extra 
Large Espadas® can be 
snagged on your pocket, 
opening the knife as you 
draw it - and opening in 
the blink of an eye! The 
Espada’s® beautiful blades 
are made from premium 
American S35VN  Steel- 
chosen for its ability to 
not only take a super-fine 
cutting edge, but to hold it 
for an exceptionally long 
time. They also feature 
expertly polished G-10 
scales and mirror polished 
7075 Aluminum bolsters 
and frame.

Each Espada® is 
equipped with our 
patented Tri-Ad® locking 
mechanism, proven to have 
amazing shock resistance 
and strength. In our own 
notoriously brutal product 
testing, the XL Espada® 
was not only capable of 
holding 600 lbs of free 
hanging weight, but we 
even used it to support a 
hanging engine block!

G-10 HANDLED 
VERSION:  

Our popular Espada® 
series is also available in a 
slim-line, tactical edition. 
Featuring a hard-wearing 
AUS 10  steel blade with a 
stone wash finish and G-10 
handle scales .

62MA
Espada XL

62MB
Espada 
Large

62MGC
G-10
 XL Espada

62MGD
G-10 
Large Espada

21TBX 
Talwar Folder Plain 
21TBXS 
Talwar Folder Serrated

22B
Black Talon II  
Plain
22BS 
Black Talon II 
Serrated

22C 
Tiger Claw Plain
22KFS 
Tiger Claw Serrated

  Tiger  Black Talwar
 Claw Talon II  Folder
Weight: 5.1 oz.  4.8 oz.  8.6oz.
Thick: 3.5mm  3.5mm  3.8mm
Blade: 3" 4"                  5 1/2"   
Handle: 6"             5 1/2" 7 3/8       
Steel: S35VN S35VN S35VN
Overall: 9" 9 1/2" 12 7/8"

SERRATED 
VERSION

SERRATED 
VERSION

SERRATED 
VERSION

TIGER CLAW
Created by custom knife maker Andrew Demko, the Cold Steel® Tiger Claw is overflowing with design 

innovations! The blade was designed following Andrew Demko’s extensive testing as a Journeyman Electrician and 
Engineer. When developing his own hand-made knives he made a Karambit-Hawkbill hybrid blade that could cut 
rope, cable, wire and anything else his vocation threw in his path. This knife served him well through years of hard 
use, and, when tasked by Cold Steel® to develop his own take on a folding Karambit; this blade shape immediately 
came to mind. 

Replicating Andrew’s original blade design in premium S35VN steel, the 
Tiger Claw offers the tactical performance of the Filipino and Indonesian 
fighting Karambit, coupled with the utility and function of a working 
man’s Hawkbill. With the Demko thumb-plate, the Tiger Claw offers a 
fully ambidextrous fast draw from the pocket either in a saber grip or a 
traditional blade-down Karambit grip, deploying the blade with lightning 
fast ease! Made with his signature minimalist style, Demko’s Tiger Claw 
features a slim CNC machined G-10 handle, a black aluminum pommel ring, 
and our exclusive Tri-Ad® lock.

BLACK TALON II
The original Cold Steel® Black Talon was a handmade, 

limited edition folder, featuring a modified curved talon 
blade* made from Japanese San Mai® steel. It had a sleek 
titanium frame with G-10 scales and - for its time - a very 
strong locking mechanism. Our fans begged us to release a 
revised version of this classic blade, so we happily obliged, 
with a re-designed knife that we have christened the Black 
Talon II! A design collaboration between Lynn C. Thompson 
and Andrew Demko, the Black Talon II features the 
distinctive down-swept point and pronounced belly of the original, but with satin polished S35VN 
Steel and a re-designed tip for added durability. The G-10 scales offer maximum retention and grip 
even in cold or wet conditions while still being kind on your clothing when drawn from the pocket.

Featuring our high performance Tri-Ad® locking mechanism for added safety, this thin, 
lightweight and eye-catching knife is sure to be the talking point of anyone’s collection!

*UseD with the kinD permission of spyDerCo

TALWAR FOLDER
A design collaboration between Lynn C. Thompson 

and Andrew Demko, the Talwar packs an astonishing 
amount of cutting power into a thin and lightweight 
pocket knife.

The Talwar folder boasts one of the widest 
blades available in the industry today. Made 
from S35VN steel, and almost 2" wide, 
the blade is beautifully flat ground, with 
a continuously curved edge, offering cutting potential that has been hitherto unavailable in a 
folding knife.

The Talwar’s textured, ergonomic pistol grip handle is made from premium G-10, with 
strategically placed integrated finger grooves for both comfort and safety.

For added safety, each of our Talwar knives has our Tri-Ad® locking system; which has 
proven itself again and again to be the safest lock in the industry.

The Talwar also comes equipped with Andrew Demko's revolutionary ambidextrous thumb 
plate. Open the knife smoothly and effortlessly with either hand, or draw-snag the knife on a 
pocket to open the knife at the speed of lightning!
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 Tuff Lite Mini Tuff Lite
Weight: 2.5 oz. 1.6 oz.
Thick: 2.75 mm  2.5mm
Blade: 2 1/2" 2" 
Handle: 3 1/2" 3"
Steel: AUS 8A 4034SS

MINI TUFF LITE  AVAILABLE COLORS:
 Blue OD Green Red Black
 20MTB 20MTGD 20MTR  20MT

TUFF LITE  AVAILABLE COLORS:
 Blue OD Green  Red Flat Dark Earth Black
 20LTB 20LTG (boxed) 20LTR 20LTF (boxed) 20LT (boxed)
  20LTGZ (blister pack)  20LTFZ (blister pack) 20LTZ (blister pack)

20LTS
Tuff Lite Serrated
  The serrated edge is only available on the 
Tuff Lite with a black handle.  
  The Mini Tuff Lites all have plain edges.

1911
20NPJAA  Boxed
20NPJAAZ  Blister Pack
Weight: 3.1 oz. 
Thick: 3.4 mm  
Blade: 3"
Handle: 4"
Steel: 4116 
 Stainless
Overall: 7"

1911
If you are a big fan of the 1911 semi auto pistol 

like we are, we think you might also enjoy carrying 
our light handy 1911 liner lock folder as an 
everyday side kick! 

Designed to emulate the 1911’s iconic grip frame, 
its lightning quick to draw and open thanks to its 
integral “flipper” and once deployed its super sharp, 
clip point blade can be made extra safe by engaging 
its patented secondary safety mechanism.

Supplied with a classically checkered Griv Ex™ 
handle and ambidextrous stainless steel pocket clip, 
its very reasonably priced and 
sure to be your new 
favorite 1911!

Kiridashi
20KPM Boxed
20KPLZ Blister Pack
Weight: 2.4 oz. 
Thick: 3mm  
Blade: 2 1/2" 
Handle: 4"
Steel: 4116 Stainless
Overall: 6 1/2"

KIRIDASHI
The Kiridashi is the original Japanese utility knife. Traditionally 

carried in the sleeve pocket of one’s kimono by both Samurai and 
peasant alike. The Kiridashi is now used by practically everyone 
in Japan from children to master craftsmen! In many ways it’s the 
fixed blade equivalent of the western pocket knife.

Because of its innate practicality, it’s used for everything from 
whittling, carving, paring, and nearly every conceivable cutting 
chore. Now Cold Steel® has updated this famous classic utility 
knife by making a folding knife version! Our Kiridashi folder offers 
a razor sharp classically shaped blade made from 4116 stainless 
steel that’s mated to a handsome, comfortable Griv Ex™ grip 
that will never rot, crack, warp or 
mildew. To guard your fingers, it 
comes with our Tri-Ad® Locking 
mechanism, proven time and time 
again to be the strongest, safest 
locking mechanism available.

Light in weight, thin and handy, 
our Kiridashi is a joy to carry clipped 
to a pocket.  And it’s bargain priced 
and a tremendous value to boot!

54VPN 
Lucky
Weight: 1.2 oz.
Thick: 1.5mm  
Blade: 2 @ 2 5/8"
Handle: 3 1/4"
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Overall: 8 1/2"

28E     Grik
Weight: 3 oz.
Thick: 3.5 mm 
Blade: 3"
Handle: 3 7/8"    
Steel: AUS 8A
Overall: 6 7/8"

GRIK
Created by custom knife maker Andrew Demko, the Grik is a pocket-friendly, functional utility and 

every day carry knife.
The Grik’s distinctive modified spear point blade is made from expertly heat treated and 

cryo-quenched Japanese AUS 8A steel for a perfect balance between edge holding and ease of re-
sharpening. A shallow indent in the spine of the blade makes a comfortable thumb stop for leverage 
when doing hard work, or a rest for your index finger when using the tip for precision cutting. 

The Grik’s two tone line-grain satin polished blade and contrasting black polymer HTR™ thumb 
ramp make the knife really “pop” - making it as easy on the eye as it is to use.

But it’s the Grik’s handle that sets it apart! Made from ergonomically contoured GFN with a 
replaceable and reversible clip, it’s an extremely thin and flat low-profile carry that’s easy on your 
pockets and incredibly discreet. 

Furthermore, the Grik’s polymer clip is comfortable in-hand, 
negating those “hot spots” that often occur when using a 
steel-clipped folder for any prolonged length of time. Plus, unlike 
a steel clip it won’t scratch your paint work or tear the leather 
seats in your car! 

Equipped with our Tri-Ad® locking mechanism, that has 
been proven to offer unsurpassed levels of safety security and 
strength, the Grik is a tough, practical and functional everyday 
working tool that you’ll find is utterly indispensable.

LUCKY
The Cold Steel® Lucky is our modern re-invention 

of the classic Gentleman’s pen knife. Astonishingly 
lightweight, it barely moves the scale at a little over 
one ounce, making it utterly effortless to carry. Use 
the removable pocket clip to wear it with dress pants 
or lightweight summer slacks, carry it in a shirt pocket 
or even use it as a tie clip, it is so thin and light you’ll 
forget you even have a knife - but it’s always there 
when you need it! The Lucky’s twin blades (one plain 
edge, one serrated) are made from premium CPM 
S-35VN steel, securely nestled between two-tone 
polished carbon fiber scales - and with an RC of 60-61, 
the Lucky takes a razor edge that will last! Stylish, 
unobtrusive, elegant and legal almost everywhere in 
the world, it’s a versatile 
knife that will serve you 
well, and look beautiful 
while doing it!

TUFF LITE AND 
MINI TUFF LITE

Tough enough to do the job and light enough 
to be handy, Cold Steel’s® Tuff Lite folders are there 
when you need them. Perfectly sized to slip into any 
pocket, clip to your waist band or wear around your neck 
on a lanyard.

With the wide, hollow, ground blades they are mercilessly sharp 
and can shear through the toughest materials with unexpected ease. And 
due to their slanted points, they offer deep penetration and precision cutting 
potential without appearing aggressive enough to draw unwanted attention.

Both the standard sized version and the mini version are bred for work 
and offer a surprisingly good grip due to their superbly engineered Griv Ex™ 
handles that offer a tremendous strength to weight ratio and feature our state 
of the art Tri-Ad® lock, which gives them astonishing muscle for their size. 
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OYABUN
For years we have thought about making a folding 

knife that closely emulates our famous Tanto.  
Andrew Demko worked on the problem, and with 
Lynn Thompson’s input, a satisfactory solution was 
discovered.  The result is what we offer here, the 
Oyabun!

It incorporates a reinforced blade point, a high 
satin polish, expert heat treatment (Rc57 and 
sub-zero quenched), and the kind of stunningly 
sharp edge Cold Steel’s reputation was founded 
upon. Furthermore, it is equipped with an integral 
flipper for effortless opening, and a (patent pending) 
leaf spring lock and safety.  The lock/safety on the 
Oyabun was first utilized in our Crawford 1 folder and 
has proved to be quite tough and reliable.  

The 4034 stainless steel blade is housed in a 
strong, economical handle that’s reinforced with 
stainless steel liners. The handle is injection molded 
with a Griv-Ex™ foundation and then over molded 
with soft, checkered Kray-Ex™ fastened to the frame 
with two robust bolts.

SILVER EYE
The Silver Eye’s hand-honed razor sharp blade 

comes with Andrew Demko’s signature modified Drop 
point.  It  has a line grain two-tone satin polish finish 
- a costly and time consuming process usually seen on 
expensive custom knives, but it makes the Silver Eye's 
exquisite grind lines really gleam.

The Silver Eye’s ergonomic medium textured 
Carbon Fiber handle scales give an extremely 
secure and comfortable grip. Carbon Fiber, with its 
excellent strength-to-weight ratio, provides a perfect 
balance between good looks, comfort and class, with 
impressive durability and all-round toughness.

An extra-long, slimline steel clip (with integrated 
lanyard hole) allows for comfortable and discreet 
ambidextrous tip-up carry, while keeping the Silver 
Eye snugly secure in your pocket.

AIR LITE SERIES
We know many of our customers are more and 

more concerned about the weight and “bulk” of 
their EDC (every day carry) knife as there is a lot of 
competition for the limited space in their pockets. 
That’s why we focused on making a feather light (3.2 
oz) ultra slim (8.8 mm thick) folder that can be carried 
24/7 while still leaving room in the pocket for other 
essential gear. 

But what we didn’t do in our quest to make a super 
EDC knife was skimp on workmanship and materials. 
That’s why every Tanto and Drop point blade in 
our Air Lite series exhibits flawless craftsmanship 
and premium materials. The blades are made from 
costly Japanese 10A stainless steel famed for its 
edge holding ability, strength and toughness and the 
handles are laser cut from real G-10. Even the locking 
mechanism can’t be beat as there is nothing better 
than our celebrated Tri-Ad® Lock when it comes to 
protecting your fingers. 

Budget friendly pricing, amazing sharpness, and 
enormously comfortable and usable, the Air Lites are 
hard to beat for every day carry!

26T    Oyabun 
Weight: 4.1 oz. 
Thick: 3.8 mm  
Blade: 3 1/2"  
Handle: 4 3/4"
Steel: 4034SS
Overall: 8 1/4"

62QCFB   Silver Eye
Weight: 4 oz. 
Thick: 3.5mm
Blade: 3 1/2"  
Handle: 4 7/8"
Steel: S35VN
Overall: 8 3/8"

SR1 SERIES
The Cold Steel® SRK® (Survival Rescue 

Knife) has been a flagship blade in our 
line-up for over 25 years. The knife of 
choice for many in the military, it remains 
the standard issue fixed blade of the Navy 
SEALs during BUDS training to this day. 

When we asked custom knife maker 
Andrew Demko to develop a high-end 
tactical folding knife for military 
application, he took his inspiration from 
our SRK®!  The SR1 features Andrew’s 
signature minimalist style, without 
flourishes or embellishments, just pure 
functional, practical design. 

The SR1 and the new SR1 Tanto are 
made for work. Crafted from American 
CPM-S35VN premium powdered steel, 
both are heavy duty work horses, 
designed for the harshest and unforgiving 
environments.

A good blade needs a good handle, so 
the SR1’s handle is made from premium 
G-10 with heat treated nested steel liners. 
With a coarse-textured surface for a 
secure grip even in cold, wet conditions, 
and expertly contoured to allow for a 
comfortable and safe grip even while 
wearing heavy gloves.

For added reliability and peace of 
mind, we equipped the SR1 with our 
Tri-Ad® locking mechanism - proven over 
time to weather the worst abuse, with 
unparalleled shock and impact resistance 
- making this knife the ideal choice for a 
survival rescue blade.

SR1 LITE
While not significantly lighter in weight, 

our SR1 Lite is indisputably lighter on 
the wallet!

Made to mimic its big brother in every 
respect with the exceptions of having 
substituted the G-10 handle with a Griv-
Ex™ one, and using the more affordable 
8Cr14MoV blade steel.  It still comes 
razor sharp and ready for your toughest 
task or biggest adventure. 

SR1 Lite
62K1 (boxed)
62K1Z  (blister pack)

SR1 Lite Tanto Point 
62K1A (boxed)
62K1AZ (blister pack)

62L
SR1

62LA
SR1 
Tanto Point

Air Lite Series:
Drop Point 
26WD (boxed)
26WDZ (blister pack)

Tanto 
26WT (boxed)
26WTZ (blister pack)
Weight: 3.2 oz. 
Thick: 3mm  
Blade: 3 1/2"       
Handle: 4 1/2"
Steel: AUS 10A
Overall: 8"

Name: SR1 SR1 SR1 SR1
  Tanto Lite Lite Tanto
Weight: 7 oz. 7.2 oz. 6.9 oz. 6.9 oz.
Thick: 4.8 mm  4.8 mm  4.8 mm  4.8 mm 
Blade: 4" 4"  4" 4"    
Steel: CPM-S35VN CPM-S35VN 8Cr14MoV 8Cr14MoV
Overall: 9 3/8" 9 3/8" 9 3/8" 9 3/8"
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DOUBLE SAFE HUNTER SERIES
If you’re looking for a budget friendly yet high-performing folding hunter, look no further than 

the Double Safe Hunter. It’s modeled after our extremely popular old-school Voyager®.  Its 
wide, clip-point blade is 3.5" in length and is made of 8Cr14MoV steel, tempered to 
57-58 Rockwell hardness. 

No matter what job, you can be confident you have the right knife on hand, 
with a blade small enough for intricate cutting tasks, yet big enough 
to skin anything from a mouse to a moose. A dream to use for any 
length of time it has a glass-filled nylon (GFN) handle that is thin 
and ergonomically pleasing and features a steel pocket clip. 
It is available with three handle variations: blaze orange, 
OD green and a distinctive camouflage styled version.

Cold Steel® had your fingers in mind when 
designing the Double Safe Hunter. Its state-
of-the-art rocker lock features a secondary 
safety mechanism, that when engaged 
is enormously resistant to shock 
and impact.

Double Safe 
Hunter Series
Weight: 4.1 oz. 
Thick: 3mm  
Blade: 3 1/2"
Handle: 4 7/8"
Steel: 8Cr14MoV
Overall: 8 3/8"

23JK
Slock Master Hunter
Weight: 4.1 oz. 
Thick: 3mm  
Blade: 3 1/2"
Handle: 4 7/8"
Steel: 8Cr14MoV
Overall: 8 3/8"

Ultimate Hunter Series
Weight: 4.9 oz. 
Thick: 3.5mm 
Blade: 3 1/2"                      
Handle: 5" 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Overall: 8 1/2"

ULTIMATE HUNTER
A design collaboration between custom knife-maker 

Andrew Demko & Lynn C. Thompson, the Ultimate Hunter 
represents the culmination of almost 3 years of design 
evolution.

Exhaustively field tested on four continents - the Ultimate 
Hunter has proved its worth time and time again!

Made from American CPM-S35VN, the Ultimate Hunter 
is flat-ground by hand to a razor edge that will last an 
amazingly long time.

The heavily bead blasted, CNC machined G-10 handles 
are comfortably smooth, while still giving a very secure, 
safe grip.

Equipped with a super-strong Tri-Ad® locking mechanism 
for extra safety, it’s is a pure thoroughbred hunting/
outdoorsman’s blade that also makes an excellent everyday 
carry knife - practical, functional and incredibly capable!

BUSH RANGER
Longtime Cold Steel® customers may remember the 

original Bush Ranger, a fixed-blade field knife from years 
past that was designed by Lynn C. Thompson. One of its 
major strong-suits was its extremely comfortable handle. 
Mike Wallace drew inspiration from that knife to create 
a folding field knife that also feels great in the hand for 
extended periods of time without causing fatigue. The new 
Bush Ranger is perfect for the hunter or survivalist who 
wants something midweight, yet is a real workhorse. While 
designed for tough work in the field, it’s equally at home in 
a pair of jeans or slacks for everyday carry (EDC). If you like 
having lots of choices when you carry, the Bush Ranger’s got 
them; from a lanyard hole, to its ambidextrous pocket clip 
options, and the ability to easily deploy from your pocket 
thanks to Andrew Demko’s patented Thumb Plate. 
You can be sure your fingers are safe no matter 
the task at hand, as the Bush Ranger features 
Cold Steel’s® Tri-Ad® lock, the strongest 
and safest folding knife lock on the market. 
Featuring a 3 ½" American-Made S35VN Sheffield clip point 
blade and a CNC machined G-10 handle, this premium folder 
will proudly give you many years of service.

BUSH RANGER LITE
For those intrigued by the Bush Ranger but seeking a 

budget-friendly folding field knife, Mike Wallace developed 
the Bush Ranger Lite. With an almost identical 3 1/2" 
Sheffield clip point blade, the Lite version of the Bush 
Ranger utilizes durable 8Cr14MoV steel and a thumb stud 
for ease of opening. As comfort in use is key, the Bush 
Ranger Lite’s handle is comprised of expertly contoured 
glass filled nylon (GFN) that fits your hand like a glove. 
With ambidextrous carry options offered through an 
interchangeable pocket clip, and weighing just 5.2 ounces, 
the Bush Ranger Lite makes carrying a breeze. As always, 
safety and security continue to remain priority number one 
to Cold Steel®, so we supplied the Bush Ranger Lite with 
a state-of-the-art rocker lock featuring a secondary 
safety that when engaged is enormously resistant 
to shock and impact.  We’re confident you’ll 
agree, the Bush Ranger Lite is an excellent 
first folding knife or budget-friendly, 
reliable utility knife for everyday 
carry (EDC).

Bush Ranger Lite 
21A    (boxed)
21AZ (blister package)
Weight: 5.2 oz.
Thick: 3.8mm 
Blade: 3 1/2"
Handle: 4 7/8" 
Steel: 8Cr14MoV
Overall: 8 3/8"

31A 
Bush Ranger
Weight: 5.7 oz.
Thick: 4mm  
Blade: 3 1/2"     
Handle: 4 7/8" 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Overall: 8 3/8"

30U
Ultimate 
Hunter

30URY
Ultimate 
Hunter Orange

Double Safe 
Hunter (Orange)
23JB (boxed)
23JBZ 
(blister package)

Double Safe Hunter (OD Green)
23JC (boxed)
23JCZ  (blister package)

Double Safe 
Hunter 
(Camouflage)
23JE (boxed)
23JEZ 
(blister package)

SLOCK MASTER 
HUNTER

Tim Wells spends more hours in the field hunting 
than most of us spend doing anything else.  And if 
there’s one thing he’s learned, it’s the importance of a 
good skinning knife. Especially when you’re hungry, 
wet, tired and your hands are freezing.  The Slock 
Master Hunter is a special Tim Wells version of our 
Double Safe Hunter. It features his signature red 
handle, and a custom designed drop point blade (with 
plenty of belly) that’s perfect for all outdoor activities. 
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TRAPPER SERIES
These are Cold Steel’s variations on the classic slip joint Trapper knives. 

They feature handles with authentic bone and are highlighted with polished 
metal bolsters.  The rugged handles are substantially sized for hard work, 
even with gloved hands.

They are constructed in a traditional Jack Knife pattern, with two polished 
blades: a clip point blade for piercing and cutting, and a spey blade for 
skinning and gutting, both folding out of one end of the knife’s grip.  Popular 
folklore has placed these knives as the preferred choice of rugged outdoorsman 
and frontier hunters, but their inherent practicality makes them useful for all sorts of 
chores, and they will fit in well in almost any environment from urban to rural. They make great pocket 
knives and are perfect for domestic projects, outdoor use or as hunting knives.

TRAPPER AND MINI TRAPPER
Available in two sizes, our Trapper knives have three variations in handle materials and feature the two 

traditional blade styles.  Both are small enough to carry in one’s pocket.

TRAPPER 3
This version with 3 blades, which has been customarily called a Stockman 

knife, has the standard clip point and spey point blade of the Trapper with the 
addition of a sheep’s foot styled blade.  Like the Trapper knives, it’s available 
in three handle styles.

A
Weight: 2.5 oz.
Thick: 2mm 
Blades: 2 5/16"
Handle: 3 1/2" 
Steel: 8Cr13MoV
Overall: 6 1/8"

B
Weight: 3.3 oz.
Thick: 2.2 mm 
Blades: 3"
Handle: 4 1/8" 
Steel: 8Cr13MoV
Overall: 7 3/8"

C
Weight: 2.8 oz.
Thick: 1 to 1.5 mm
Blades: 1 5/8" & 1 3/4"
Handle: 3 5/8" 
Steel: 8Cr13MoV
Overall: 8 1/4"

RANGE BOSS
Whether you are riding the range in a taxi in Manhattan or riding a horse in 

Montana, we’re sure you’re going to appreciate our Range Boss.
Designed to ride all day in your pocket or waistband, it’s light and easy to carry.  It 

doesn’t take up much room and can be carried virtually unnoticed…until you snap it open.
The Range Boss’s clip point blade is flat ground to a thin edge that is so sharp it will 

astonish you. It is stone washed to resist rust, and its versatility makes it a darn 
good skinning knife, not to mention food preparation too.

The glass reinforced nylon handle is textured with a stippled 
pattern for a good grip, and it features our renowned 
Tri-Ad® lock for superlative strength.  

Finn Wolf Series
Weight: 3.4 oz. 
Thick: 3mm 
Blade: 3 1/2"          
Handle: 4 3/8" Griv-Ex™
Steel: AUS 8A Stainless
Overall: 7 7 /8"

Range Boss Series
Weight: 3.4 oz. 
Thick: 3.5mm 
Blade: 4"              
Handle: 5 1/4" 
Steel: 4116
Overall: 9 1/4"

FINN WOLF
A design collaboration between custom knife-maker Andrew Demko and 

Lynn C. Thompson, the Cold Steel® Finn Wolf is a folding utility and camp 
knife that draws inspiration from the classic Finnish Pukko. 

Equipped with our Tri-Ad® lock for superior safety and security, the 
Finn Wolf is a folder that you can rely on in even the most uncompromising 
conditions. Its satin polished Japanese AUS 8A blade is ready to put in 
long hours and hard work, and with its keen zero ground edge it’s a breeze 
to re-sharpen in the field. With this much performance packed into this 
comfortable, strong, practical and inexpensive a package, there’s simply no 
excuse not to add a Finn Wolf to your collection today!

20KR5
Range Boss 
Black 

20KR7
Range Boss 
OD Green

Range Boss  
Flat Dark Earth 
20KR9 (boxed)
20KR9Z  (blister package)

Finn Wolf Blue 
20NPG

Finn Wolf Red 
20NPH

Finn Wolf Blaze Orange 
20NPJ (boxed)
20NPJZ (blister package)

Finn Wolf OD Green 
20NPF (boxed)
20NPFZ (blister package

A

B

C

Mini Trapper: 
FL-MINITRPR    Jigged Bone 
FL-MINITRPR-BLBN     Blue Bone
FL-MINITRPR-YBN     Yellow Bone

Trapper: 
FL-TRPR Jigged Bone
FL-TRPR-BLBN     Blue Bone
FL-TRPR-YBN       Yellow Bone

Trapper 3: 
FL-GNTLSTKMN      Jigged Bone
FL-GNTLSTKMN-BLBN     Blue Bone
FL-GNTLSTKMN-YBN      Yellow Bone
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10AA
Counter Point XL

10AB
Counter Point 1

10ABV3
Gunsite

10AC
Counter Point 2

Weight: 4.1 oz.
Thick: 3.3 mm 
Blade: 3 1/2"
Handle: 4 7/8" 
Steel: 4116 Stainless
Overall: 8 3/8"

Name: Large Luzon Medium Luzon
Weight: 9.3 oz. 3.5 oz.
Thick: 3.5mm 2.75 mm 
Blade: 6" 4"
Handle: 7.5" 5" 
Steel: 8Cr13MoV  8Cr13MoV
 Stainless Stainless
Overall: 13 1/2" 9"
  

LUZON SERIES
Lynn C. Thompson’s love of Filipino Martial Arts encouraged 

this collaboration with Mike Wallace on the Luzon (LOO-ZAHN) 
folder. Inspired by several balisongs in Lynn’s collection, but 
functioning as a flipper, the Luzons are a politically correct 
alternative for those who are unable to legally own balisongs. 
The Luzon’s blades are comprised of 8Cr13MoV Stainless, and 
expertly hardened to 57-58 Rockwell and feature sharp, strong, 
points with just enough belly to make them equally useful for 
cutting and slashing. You’ll be dreaming of the Philippines once 
you experience the Luzon’s bamboo-inspired handles, 
featuring concave segments that offer countless 
comfortable grip options. Made of glass-filled nylon 
(GFN), the Luzon’s handles are impervious to the 
elements, and are unlike any handle we’ve ever made 
before. 

Handsome and budget friendly, and a breeze to flip 
open, the Luzons are a formidable choice for those 
going in harm’s way. Offering incomparable levels of 
safety, they’re equipped with a sturdy leaf-spring lock 
and a (patent-pending) secondary safety mechanism 
that, when it’s engaged is extremely resistant to 
shock and impact. Your fingers will be safe even 
under the worst conditions.  Available in two sizes, 
both feature a lanyard hole and a pocket clip. 

CRAWFORD MODEL 1 
Wes Crawford, the custom knife maker, has been a friend of Cold Steel® 

for years, so we were happy to collaborate with him on the creation of an 
inexpensive version of one of his pricey custom “flippers”.  The result was 
our new Crawford Model 1.

Strongly resembling Wes’s custom knife, the blade features a wide 
saber grind and a strong, sharp point with plenty of belly for cutting and 
slashing.  It’s made from Japanese 4116 Stainless and is hollow ground 
to a thin, razor edge that will cut at the slightest touch.  

And, because Wes’s “flipper” is integrated into the tang, it can 
be opened lightning fast!

The handle of the Crawford Model 1 mimics Wes’s 
original’s profile and silhouette but is made from a strong 
(yet economical), glass reinforced nylon that includes 
traction rubber inlays, and a low-profile pocket clip.

To keep your fingers safe from potential harm, we have 
equipped the Crawford 1 with our leaf spring lock, and a (patent pending) 
secondary safety mechanism that, when engaged is extremely resistant to 
shock and impact.

Crawford Model 1
20MWCZ      OD Green (blister package) 
20MWC OD Green (boxed)
20MWCB Black (boxed)

Medium Luzon 
20NQL (boxed)
20NQLZ (blister pack) 

Large Luzon 
20NQX (boxed) 
20NQXZ (blister pack)

GUNSITE®
The Gunsite® is a specialized version of our Counter Point 1.  It has 

a half serrated blade and jimping on the blade spine for extra traction. 
The blade is etched with the logo of the Gunsite® Academy. The Gunsite® Academy in 

Arizona, is known for offering firearm training to elite military personnel, law enforcement officers 
and the free citizens of the US. 

Name: Gunsite®
Weight: 4.7 oz.
Thick: 3.5mm
Blade: 4"
Handle: 5"
Steel: AUS 10A
Overall: 9"

COUNTER POINT 
SERIES

We spent years exploring high-end boot knives, 
and now we’ve applied that knowledge to a folding 
knife – the Cold Steel® Counter Point. The Counter 
Point is available in three blade sizes - 3", 4" and 
6". Their stiletto-inspired spear point blades have a 
distinctively pronounced false edge and a lustrous 
satin finish, combining to make a blade that not 
only looks great, but delivers a show stopping 
performance!  

The Counter Point is highly corrosion and stain 
resistant and takes a very sharp and durable 
edge. The Counter Point’s handle is made from 
Griv-Ex™ and reinforced with heat treated 
aluminum liners, making it not only very strong, 
but comfortable and secure in almost any grip 
imaginable. For added strength and safety, we 
equipped the Counter Point with our famous 
Tri-Ad® locking mechanism, proven again and 
again to be incredibly strong and shock resistant.

Model: Counter Counter Counter
 Point 2  Point 1 Point XL
Weight: 2.5 oz. 4.7 oz. 7.9 oz.
Thick: 3mm 3.5mm 4mm
Blade: 3" 4" 6"                 
Handle: 3 7/8" 5" 7 1/8"
Steel: AUS 8A AUS 10A AUS 10A
Overall: 6 7/8" 9" 13 1/8"
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TI-LITE® SERIES
Cold Steel’s® Ti-Lite® folding knives evoke the sleek speed and rebellious lines of the 

classic 1950’s switchblade.  Often imitated, but never equaled, the Ti-Lite® (designed by 
the late, great Phil Boguszewski) is a masterpiece of performance and style. 

The Ti-Lites® are equipped with our stainless steel leaf spring locks (proven, in our tests, 
to hold upwards of 145 lbs).   

For ease of carry, the Ti-Lites® come equipped with a small, but unobtrusive steel pocket 
clip, and can be opened rapidly by using the thumb studs or by snagging a quillon on the 
edge of your pocket as you draw your knife out. 

STANDARD TI-LITE®
The standard Ti-Lite® (available with 4 or 6 inch blade configurations) features a sharp and strong 

S35VN bead-blasted blade, and a CNC milled 7075 Aluminum handle which is finished with a protective 
EDP (Electric Discharge Plating) coating. 

G-10 TI-LITE®
The G-10 Ti-Lite® (available with 4 or 6 inch blade configurations) features an S35VN steel blade and 

a rich black DLC (Diamond Like) coating for durability and scratch resistance.
The handle is painstakingly 3D CNC machined and milled, providing an incredibly comfortable grip 

however you choose to hold your knife. 
Furthermore, the premium G-10 offers an exceptional strength to weight ratio, rivaling even our 

aluminum handled model while being a fraction of the weight!

ZY-EX ™ TI-LITE® 
Our Zy-Ex™ Ti-Lite® (available with 4 or 6 inch blade configurations) mimics the look of its more 

expensive counterparts almost exactly – but instead of 7075 Aluminum or G-10, we use 43% glass 
filled Zy-Ex™ for the handle, and Japanese AUS 8A instead of S35VN for the blade.  The resulting knives 
are extraordinarily lightweight, while remaining remarkably strong, sharp and good looking.

KRIS TI-LITE® 
Fans of the Ti-Lite series knives are sure to be enthused by the arrival of our new Kris styled blades.  

Available with four inch or six inch plain edged blades, and a six inch serrated version.  The handles are 
made of Griv-Ex™ in a flat dark earth color. 

  Pocket 
  Snag
  Opening  

Model: 4" 6"
 Ti-Lite® Ti-Lite®
Weight: 4.6 oz. 9 oz.
Thick: 3mm 4mm
Blade: 4" 6"
Steel: CPM-S35VN CPM-S35VN
Overall: 8 3/4" 13"

Model: 4" Zy-Ex™ 6" Zy-Ex™
 Ti-Lite® Ti-Lite®
Weight: 4 oz.  7.5 oz.
Thick: 3mm 4mm
Blade: 4" 6"
Steel: AUS 8A AUS 8A
Overall: 8 3/4" 13"

Model: 4" Kris 6"Kris
 Ti-Lite® Ti-Lite®
Weight: 3.7 oz.  7 oz.
Thick: 3mm 4mm
Blade: 4" 6"
Steel: AUS 10A AUS 10A
Overall: 8 3/4" 13"

Model: 4" G-10 6" G-10 
 Ti-Lite® Ti-Lite®
Weight: 3.7 oz. 7.1 oz.
Thick: 3mm 4mm
Blade: 4" 6"
Steel: CPM-S35VN CPM-S35VN
Overall: 8 3/4" 13"

62P2A
Frenzy II
Weight: 5.7 oz.
Thick: 3.4 mm
Blade: 5 1/2"
Overall: 12 1/4"        
Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: 6 3/4"

FRENZY
Designed by award-winning custom knife-maker Andrew 

Demko, the Cold Steel® Frenzy takes its inspiration from ancient 
Japanese Kabutowari – with a thick spine, slender blade, needle-
sharp piercing point and a long flat cutting edge. 

Made from premium American CPM S35VN steel for superior 
edge retention, and line-grain satin polished with a deep fuller, 
the Frenzy’s five and a half inch blade is as visually appealing 
as it is effective, and as it catches the light it’s truly a wonder 
to behold!  

The Frenzy’s handle is made from multiple layered and 3D 
CNC Machined dual-tone G-10. It’s thin and flat enough to 
comfortably carry without “printing” while it’s expertly designed 
and ergonomically contoured shape provides both comfort and 
retention in any grip. 

Equipped with the ground-breaking Tri-Ad® locking 
mechanism for supreme endurance, reliability and safety, the 
Frenzy is a sleek and stylish mega-folder that takes up very little 
space in your pocket but snaps open to become a true force to 
be reckoned with!

 

26B4
Ti-Lite 4"

26B6
Ti-Lite 6"

26C4
Ti-Lite 4"
G-10 handle

26C6
Ti-Lite 6"
G-10 Handle

26SK4
4"Ti-Lite 
Kris Blade

26SP
Ti-Lite 4"
Zy-Ex™ Handle

26SXK6
6" Ti-Lite 
Kris Blade

26SXK6S
6” Ti-Lite 
Kris Blade 
Serrated

26SXP
Ti-Lite 6" 
Zy-Ex™ Handle
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Weight: 2 oz.
Thick: 1.5mm
Steel: 420J2
Blade(s): 2 1/2"
Overall: 6 1/2"
Handle: 4"  High Impact ABS

EXCHANGING BLADES...

Click-N-Cut Hunter 
40AL (boxed)
40ALZ  (blister package)

Slock Master 
Skinner Click-N-Cut 
40AT  (boxed)
40ATZ  (blister package)

40AP3A (boxed)
40AP3AZ (blister pack)
Click-N-Cut 
3 pack of Drop Pt. Blades

40AP3B   
Click-N-Cut
3 pack of  Utility 
Plain Edge Blades

40AP3C   
Click-N-Cut
3 pack of  Utility 
Serrated Edge Blades

40AP3D   
Click-N-Cut
3 pack of  
Bowie Blades

40AP3E   
Click-N-Cut
3 pack of  
Gut Hook Blades

40AP3F   
Click-N-Cut
3 pack of  
Caping Blades

40AP3G   
Click-N-Cut
3 pack of  
Clip pt.  Blades

CLICK-N-CUT
SHOWN AT ACTUAL SIZE

  Press down on the lock 
bar.  This allows the blade to 
be released and the inser-
tion of a new blade.

  With the lock bar held 
down, slide a new blade in.

  Release the lock 
bar and the blade 
will “click” into 
place.

CLICK-N-CUT
SERIES

The issue most people have with a utility knife is 
weakness.  Weak locking mechanisms, thin brittle 
blades, and an inability to do hard work.  Cold Steel® 
has addressed this problem and created a utility knife 
that’s all about strength.  And, it’s affordably priced!  

The Click-N-Cut, 
(patent pending) features 
elements that are based 
on our extremely strong, 
Tri-Ad® lock, so it’s built 
for strenuous cutting chores.  It comes complete with 
three interchangeable blades. There is a drop point 
blade and serrated and plain edged versions of our 
utility blade.  The blades are double the thickness 
of most blades on the market, so they can stand up 
to the most strenuous cutting, scoring, scraping and 
gouging tasks you can imagine.

Exchanging a blade is easy.  The handle has a lock 
bar release, similar to the release on a folding knife.  
When the lock bar is pressed the blade slides easily 
out.  Keep the lock bar pressed and slide a new blade 
in and release the lock bar and the blade will “click” 
into place

CLICK-N-CUT
STANDARD VERSION

Versatile, all around utility package, 
perfect for hundreds of chores.   

Includes: a drop point blade, and a 
plain and serrated utility blade.

CLICK-N-CUT EXTRA BLADES  Replacement blades are sold separately.  Each replacement blade package has three blades of one blade style.

Click -n-Cut 
40A  (boxed)
40AZ  (blister package)

INCLUDED SHEATH
The knives in the Click-N-Cut series include a belt sheath 

that will hold the knife with one of the blades installed and it 
has integral pockets for the two remaining extra blades.  Extra 
replacement blades are also available for purchase separately.

CLICK-N-CUT
HUNTER

The Click-N-Cut’s popularity has made it something of an imperative to 
create specific variations.  The new Hunter’s model has a blaze orange 
handle and comes complete with three blades designed for a hunter’s 
needs.  There is a Bowie blade, for sticking and skinning, a gut 
hook blade for field dressing and our standard serrated 
utility blade for general chores.

CLICK-N-CUT
SLOCK MASTER SKINNER

Our good friend, Tim Wells of Relentless Pursuit TV show fame was so 
impressed with our Click-N-Cut we said why don’t we make a Slock 
Master model so we did.  It has Tim Wells’ signature 
red handle and his distinctive logo, and comes 
with three blades. There is a clip point 
blade, a serrated utility blade, and 
a caping blade that can prep 
a trophy in the blink of 
an eye.
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Click-N-Cut Folder 
40BA (boxed)
40BAZ (blister package)
Weight: 2.3 oz.
Thick: 1.5mm
Blade(s): 2 3/4"
Overall: 7"
Handle: 4 1/4" 

CLICK-N-CUT FOLDER
Most, if not all, replaceable blade knives share the same common failings.  

Their blades are thin, narrow, brittle and puny! And if they fold their locking 
mechanisms are egregiously weak! 

Now Cold Steel® introduces a folding knife with 1.5 mm thick 
interchangeable blades, and has the value of a sufficiently strong locking 
mechanism. Like our Click-N-Cut knives, it incorporates elements of our 
strong Tri-Ad® lock for superior strength.

It comes with a drop point blade and a serrated utility blade.  Both 
blades can be re-sharpened with little effort or discarded and easily 
replaced.  

Installing or changing a blade is simple. With the blade open, 
just depress the lock bar and fold the blade down 
about 70° and slide it out.  Click in a new blade and 
you’re back in business! Simple, economical, and 
astoundingly practical!

EXCHANGING 
BLADES...

  With the blade open, 
just depress the lock bar and 
fold the blade down about 
70° and slide the blade out.

  Keeping the lock held down, slide in a new 
blade at a 70° angle, release the lock bar and pull 
the blade up  until the blade “clicks” the into place.

CLICK-N-CUT 
FOLDER
SHOWN AT 
ACTUAL SIZE

Folding Click-n-Cut 3pack of 
Serrated Utility blades
40BP3A (boxed) 
40BP3AZ (blister package)

Folding Click-n-Cut  3pack of 
Drop Point blades
40BP3B (boxed) 
40BP3BZ (blister package)

CC-FLDKIT 
Click-N-Cut
Max Hunting Kit

CLICK-N-
CUT MAX
HUNTING 
KIT 

Click-N-Cut MAX Hunting Kit 
Inspired by our exclusive (patent 

pending) Cold Steel Click-n-Cut 
locking mechanism, the MAX 
Hunting Kit features elements 
that are based on our extremely 
strong, Tri-Ad® lock, so you can 
be sure that it’s built for hard and 
rugged use. 

The handle is designed to be 
non-slip and has a subtly textured 
surface. It can accept the five 
included blades. The blades are 
interchangeable and come in a 
variety of styles and sizes. The 
handle has a lock bar release, 
like the re-lease on a folding 
knife.  With the lock bar pressed 
the blades slide easily in or out.  
Release the lock bar and the blade 
will “click” into place.

Weight: 1.9 oz. (Handle)
 0.7 oz. (Caper Blade)
 1 oz. (General Purpose Blade)
 1 oz. (Skinning Blade)
 0.8 oz. (Boning Blade)
 1.4 oz. (Bone Saw)
Thick: 1.5 mm 
Blade: 3 1/2" (Caper Blade)
 4" (General Purpose Blade)
 4" (Skinning Blade)
 5" (Boning Blade)
 6"  (Bone Saw)
Handle: 5" 

SKINNING BLADE
WITH GUT HOOK

GENERAL 
PURPOSE BLADE

CAPER BLADE

BONE SAW

BONING BLADE

CLICK-N-CUT 
MAX HUNTING KIT
SHOWN AT 
ACTUAL SIZE
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Ranch Boss II 
20NPM1 (boxed)
20NPM1Z (blister pack)
Weight: 5.2 oz. 
Thick: 3.5mm  
Blade: 4"
Handle: 5 1/4"
Steel: SK-5
Overall: 9 1/4"

LYNN 
THOMPSON 
SIGNATURE 
BLADES

LYNN THOMPSON 
SPARTAN

The Spartan is one of Cold Steel’s® 
more popular knives, and now we’re 
introducing the Lynn Thompson 
signature version.   Like our original 
Spartan, it features our exclusive 
Tri-Ad® lock.

The Kukri styled S35VN blade 
has a a satin polish finish and our 
distinctive serration pattern. It also 
features the patented Demko thumb 
plate, which can be used to open the 
knife with one hand or be snagged on 
the edge of a pocket and opened at 
lightning speed!

The OD green G-10 Kopis-inspired 
handle has heat treated steel liners 
for strength and sturdiness. 

Produced in a limited run of 3000 
knives, each is individually serial 
numbered, making this knife highly 
collectable.

LYNN THOMPSON 
LEATHERNECK 
BOWIE

The Lynn Thompson Leatherneck 
Bowie is an exclusive version of our 
new Leatherneck Bowie (see page 
41). The wide blade is made from 
German D2 steel and is 10 ½ inches 
long. It has an attractive stone wash 
finish and a distinctive blood groove 
along most of its length, and of 
course it’s hair shaving sharp! 

The Kray-Ex™ handle is based on 
our Leatherneck’s standard design 
but is enhanced with a longer guard 
and forward curving quillons and 
appealing OD Green color. 

This is a strictly limited edition run 
of only 3000 units, each individually 
serial numbered. 

FL-3RB 
Ranch Hand
Weight: 2.4 oz.
Thick: 2.7 mm 
Blade: 3"
Handle: 3 3/4" 
Steel: SK-5
Overall: 6 3/4"

FL-STKMN
Ranch Boss III
Weight: 3.6 oz.
Thick: 3mm & 1 mm  
Blade: 3 3/8"
 2 @ 2 1/4"
Handle: 4 1/4" 
Steel: SK-5
Overall: 9 3/4" 21STAA 

Lynn Thompson 
Spartan 
Weight: 7.7 oz.
Thick: 4.75 mm 
Blade: 4 1/2"
Handle: 6" 
Steel: S35VN
Overall: 10 1/2"

39LSFCAA 
Lynn Thompson 
Leatherneck Bowie 
Weight: 16.7 oz.
Thick: 5mm 
Blade: 10 1/2"
Handle: 4 3/4" 
Steel: German D2
Overall: 15 1/4"

 
88EBTS
Thompson Saber
Weight: 31.8 oz. 
Thick: 5/16"
Blade: 34"
Handle: 5 3/4"
Steel: 1055 
 Carbon
Overall: 38 3/4"

Lynn C. Thompson

THOMPSON 
SABER

Cold Steel’s® Thompson Saber 
is not a historical or period-specific 
sword; rather it is a newly developed, 
thoroughly modern saber. Designed 
by Lynn C. Thompson, and bearing his 
name, the Thompson Saber was created 
to Lynn’s exact specifications.  Lynn said: 
“I wanted to make a battle sword. Not a 
dueling sword as such, but a true sword 
fighter’s blade for the modern martial artist” 
”It’s ground to my exact specifications; as it 
slightly favors the cut over the thrust, it’s 
hair shaving sharp for the first six inches 
from the point, then gradually less sharp 
down through the rest of the blade, leaving 
enough material to block, parry and even 
bludgeon an opponent’s blade. It’s deeply 
blued to aid in rust resistance, but also to 
make the blade harder to see in the fast 
paced cut and thrust of combat!”

The Thompson Saber has a modified 
1904 Saber guard and a sizeable ray skin 
wrapped handle that will accommodate 
even big modern fencer’s gloves. The 
Thompson Saber comes complete with 
a heavy duty thick leather and steel 
scabbard with a leather belt frog for 
ease of carry.

ALL THREE 
KNIVES
INCLUDE A 
LEATHER
POUCH 
SHEATH

RANCH 
SERIES 
FOLDERS

No one works harder than a rancher 
or a farmer.  And a rugged work 
environment can put a variety of 
demands on a simple folding knife.  But 
our new Ranch Series folders can meet 
just about any challenge!

Designed from the ground up for 
usefulness, durability and effectiveness, 
their blades are honed razor sharp, and 
they include equally tough handles. 
Made with faux sawed bone handle 
scales, and reinforced with tough 
stainless steel bolsters, they will outlast 
nearly any brass frame folding knife. 
What’s more, they come with a stiff 
back spring (like a slip joint 
pocket knife) and a stainless 
steel liner lock, so your 
fingers will have extra 
protection.

All three folders 
are paired with a 
thick brown leather belt sheath.

RANCH BOSS III 
Built in the style of a traditional 

Stockman knife, the Ranch Boss III 
features three SK-5 steel blades: A 
Clip point blade, a Spey blade, and a 
Sheepsfoot blade.

RANCH HAND & 
RANCH BOSS II

The single blade folders in the series 
come in two sizes. Each offer a long, 
sharp, clip point blade that’s flat ground 
out of SK-5 steel.  
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 3V Master Master 
Name: Hunter® Hunter®
Weight: 5.6 oz.  6 oz. 
Thick: 3/16" 5mm
Blade: 4 1/2" 4 1/2"
Handle: 4 3/4" 4 3/4" 
Steel: U.S. CPM 3-V VG-1 
 High Carbon San Mai®
Overall: 9 1/4" 9 1/4"

 Bird Bird
Name: & Trout & Game
Weight: 0.8 oz.  1.4 oz. 
Thick: 2.6mm 2.5 mm 
Blade: 2 1/4" 3 1/2"
Handle: 4 1/16" 3 3/4" 
Steel: AUS 8A AUS 8A
Overall: 6 5/16" 7 1/4"

MASTER HUNTER®
Without a doubt, the Master Hunter® is 

one of the finest hunting knives we have 
ever produced. Available with Japanese 
VG-1 San Mai® steel, or with American CPM 
3-V High Carbon Steel blades, it features 
a broad blade that’s been flat ground to 
achieve the ideal blade cross-section and 
edge geometry for hunting application.  

Carefully honed to razor sharpness, its 
edge cuts effortlessly while its dropped 
point simplifies the chore of field dressing 
and skinning. The spine of the blade is a 
full 3/16" thick to allow for the necessary 
strength and stiffness to field dress and skin 
the biggest animals.  The grip is specially 
designed to promote long use without 
fatigue. Made of the shock absorbent, 
highly tactile Kray-Ex™, it will offer a secure 
purchase no matter how wet or bloody your 
hands get.  For safety, the Master Hunter® 
comes in a thick Secure-Ex® sheath that will accommodate just about 
any size belt and allow you to carry it all day without fatigue. 

BIRD & TROUT
The Bird & Trout knife is a much loved, lightweight 

tool that is enjoyed by hunters, fisherman and 
outdoorsmen the world over. 

Its lightweight one-piece construction and its 
versatile, ultra-skeletonized sheath make it effortless to 
carry and a joy to wear all day long. The Bird & Trout’s 
integrated finger ring allows the knife to hang from the 
finger when not in use, keeping it instantly accessible 
even when working with cold, wet or bloody hands. 
Use the bead chain lanyard provided to carry the knife 
discreetly around your neck, fasten it to your key ring or 
wallet chain, or utilize a Tek Lok or a Molle compatible adapter (like the 
offerings by our friends at Blade Tech) to carry the knife on your belt, 
your L.B.V. or even strapped to a pack.

BIRD & GAME
The Cold Steel® Bird & Game is a must-have 

lightweight knife that’s the perfect option for 
when weight is truly a factor. Its simple, full tang 
construction belies a multitude of design nuances 
that will soon become apparent to any hunter, 
survivalist or outdoorsman. Simply put, once this 
knife is in your hand – you’ll love it!

Inspired by our much-loved Bird & Trout Knife, and 
taking design-cues from our Spike series, the Bird 
& Game is designed for small game use, but is more 
than capable of processing large game in a pinch. 
The integral finger ring (coupled with the textured 
polymer handle scales) allows the wielder to keep a secure grip on the 
blade, and even let it hang from a finger while working on particularly 
intricate or delicate tasks. 

The Bird & Game’s razor sharp Japanese AUS 8A blade has been 
expertly heat treated for durability, while still being a breeze to 
re-sharpen in the field.

Weighing in at a meager 1.4 oz., the Bird & Game is an inexpensive, 
super lightweight hunting tool that can be stowed in a bag or pack, or 
even hung from a chain around your neck with its Secure-Ex® sheath.

20A
Bird & Game

20BTJ
Bird & Trout

36CB
Master Hunter in 3V

36JSK
Master Hunter 
San Mai

PENDLETON SERIES
Lynn C. Thompson, bought the first knife that custom maker, Lloyd Pendleton ever made in 1973. The two went on to be fast friends, and 

together they collaborated on some of our most popular and critically acclaimed hunting knives, the Pendleton Series. 

PENDLETON HUNTER
The Pendleton Hunter is much loved by the hunting community; it has remained a staple in our collection for many years. Lloyd Pendleton’s 

signature drop point blade makes skinning and field dressing a cinch! The Pendleton Hunter’s thick spine, combined with its deep flat grind 
result in a very versatile point combined with a razor sharp edge.   The contoured handle supports a modest guard and thumb stop while still 
facilitating a wide range of grips for the intricacies of processing game.  

The Pendleton Hunter’s deeply checkered Kray-Ex™ handle also helps the hunter to retain a secure grip on the knife even when 
his or her hands are cold, wet and bloody. 

PENDLETON MINI HUNTER 
Our Mini Hunter pares down a functional hunting knife to the smallest size that practicality allows. 

Despite its diminutive size and unassuming appearance, this excellent hunting knife is capable 
of skinning, dressing and processing even large game. The Mini Hunter is an indispensable 
tool that makes a perfect addition to any hunting pack or survival kit, while being 
innocuous enough to wear on your hip without drawing unwanted attention. 
The Mini Hunter comes complete with a tough, weather resistant Secure-
Ex® sheath, which locks it safely in place, while remaining light 
enough to carry 24 hours a day.  

 Pendleton Pendleton
Name: Hunter Mini Hunter
Weight: 5.5 oz.  2 oz. 
Thick: 5mm 3mm
Blade: 3 1/2" 3"
Handle: 4 3/4"  3 5/8"
Steel: AUS 10A AUS 10A
Overall: 8 1/4" 6 5/8"

36LPST
Pendleton 
Hunter

Pendleton Mini Hunter
36LPCM In 3V  Steel
36LPMF In AUS 10A Steel 
 (boxed)
36LPMFZ In AUS 10A Steel 
 (blister package)
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 Drop Drop Drop Drop Drop Drop Drop
Name: Forged Forged Forged Forged Forged Forged Forged
 Boot Knife Push Knife Wasp Hunter Battle Ring II Survivalist Bowie
Weight: 6.2 oz. 7.9 oz. 8.4 oz. 7.1 oz.  7.5 oz. 14 oz. 14.5 oz. 
Thick: 4.5mm  9mm  7 mm  5 mm  6.5mm 6mm  5 mm 
Blade: 5" 4" 6 3/4" 4" 3 1/2" 8" 9 1/2"
Handle: 4" 2 3/4"  5 1/2"  4 5/8" 5 1/2" 5"  4 5/8"
 52100 52100 52100 52100 52100 52100  52100
Steel: High High High High High High High
 Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon
Overall: 9" 6 3/4" 12 1/4" 8 5/8" 9" 13" 14 1/8"

MONOLITHIC AXE AND TOOL® FIXED BLADES
Lynn C. Thompson has become enamored with the simple functionality of drop-forged knives. Their solid one-piece construction allows for new levels of strength and durability, 

and as an avid survivalist, hunter and outdoorsman their bare-bones ruggedness has an undeniable appeal. 
These incredibly tough and hard wearing blades have no leather or wood handle to crack, rot or break. They are easy to maintain and to clean, and inexpensive enough that you 

can afford a spare to add to your hunting pack or bug out bag. 
Our Monolithic Axe and Tool® fixed blades are drop-forged (not cheaply cast!) from 52100 High Carbon Steel. Their solid steel bodies are expertly heat treated from the tip of 

their sharp blades to the butt of their stout handles. Furthermore, each one is ergonomically contoured with a deep trough in the handle for a comfortable and secure grip. Easy to 
modify and simple to customize, they also make great “project knives” for re-handling, filework, engraving or any other fun modification projects.

52100 HIGH CARBON 
52100 High Carbon is a hard wearing 

steel that’s an excellent choice for custom 
hunting and outdoor fixed blades. Often 
used by custom knife makers in forged 
blades that require toughness and wear 
resistance in unforgiving conditions.

ULTI-CLIP™ 
*Included as a special feature on the 

sheath for the Drop Forged Boot Knife, the 
Drop Forged Battle Ring II, and the Drop 
Forged Boot Knife.

Made in America from 1075 Spring 
Steel, the Ulti-Clip™ offers extremely 
secure retention and increased concealable 
potential.

DROP FORGED BOOT KNIFE 
The Drop Forged Boot Knife is a knife designed for concealed carry. 
With a keen double-edged 5" blade and needle sharp tip, it’s a substantial and 

shockingly effective last ditch self-defense tool, but thanks to its slim profile and 
one-piece construction it carries remarkably flat without “printing”.  The Drop Forged 
Boot Knife is strong, sharp, and thanks to its handle-heavy design it has tremendous 
piercing power.

Each Boot Knife comes complete with a Secure-Ex® sheath and an integral Ulti-
Clip™* for superior, reliable retention whether in a boot or clipped to a waistband.

DROP FORGED BOWIE
This addition to our Drop Forged line of knives has total length of 14 inches and 

features a 9 ½ inch blade, it shares many of the same attributes of the other knives 
in the series, including the same robust construction, being forged as a single piece of 
steel, giving it a startling amount of strength. But, unlike the other Drop Forged knives, 
it has distinctive faux stag slabs incorporated into the handle. 

The blade is flat ground to a moderately thin edge and is then honed to razor 
sharpness. The point of the blade is acute enough to offer deep penetration, and the 
balance point is just in front of the guard making it lively in the hand and only slightly 
blade heavy.

Like the other knives in the Drop Forged Series, it comes with a military grade, Secure-
Ex™ sheath that includes a detachable Cordura belt loop.

DROP FORGED HUNTER
Inspired by a solid steel hunting knife by French knife-maker Michel Achez, our 

Drop Forged Hunter is a no-nonsense hard working outdoor / hunting knife and tool. 
It features a continuously curved, super-wide blade that is both sharp and strong, 
and designed to put in great work in even the most demanding conditions. With its 
handsome and weatherproof dark grey finish and modern Secure-Ex® sheath, the Drop 
Forged Hunter brings all the best features of a time-honored hunter’s knife, but in a 
thoroughly modern package!

 DROP FORGED SURVIVALIST
The Survivalist is the largest of our Monolithic Axe and Tool® knives. It’s long, wide 

blade (inspired by our ever-popular Recon Scout) is designed for military application as 
well as hunting, survival & bush-craft. 

Its razor-sharp edge, steel guard, generous belly, thick spine and stout tip make it an 
excellent choice for almost any endeavor.

Drop-forged from one solid piece of steel, the Survivalist is unbelievably durable, 
making it an excellent choice for tactical /military use, emergency preparedness and 
survival applications. 

The Survivalist comes with our versatile military-style Secure-Ex® sheath, giving you 
a host of comfortable and secure carry options in the field. 

DROP FORGED WASP
It’s a real challenge to make a double-edged knife strong and tough enough to meet 

our standards but our new Drop Forged Wasp has exceeded all of our expectations. You 
see there is nothing to break, become loose or wear out! Its monolithic construction 
makes the blade, guard and tang one inseparable piece! Only the handle scales are an 
“add on” and they are quickly and easily replaced in the very unlikely event they break 
or wear out. 

Perfectly balanced with a sturdy yet needle sharp point and wasp waisted so it cuts 
coming and going. The Wasp is a frighteningly effective knife that’s virtually bomb 
proof! Delivered with a terrific Secure-Ex® sheath. It’s light enough to carry all day and 
sure to last a lifetime if it’s given a reasonable amount of maintenance.

DROP FORGED BATTLE RING II
If you’re relying on your knife in a self-defense emergency, you shouldn’t need to 

fumble around to access it, or risk having it wrested away. If that’s your situation, 
consider our Drop Forged Battle Ring II. 

It’s drop forged, like the other knives in this series from a single piece of steel, has 
twin razor sharp edges with a needle point, an integral guard, and a finger ring. Its 
grip is sized for nearly any hand, and it’s precisely contoured to prevent slipping. It can 
accommodate eight different grip styles, and it’s easy and quick to draw when you’re in a 
hurry.  Plus, it has the strength to double as a skull crusher or “iron knuckle”.

It comes with a cut resistant, Secure-Ex® sheath that features a state of the art 
Ulti-Clip™*, making it a steadfast companion you don’t want to be without.

DROP FORGED BATTLE RING: EIGHT DIFFERENT GRIP STYLES

DROP FORGED PUSH KNIFE 
The Drop Forged Push Knife, is arguably the strongest push knife on the market. 

The largest of the push knives in our catalog, it’s extremely sturdy and features 
razor-sharp double edges and a thick, wide, sturdy spear point. Perfect for tactical 
and law enforcement professionals, you can confidently conceal the Drop Forged Push 
Knife courtesy of its Secure-Ex® sheath with adjustable tension and American-made 
Ulti-Clip.™*

36MB
Drop Forged
Boot Knife

36MCD
Drop Forged 
Wasp

36MF
Drop Forged 
Battle Ring II

36MG
Drop Forged 
Hunter

36MH
Drop Forged 
Survivalist

36MJ
Drop Forged 

Push Knife

36MK
Drop Forged 
Bowie
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49LCKD
SRK Compact 
in SK-5

39LSFCT 
Leatherneck® Tanto

 Recon Tanto SRK® SRK® 3V
Name: in SK-5 Compact in SK-5 SRK®
Weight: 8.7 oz.  5.1 oz. 7.9 oz.  8.8 oz. 
Thick: 5mm 4mm 5mm 5 mm 
Blade: 7" 5" 6" 6"
Handle: 4 3/4" 4 1/2" 4 3/4" 4 3/4
Steel: SK-5 SK-5 SK-5 3V 
Overall: 11 3/4" 9 1/2" 10 3/4"  10 3/4"

RECON TANTO
Over the last 40 years, Cold Steel® has succeeded in establishing the Tanto as a superior blade for combative application. Our pioneering research, 

development and refinement of this blade shape has proven the value of the “American Tanto” style reinforced point beyond question. Our Recon 
Tanto continues to redefine the standard for combat knives around the globe. Having seen active military application in numerous conflicts, it 
is well on its way to becoming the preferred fixed blade for special military units and even SWAT teams on our own soil. 

Experience the extraordinary quality - test the distinctive razor sharp edge for yourself and you will see why the Recon Tanto is a 
knife you can’t afford to be without!   The Recon Tanto is made in SK-5 steel, and comes complete with a Secure-Ex® sheath.

SRK® (SURVIVAL RESCUE)
Our SRK® (Survival Rescue Knife) was built with one aim in mind, to produce the toughest multi-purpose survival 

tool in the industry. A knife you can truly trust with your life!
This practical and tactical fixed blade was immediately embraced by the Military and Special Forces 

community – and issued by the Navy SEALs for B.U.D.S training – who appreciated the SRK’s® versatility 
and durability in even the worst conditions.

This version of our tried and trusted survival rescue knife is made in either SK-5 steel or CPM-3V, 
and comes complete with a Secure-Ex® sheath.

SRK® COMPACT
Designed expressly for those who want or need a low-profile fixed blade. The SRK® 

compact is almost a mirror image of its big brother with all the features you have 
to come to expect. Supplied with a super sturdy Secure-Ex® sheath it’s a light 
weight wonder you will treasure for years to come.

38CKE
SRK® 
in 3V

Name: Leatherneck® Leatherneck® Leatherneck®
 -SF Bowie Tanto
Weight: 11.7 oz. 17 oz. 12.2 oz. 
Thick: 5 mm  5 mm  5 mm 
Blade: 6 3/4" 10 1/2" 7"
Handle: 5" 4 3/4" 5"

Steel: German  German German
 D2 Steel D2 Steel D2 Steel
Overall: 11 3/4" 15 1/4" 12"

LEATHERNECK® 
SERIES

The Cold Steel® Leatherneck® 
Series is comprised of two 
distinct and iconic blade styles, 
both of which have proven to be 
exceptionally popular with our 
brothers and sisters in the armed 
forces: The Leatherneck®-SF (for 
Semper-Fi) has a beautiful hand 
honed saber ground clip point 
blade, and the Leatherneck® Tanto 
features our signature Cold Steel® 
“American Tanto” blade with a stout 
reinforced tip for extra strength. 
Both are made from tough D2 
Tool Steel with a non-reflective 
black powder coat finish. To keep 
the user’s fingers from sliding 
forward onto their keen edge, the 
Leathernecks® come with a solid 
steel double quillon guard. 

The handles are made of deeply 
checkered Kray-Ex™ that totally 
encompasses the Leatherneck’s® 
extra wide, full tang. The 
Leatherneck’s® handle is capped 
with a thick, machined steel butt 
cap (not cheap casting or plastic like 
some others on the market) so they 
can even double as a hammer in an 
emergency! 

To carry the Leatherneck® knives 
safely and conveniently, each blade 
comes complete with a sturdy and 
versatile military style Secure-Ex® 
sheath with fully detachable and 
ambidextrous belt loop.

LEATHERNECK® 
BOWIE 

The Leatherneck Bowie has a 
wide bowie styled blade made 
from German D2 steel, and is 10 ½ 
inches long.  Like the others in the 
Leatherneck series, it has a non-
reflective black finish. It features a 
distinctive blood groove along most 
of its length, and of course it comes 
hair shaving sharp! 

The Kray-Ex™ handle is based on 
our other Leatherneck’s standard 
design but it is enhanced with a 
longer guard and forward curving 
quillons.

It comes complete with a Secure-
Ex™ sheath.

SRK in SK-5 
49LCK    (Boxed)
49LCKZ  (Blister Pack)

49LRT
Recon Tanto
 in SK-5

Leatherneck®-SF 
39LSFC (boxed)
39LSFCZ (blister package)

FX-LTHRNK 
Leatherneck® Bowie
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14AKA 
AK-47 Field Knife

WARCRAFT SERIES
The Warcraft Tanto series represents some of our latest 

design concepts for modern military tactical tanto design.
Noticeably thicker than many of the knives on the market 

today, with tough reinforced tips, elegantly curved cutting 
edges and sturdy one-piece construction, they will soak up 
punishment while delivering unprecedented performance 
in the field. Each of our Warcraft Tantos is made with a flat 
ground primary cutting edge and a chisel ground secondary 
blade bevel, both hand honed to hair popping sharpness.

The intersection of these two blade bevels (known as 
the Yakote) forms a wickedly effective secondary point that 
allows for a devastating snap cut. 

 The thick, full tang, is encased with two handle scales, 
making our Warcraft series comfortable and secure in hand, 
and equally at home as a reliable workhorse or life-saving 
combat knife. 

The Warcraft Series is available in two variations. There 
are the San Mai® versions which feature G-10 handles, 
and the 4034SS versions which have GFN handles.  These 
are quite possibly the highest quality premium tactical 
fixed blades in the world today.  All come complete with a 
Secure-Ex® Sheath.

Weight: 11.1 oz. 
Thick: 5mm 
Blade: 5 1/2"
Handle: 4 7/8"
Steel: U.S. CPM 3-V 
 High Carbon
Overall: 10 3/8"

AK-47® FIELD KNIFE
Our AK-47® series of blades have set the standard for 

hard-use tactical folders. A firm favorite with military 
personnel and special units, these rugged folding knives 
have seen use all over the world and in several conflict zones. 
When we decided to explore designs for a multi-purpose fixed 
blade field knife that would be suitable for military use, we 
kept coming back to our classic AK-47® design.

Designed by Andrew Demko, the AK-47® Field Knife is 
enormously sturdy. Expertly crafted from CPM-3V steel, the 
AK-47® Field Knife is given a stone wash finish from the tip 
of its beefy saber ground clip point blade through its full tang 
and integral steel pommel ensuring a hard wearing, super 
tough surface. Supplied with a versatile Secure-Ex® sheath, 
the AK-47® Field Knife is the perfect companion for today’s 
modern Military personnel. 

13UXL   
Warcraft 
San Mai®
XL

13U
Warcraft  
San Mai®  
Medium

13UL  
Warcraft  
San Mai®
Large

13SSA 
Warcraft 
Tanto Medium 

13SSB 
Warcraft 
Tanto

13SSC 
Warcraft 
Tanto XL

Name: Warcraft Warcraft Warcraft
 Medium Regular XL
Weight: 8.5 oz. 10.2 oz. 15.5 oz.
Thick: 5 mm  5 mm  5 mm 
Blade: 5 1/2" 7 1/2" 12"
Handle: 4 5/8" 4 5/8" 5"
Steel: 4034SS 4034SS 4034SS
Overall: 10 1/8" 12 1/8" 17"

 San Mai® San Mai® San Mai®
Name: Warcraft Warcraft Warcraft
 Medium Regular XL
Weight: 9.7 oz. 11.4 oz. 17.6 oz.
Thick: 5 mm  5 mm  5 mm 
Blade: 5 1/2" 7 1/2" 12"
Handle: 4 1/2" 4 1/2" 5"
Steel: San Mai® San Mai® San Mai®
Overall: 10" 12" 17"

WARCRAFT IN SAN MAI® WARCRAFT IN 4034SS
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 Master Magnum Magnum
Name: Tanto Tanto II Tanto XII
 in San Mai® in San Mai® in San Mai®
Weight: 9.5 oz. 11.4 oz. 14.2 oz.
Thick: 3/16"  3/16"  3/16"   
Blade: 6" 7 1/2" 12"
Handle: 5 1/2" 5 5/8" 5 5/8"
Overall: 11 1/2" 13 1/8" 17 5/8"

SAN MAI®
San Mai® comprises of three layers of expertly laminated stainless steel combined in one 

blade.  Hard carbon steel is sandwiched between two layers of tough lower carbon spring 
steel, thus maximizing edge holding ability while still being able to withstand impact and 
lateral stresses.

Produced in extremely small production runs, San Mai® is used on only our most 
collectible high-end fixed blades, and is a registered trademark of Cold Steel® worldwide! 

SAN MAI® AMERICAN TANTO SERIES
There isn't a person working in the knife industry today that knows more about the Tanto 

than Cold Steel® does. It was, after all, Cold Steel® who invented and popularized this knife 
style in the early 1980’s.  We have spent millions of dollars persuading the public, both 
through advertising and live or videotaped demonstrations, of the Tanto’s many advantages.

We have been producing Tantos for over 40 years now, and there is still no factory or 
custom knife maker around making a Tanto that can approach the cutting, slashing or 
piercing power of one that is manufactured by Cold Steel®.  All of our Tantos feature 
a deep lustrous satin finish on the hollow ground blade bevels and a contrasting 
line grain finish on the blade flats.  This technique highlights our state of 
the art grinding methods and emphasizes the Cold Steel® Tanto’s unique 
appearance.  In addition, the Tantos come with our famous flattened oval 
Kray-Ex™ handle.  The oval shape provides a solid grip and resists 
rolling or twisting in the hand under hard use, the kind that, over 
time, would destroy a lesser knife.  The use of Kray-Ex™ in knife 
handles is another Cold Steel® innovation.  Kray-Ex™ is an 
unparalleled space age material that won’t crack or rot and 
is immune to the ravages of bad weather.

The tapered, solid steel pommel is another 
important Tanto feature that should not be 
ignored.  Lynn Thompson designed it to 
concentrate the full force of a crushing blow 
in a small area so that even a moderately 
powerful blow can be remarkably 
effective in disarming or otherwise 
incapacitating an attacker.

MASTER TANTO: 
This knife features a six inch blade with a specialized guard 

for increased finger protection.

MAGNUM TANTO II: 
Seven and a half inches of cutting power, coupled with the 

visual impact of a Tsuba-style (Sword) guard and you have 
perhaps the ideal Tanto.

MAGNUM TANTO XII: 
This was created in response to popular 

demand for a longer Tanto.  It has a 
12 inch blade length.

  Black Bear Trail
 Tai Pan®  Classic Master
Name: in San Mai® in San Mai® in San Mai®
Weight: 10.8 oz. 13.9 oz. 18 oz. 
Thick: 3/16" 5mm 5/16"
Blade: 7 1/2" 8 1/4" 9 1/2"
Handle: 5 1/2"  5" 5 1/8" 
Overall: 13" 13 1/4" 14 5/8" 
   

 SRK® Recon Tanto
Name: in San Mai® in San Mai®
Weight: 8.1 oz. 8.8 oz.
Thick: 5mm  5mm 
Blade: 6" 7"
Handle: 4 3/4" 4 3/4" 
Overall: 10 3/4" 11 3/4"

Name: Outdoorsman 
 in San Mai®
Weight: 8.7 oz.
Thick: 3/16"
Blade: 6"
Handle: 5 1/8" 
Overall: 11 1/8"

SRK®-SAN MAI®

The SRK® in San Mai® features a tremendously strong clip 
point blade that’s fine enough for delicate work, yet possesses 
enough belly for efficient cutting, slashing and skinning 
strokes as well. And, at 3/16 of an inch thick, the SRK® offers 
the sturdiest possible point and edge configuration, without 
sacrificing sharpness. The SRK’s® handle sports a single 
quillon finger guard and a deeply checkered Kray-Ex™ grip. 
If you want a knife you can bet your life on, and is reasonably 
priced, check out our SRK® it’s the knife for you.

RECON TANTO-SAN MAI®

 Our Recon Tanto continues to redefine the standard for 
combat knives around the globe. Having seen active military 
application in numerous conflicts over the last 20 years, it 
is well on its way to becoming the preferred fixed blade for 
special military units and even SWAT teams on our own soil. 
Experience the extraordinary quality - test the distinctive 
razor-sharp edge for yourself and you will see why the Recon 
Tanto is a knife you can’t afford to be without! 

OUTDOORSMAN®- SAN MAI®

Razor sharp, with a wide belly and an up-swept point for 
skinning, and a secondary bone-breaking edge on the spine 
for hardier harvesting tasks, the Outdoorsman will make short 
work of even the biggest game.

The Outdoorsman’s generous full tang is encapsulated in 
weatherproof non-slip Kray-Ex™, allowing the knife to be 
safely used even when your hands are wet and bloody.

TAI PAN®- SAN MAI®

Like its serpent namesake, the Tai Pan® is aggressively fast 
and deadly. Designed by Lynn C. Thompson in the distinctive 
“Tanto” style, the Tai Pan® embodies all the best features of a 
classic dagger while minimizing its shortcomings.

Most daggers are notorious for having thin, fragile points 
that are easily broken. In contrast, the Tai Pan® features a 
sturdy spear point which is wide and thick enough to resist 
breaking without compromising its ability to offer deep, 
effortless, penetration.

BLACK BEAR CLASSIC-SAN MAI®

This classic sub-hilt design fighter was first developed 
by Bob Loveless, one of the founding members of the 
knifemaker’s guild. It’s perhaps the quintessential combat 
knife. Its 8” blade offers excellent reach and incredible 
penetration with very little physical effort. The sub hilt 
practically eliminates the possibility of the hand being 
dislodged or coming into contact with the blade. Plus, the sub 
hilt facilitates rapid and effortless withdrawal after insertion.

 The VG-10 San Mai® blade is perfectly heat treated and 
a double grind is expertly applied. Then the surface of the 
blade is polished to a beautiful satin finish and the edges are 
honed and buffed to hair shaving sharpness! The black G-10 
scales are fastened to the blade tang by 6 stainless pins and 
expertly hand shaped and contoured. 

TRAIL MASTER®- SAN MAI®

The Cold Steel® Trail Master® represents the culmination 
of years of development, field testing and modification. 
Designed by Lynn C. Thompson, it was devised with the aim 
of becoming the best all-purpose Bowie Knife in the world. 
From its broad clip point and hand honed, razor sharp blade to 
its extra sturdy non-slip Kray-Ex™ handle, the Trail Master® 
is built to perform! The Trail Master® is a rugged Bowie that 
will be your trusted companion whatever your mission!

16JSM 
Trail Master® San Mai®

35AR  
Black Bear Classic
San Mai®

35AP  
Outdoorsman®
San Mai®

35AN  
SRK
San Mai®

35AM  
Recon Tanto
San Mai®

35AA  
Tai Pan®
San Mai®

35AB  
Master Tanto
San Mai®

35AC 
Magnum 
Tanto II
San Mai®

35AE 
Magnum Tanto XII
San Mai®
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COMBAT 
CLASSICS:
RECON SCOUT
IN 3V

In almost every respect, the Recon 
Scout® is simply a 7 1/2 inch Trail 
Master® Bowie. Unlike other combat 
knives, the Recon Scout's® broad clip 
point is highly resistant to bending or 
breaking. It's ideal for long range cutting 
and slashing. Additionally, the blade is 
equipped with a false edge that measures 
approximately 3 1/2 inch long.

Like the Trail Master®, the Recon 
Scout® has a slight curve along the entire 
length of the blade. This curve allows the 
blade to be used in a draw cut as well as 
a chopping stroke. Plus, the extra curve 
near the tip provides plenty of "belly" for 
emergency field dressing and skinning.

TRAIL MASTER® 
IN 3V

Developed as a result of years of field 
testing, the Trail Master® was designed 
by Lynn C. Thompson with the goal of 
creating the best, all-purpose bowie knife 
in the world.  From its broad clip point to 
its razor sharp blade and durable non-slip 
handle, it's built for performance.

Popular with hunters, outdoorsmen, 
and survivalists and military personnel 
who appreciate a larger fixed blade 
that can serve multiple roles in hard 
conditions, the Trail Master® is a rugged 
work-horse bowie that will be your 
trusted companion no matter what your 
mission!

LAREDO BOWIE
IN 3V & 4034SS

Awesome is the only adjective that 
even begins to describe the Laredo Bowie. 
It features a long, heavy blade made from 
3V or 4034SS steel, which is flat ground 
to produce incredible cutting power 
and perfect balance. And, as an added 
bonus, it is given an absolutely ferocious 
cutting edge that terminates in a dagger 
sharp point. 

To further enhance its versatility and 
efficiency as a weapon, it sports a four 
and a half inch long semi-sharpened clip 
point that helps facilitate the deadly back 
cut, as well as a wide variety of more 
conventional cuts and stabbing attacks. 

The smooth Micarta handle is as tough 
as it is beautiful. It is specially contoured 
to fit the hand like a glove and to provide 
a positive grip when cutting, chopping 
or thrusting. 

 Recon Trail Laredo Natchez Gurkha
Name: Scout Master Bowie Bowie Kukri Plus
Weight: 15.2 oz.  17.4 oz.  16 oz.  22 oz.  22.9 oz. 
Thick: 5/16" 5/16" 5/16" 8mm  5/16" 
Blade: 7 1/2" 9 1/2" 10 1/2" 11 1/2" 12"
Handle  Kray-Ex™ Kray-Ex™ Polished Polished Kray-Ex™Material:   Micarta Micarta 
Overall: 12 1/2" 14 1/2"  15 11/16"  16 3/4" 17"

NATCHEZ BOWIE IN 3V & 4034SS
The Cold Steel® Natchez Bowie was born "Under-The-Hill" and takes its 

pedigree from those seedy taverns and dimly lit streets. Line-bred for battle, 
it's the definitive Fighting Bowie. Its long blade is perfectly shaped for strength, 
reach and leverage, and its significant heft is flawlessly balanced, giving it 
unparalleled liveliness and velocity. Combine all that with its wickedly razor 
sharp edge and you have a knife that pierces like a dagger, cuts like a razor and 
chops like a cleaver!

The handle also plays a big role in the overall performance. It has a highly 
polished double quillon guard, bolster, and pommel, and a gorgeous 
polished black linen Micarta handle. The handle on the 
Natchez Bowie will easily accommodate a wide 
variety of gripping methods while 
serving as a very formidable impact 
weapon as well.

GURKHA KUKRI PLUS IN 3V & 4034SS
Lynn C. Thompson designed the Gurkha Kukri Plus in conjunction with 

renowned martial artist Dr. Maung Gyi to be a truly versatile tool 
that can chop, pierce, slash, and smash with impunity. 

The Gurkha Kukri Plus features a 12-inch 
blade with a narrow point for easier 
piercing. 

The Kray-Ex™ 
handle offers 
a secure grip 
that absorbs 
the hardest blows, and, there's an integral guard for 
added security when blocking or parrying!

Check out the absolute superior fit, finish, and 
above all, sharpness and then put it to work and we 
are sure you'll agree it is an incredible bargain.

 3V Master 3V Magnum
Name: Tanto Tanto II
Weight: 9.5 oz. 11.4 oz. 
Thick: 5mm  5mm
Blade: 6" 7 1/2"
Handle: 5 1/2" 5 5/8"
Overall: 11 1/2" 13 1/8"

 Magnum Magnum 3V
Name: Tanto IX Tanto XII Tai Pan®
Weight: 11.9 oz.  14.2 oz.  10.8 oz.
Thick: 5mm 5mm 5mm 
Blade: 9" 12" 7 1/2"
Handle: 5 5/8" 5 5/8"  5 1/2"
Overall: 14 5/8" 17 5/8" 13"

Laredo Bowie 
16DL In 3V
39LME4 In 4034SS

Natchez Bowie 
16DN In 3V  
39LMB4 In 4034SS

Gurkha Kukri Plus 
35GKP In 3V
39LMC4 In 4034SS

16DT
Trail Master 
in 3V

37RS 
Recon Scout
 in 3V

13P
Tai Pan® 
in cpm3v  

13PBN
Master Tanto
 in CPM 3V

13PMBXII
Magnum Tanto XII 
in CPM 3V

13QMBIX 
Magnum Tanto IX 
in CPM 3V

13QMBII
Magnum Tanto II 
in CPM 3V

NIGHTFALL SERIES
Our Japanese San Mai® blades have been a Cold Steel® 

staple for decades. Coveted by Martial Artists and knife 
collectors alike, they are still much in demand, but these 
luxury fixed blades are only produced in very limited 
numbers. With this in mind, we created the Nightfall Series 
- Made with the same level of quality and attention to detail 
as our Japanese classics but trading San Mai® for premium 
American CPM 3V powdered super steel. Each of these 
tough, reliable blades feature a Kray-Ex™ grip and 
a blade, that’s honed to a screamingly sharp 
edge.  All come complete with a 
Secure-Ex® sheath.
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SECRET EDGE
Thin, light, and flat, our Secret Edge is suitable 

for anyone in the market for an unobtrusive, yet 
highly effective neck knife. 

Unlike its heavier, bulkier rivals, the Secret 
Edge virtually disappears under clothing and, 
at 3.2 ounces (with sheath!) it’s easy to wear all 
day. Inspired by the Scottish Skean Dhu, but with 
modern materials, performance and appearance, 
the Secret Edge has a flat ground Japanese AUS 
8A  blade that’s wide at the base for cutting 
power and narrow at the tip to assure 
effortless penetration. 

For secure purchase on such a diminutive 
blade, the Secret Edge is equipped with highly 
textured Griv-Ex™ scales and three lightening 
holes, to allow the handle to hug the palm and 
resist rolling or twisting in the hand. The Secret 
Edge also comes with a Secure-Ex® sheath, 
offering reliable retention without compromising 
speed of access or deployment.

KYOTO SERIES
As much as we love the massive cutting and 

piercing power of big, fixed blade knives, there 
is no denying that wearing one in plain sight will 
often draw unwanted attention or comments.

Conversely, small fixed blades like our Kyoto 
knives seem to go unnoticed or, if they do draw 
attention, they almost always get a “pass” because 
of their small size and innocuous appearance. 

Available in with traditional and reinforced 
point blade styles, they offer astounding cutting 
and thrusting potential that belies their modest 
stature.

The robustly stout blades have wide, full tangs 
that run the full length of the handle. They are 
coupled with stainless steel guards and super 
high traction Kray-Ex™ handles that are stylized 
to mimic the traditional look of cord wrapped 
Japanese sword handles. 

The slim, comfortable sheath is versatile and 
will accept a bead chain lanyard, or a Cold Steel® 
C-Clip, so it can be carried in a variety of ways.

MINI 
LEATHERNECK 
SERIES

It is not the size of the dog in the fight that 
matters as much as the size of the fight in the dog!  
The Mini Leatherneck Series embodies this saying 
completely.  

Made from 8Cr13MoV steel and offered in three 
blade styles, each features a stainless steel guard 
with broad quillons to protect your fingers.  The 
grip is made from Kray-Ex™ and is designed to be 
reminiscent of our larger Leatherneck models.

These knives come with a tough, sturdy 
Secure-Ex™ sheath that will accommodate a bead 
lanyard or a Cold Steel® C-Clip.  Best of all they 
are economically priced.

    Mini Mini Mini  
    Leatherneck Leatherneck Leatherneck
Name: Secret Edge Kyoto I Kyoto II Tanto Clip Pt. Double Edge
Weight: 2.4 oz.  3.3 oz.  3.2 oz.  3.3oz.  3.3 oz.  3.1 oz. 
Thick: 2.5 mm  3mm  3 mm  3 mm   3 mm   3 mm 
Blade: 3 1/2" 3 1/4" 3 3/8" 3 1/2" 3 1/2" 3 1/2"
Handle: 3"  3 3/8"  3 3/8"  3 1/4"  3 1/4"  3 1/4" 
Overall: 6 1/2" 6 5/8" 6 3/4" 6 3/4" 6 3/4" 6 3/4"
Steel: AUS 8A 8Cr13MoV  8Cr13MoV  8Cr13MoV  8Cr13MoV  8Cr13MoV 

Name: Mini Pal Urban Pal Super Edge Urban Edge
Weight: 0.5 oz.  0.7 oz.  0.8 oz.  1.9 oz.
Thick: 2mm 2mm 2 mm 3mm 
Blade: 1" 1 1/2" 2" 2 1/2"
Steel: AUS 8A AUS 8A AUS 8A AUS 8A 
Overall: 2 5/8" 3 1/8" 4 5/16" 4"
Handle: 1 5/8"  1 5/8" 2 5/16"  1 1/2"

MINI PAL
For a small knife, the Mini Pal™ delivers heavyweight 

performance!
It has an edge that zips through a host of materials at 

unbelievable speed. And, since the one inch long blade is 
razor sharp, it will open delicate packages and envelopes, 
cut rope or punch through heavy cartons with ease.

Also, the Kray-Ex™ handle totally encapsulates the 
tang and part of the shaft, for increased comfort and 
improved control.

URBAN PAL
The Urban Pal should be standard equipment for 

survival in today’s urban jungle!  Weighing less than half 
an ounce, it’s perfectly at home unobtrusively carried in 

a pocket or purse and can be easily attached to a 
key ring, or hung around the neck.

SUPER EDGE
This rugged little workhorse can cut through 

tough materials that would make a bigger 
knife choke! 

Its diminutive size and light 
Secure-Ex® sheath make it a 
natural for attachment to a key 
ring, zipper pull, “D” ring or a belt loop. 
A perfect “EDC” choice.

URBAN EDGE
Our Urban Edge makes a surprisingly versatile and 

useful everyday utility tool. Its secure grip allows the 
user to open their hand while still having full control 
over the knife. Many of Cold Steel’s® employees use 
them regularly - opening boxes, pausing to sign for 
deliveries or type on computers or tablets - all 
without the knife ever leaving their hand! Light 
enough to be worn as a neck knife or hung from a key 
ring, but still packing enough cutting power to handle 
tasks that would challenge even some larger knives; 
the Urban Edge also makes a formidable last resort 
self-defense tool.

42SS
Super Edge

43LS 
Urban 
Pal

43NSK
Mini Pal

Urban Edge  Plain Edge
43XL (boxed)
43XLZ (blister package)

43XLS 
Urban Edge 
50/50 edge

43XLSS
Urban Edge 
Double Serrated

11SDT 
Secret Edge

17DA
Kyoto I

17DB
Kyoto II

39LSAA
Mini Leatherneck 
Tanto

39LSAB
Mini Leatherneck 
Clip Point

39LSAC
Mini Leatherneck 
Double Edge
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 Safe Safe
Name: Maker I  Maker II
Weight: 3 oz. 1.8 oz.
Thick: 5mm  4.6mm 
Blade: 4 1/2" 3 1/4"
Handle: 2"  1 3/4" 
Steel: AUS 8A AUS 8A
Overall: 6 1/2"  5"

 Double Double
Name: Agent I Agent II
Weight: 2.5 oz. 2.4 oz.
Thick: 2.3mm 2.3mm
Blade: 3" 3"
Handle: 4 5/8"  4 5/8" 
Steel: AUS 8A AUS 8A
Overall: 7 5/8" 7 5/8"

DOUBLE AGENT® SERIES
Designed by custom knife-maker Zach Whitson, Cold Steel’s® Double 

Agent® neck knives are available with either a Karambit or Clip 
Point blade style.  Thin, flat, and super light (a little over 3 
ounces including the Secure-Ex® sheath!) they are easy 
to conceal and very comfortable to wear. 

Their most notable and eye-catching feature, 
however, is their double ring handle design. 
Slip your index finger and your pinky finger 
through the integral steel rings and 
close your fist for a comfortable and 
secure grip.

12DBST
Safe Maker I

12DCST
Safe Maker II

39FK
Double Agent I
Plain Edge

Double Agent I Serrated: 
39FKS (boxed)
39FKSZ  (blister pack)

SAFE MAKER 
SERIES

Cold Steel® has been making push knives 
for over a quarter century. We have continually 
refined our designs, discarding 
some features and enhancing 
others. 

Our Safe Maker series 
represents the pinnacle of our 
learning, experience, testing, 
and development.  The blades, 
shafts, and 'T' shaped tangs are 
fashioned from one solid piece 
of AUS 8A Stainless Steel, and then subsequently 
vacuum heat treated and sub-zero quenched for 
added strength and performance and given a 
stone wash finish. A textured Kray-Ex™ handle 
encapsulates the tang and part of the shaft for 
added comfort and security. Available in two sizes; 
each Safe Maker includes an easily concealable and 
sturdy Secure-Ex® boot/belt sheath.  

KITCHEN 
CLASSICS

The Cold Steel® Kitchen 
Classics series feature high 
performance ice tempered, 
cryo-quenched and precision flat 
ground 4116 steel blades for 
exceptional cutting performance.  
All models in the series come 
with a razor sharp edge that 
lasts and lasts, and some 
have serrated edges uniquely 
appropriate to the tasks they 
were designed to do. 

Our Kitchen Classics are 
available for purchase as single 
items, or as a complete set.  The 
set includes an attractive oak 
counter-top stand, one of each 
of the knives shown here, and 6 
steak knives.

The Kitchen Classics feature 
a newly re-designed handle to 
ensure a secure, yet comfortable 
grip. Featuring a stiff Zy-Ex™ 
core on the inside for durability, 
with a softer, food-safe Kray-Ex™ 
exterior for the kind of non-slip 
grip that must be felt to be 
appreciated!

More comfortable, convenient 
and secure in hand, and 
delightfully easy to clean – the 
new and improved Kitchen 
Classics series is better than ever!

Name: Paring  Steak Boning Utility 
 Knife Knife Knife Knife
Weight: 1.4 oz.  1.6 oz.   2.6 oz. 2.8 oz. 
Thick: 1.5mm 1.5mm 2mm 1.5mm
Blade: 3" 4 5/8" 6" 6"
Handle: 4" 4" 4 7/8"  4 7/8"
Steel: 4116 4116 4116 4116
 Stainless Stainless Stainless Stainless
Overall: 7" 8 5/8" 10 7/8" 10 7/8"

Name: Chef's Bread
 Knife Knife Slicer
Weight: 5.9 oz.  3.4 oz.  3.9 oz.
Thick: 3mm 1.5mm 2mm
Blade: 8" 9" 9"
Handle: 5" 4 7/8 4 7/8"
Steel: 4116 4116 4116
 Stainless Stainless Stainless
Overall: 13" 13 7/8" 13 7/8"

59KSSET 
Kitchen Classics Whole Set
Includes: Wood Block Stand 
Six Steak Knives 
One Each of: Boning Knife
Bread Knife, Chef’s Knife 
Paring Knife, Slicer ,
& Utility Knife

59KBL
Wood Block for 
Kitchen Classics

59KSBNZ
Boning Knife

59KSBRZ
Bread Knife

59KSCZ
Chef’s Knife

59KSPZ
Paring Knife

59KSS6Z
Six Steak Knife Set

59KSSLZ
Slicer

59KSSZ
Steak Knife

59KSUZ
Utility Knife

Double Agent II
Plain Edge: 
39FN (boxed)
39FNZ (blister pack)

39FNS 
Double Agent II 
Serrated
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The 6" and 8" Fillet 
Knives, the Western 
Hunter, the Scalper, 
and the Slock Master 
come complete with a 
Secure-Ex® Sheath.

SHEATH OPTIONS:
SK20VBZ  Commercial Series Optional Sheath
The Secure-Ex® Sheath is available as a separate and 
fits the following: 
Boning Knives: Western Hunter 
20VBBFZ 20VSHSZ
20VBBZ 
20VBCFZ  6" Fillet Knife
20VBCZ 20VF6SZ

20VPZ  A

Paring Knife
Weight: 1.2 oz.
Thick: 1.25 mm 
Blade: 3 1/2"
Overall: 7 1/2"

20VBCFZ  B

Flexible Curved 
Boning Knife 
Weight: 3.6 oz.
Thick: 1.75 mm
Blade: 6"
Overall: 11 1/4"

20VBCZ  C

Stiff Curved 
Boning Knife
Weight: 4.3 oz.
Thick: 3mm 
Blade: 6"
Overall: 11 1/4"

20VBBFZ  D

Flexible 
Boning Knife
Weight: 3.7 oz.
Thick: 1.75 mm 
Blade: 6"
Overall: 11 1/4"

A   20VPZ
Paring Knife

B   20VBCFZ
Flexible Curved 
Boning Knife

D   20VBBFZ
Flexible 
Boning Knife

e   20VBBZ
Stiff Boning 
Knife

f   6" Filet Knife 
20VF6 (boxed)
20VF6SZ  (blister package)

G   20VF8SZ
8" Filet Knife

h   20VSHSZ
Western Hunter

C   20VBCZ
Stiff Curved 
Boning Knife

COMMERCIAL SERIES
For decades now Lynn C. Thompson has spent any of his rare “down 

time” traveling the world product testing while hunting and fishing. On 
these exotic excursions, he not only processes the game he kills (which 
is donated to local communities) but he spends all the time he can 
spare talking to every butcher, fisherman, hunter or chef he can find in 
a constant search for new ideas, information or “tricks of the trade”.

Our new Commercial Series is the culmination of all those years of 
accumulated knowledge. Lynn has developed a huge range of versatile 
blades for commercial users and professionals.

From slaughterhouses and butchers, commercial kitchens and chefs 
to hunters and fishermen, there are blades for everyone!

Each knife is made from razor sharp 4116 Steel, for ease of re-
sharpening at work or in the field. Their handles feature a stiff Zy-Ex™ 
core on the inside for durability, with a softer, food-safe Kray-Ex™ 
exterior providing a comfortable non-slip grip for hours of use.

20VBBZ  e

Stiff Boning Knife
Weight: 4.4 oz.
Thick: 3mm 
Blade: 6"
Overall: 11 1/4"

20VF6SZ  f

6" Fillet Knife 
Weight: 3.6 oz.
Thick: 1.75 mm 
Blade: 6"
Overall: 11 1/4"

20VF8SZ  G
8" Fillet Knife
Weight: 4 oz.
Thick: 2mm 
Blade: 8"
Overall: 13 1/4"

20VSHSZ  h

Western Hunter
Weight: 5.5 oz.
Thick: 3.5 mm 
Blade: 6"
Overall: 11 1/4"

20VSKSZ  i
Scalper 
Weight: 5.6 oz.     
Thick: 3.5 mm        
Blade: 6 1/2"  
Overall:   11 3/4"

20VSTW   J
Slock Master
Weight: 5.6 oz.     
Thick: 3.5 mm        
Blade: 6 1/2"  
Overall:   11 3/4"

20VBKZ  k

Butcher Knife 
Weight: 5.8 oz.
Thick: 2.75 mm 
Blade: 8"
Overall: 13 1/4"

20VBSKZ  L

Big Country 
Skinner 
Weight: 4.5 oz.
Thick: 2mm 
Blade: 6"
Overall: 11 1/4"

20VCLEZ  m
Cleaver 
Weight: 23.7 oz.     
Thick: 3.5mm        
Blade: 9"  
Overall:   13 3/4"

20VCBZ  n

10" Chef’s Knife
Weight: 8.3 oz.
Thick: 3 mm 
Blade: 10"
Overall: 15 1/4"

20VSCZ  o
Scimitar Knife
Weight: 6.1 oz.
Thick: 2.5mm
Blade: 10"
Overall: 15 1/4"

i   Scalper 
20VSKS (boxed)
20VSKSZ (blister package)

J   Slock Master 20VSTW 
(boxed)
20VSTWZ (blister package)

k   20VBKZ
Butcher Knife

L   20VBSKZ
Big Country 
Skinner

m   20VCLEZ
Cleaver

n   20VCBZ
10" Chef’s Knife

o   20VSCZ
Scimitar Knife
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KS-21CC
Dual Edge Pocket Sharpener

FB-FLDKIT
Fixed Blade 
Hunting Kit

SHARPENERS 
DUAL DIAMOND WHETSTONE 
SHARPENER 

A folding, sharpener 
with two diamond 
coated sharpeners.  
One side has a 360 grit 
surface for edge setting 
and the other has an 
extra fine 600 grit surface for razor sharp honing.  The honeycombed 
surface allows you to sharpen knives quickly, because the filings are 
accumulated away from the grit. You can sharpen dry or with water 
if you choose.

The handle is slightly convex for a good grip while you’re sharpening 
your knives or tools.

STYLUS SHARPENER 
The Stylus is a retractable 

knife sharpener in a durable 
ABS plastic case. It is specifically 
designed for sharpening 
serrated knives but can also be 
used on plain edged knives. The 

sharpener has a 600-grit surface and is perfect for providing a good 
serviceable edge on a wide variety of blades. Great for serrated blades, 
plain edged blades, hooks and home and garden tools.

DUAL EDGE POCKET SHARPENER 
Featuring a carbide edge 

sharpener for rough edge 
sharpening and a ceramic 
sharpener for fine edges, this 
pocket-sized knife sharpener 
is portable enough to carry at 
all times.  It’s great for a quick 
edge repair on pocket knives, or even slightly larger blades. It’s made 
of anodized aluminum to give it sturdy reliability and comes with a 
built-in lanyard hole and includes a bead chain for easy carry.

THREE IN ONE SHARPENER 
The Three in One Knife 

Sharpener has two pre-angled 
sharpening stones. One of the 
stones is ceramic and the other is 
carbide.  The carbide edge 
can provide you with a 

quick sharp edge, and the ceramic sharpener can give you 
a finer, razor-sharp edge.

Additionally, there is a fold out, diamond coated tapered rod for 
sharpening serrations or small gut hooks. 

The Three in One Knife Sharpener is lightweight and includes a 
lanyard hole for easy carry.

BENCHTOP SHARPENER 
The Benchtop Sharpener is angle adjustable from 15 to 30 degrees, 

and it comes with 4 diamond sharpening grits (300, 600, 800 & 
1000).  It can quickly restore a sharp edge to virtually every 
knife you own.  It has an ambidextrous clamp with a non-
marring grip and 180 degree rotation for sharpening two 
edges without removing the knife from the clamp.

The base is weighted with non-slip feet providing a 
stable pedestal for benchtop sharpening. A hard shell 
carrying case is included.

FIXED BLADE 
HUNTING KIT 

This is the set of fixed blades every 
hunter needs.  It includes almost 
everything necessary for field dressing 
large and small game, all in one convenient 
package. There are five sturdy blades in 
the set, each with a specific purpose and 
use.  They are all razor-sharp and ready for 
virtually any task.  All of the knives come 
with a double textured, ergonomically 
designed grip, and the set comes pre-
packed in a sturdy carrying case.

 Blade Overall Weight Thick
Caping:  3 1/2" 8 3/8"  4.3 oz. 2.6mm
Gen. Purpose:  4" 8 7/8" 4.2 oz. 2.5mm
Skinner:  4" 8 7/8" 4.3 oz. 2.8mm
Boning: 5" 9 7/8" 4 oz. 2.8mm
Bone Saw:  6" 10 7/8" 5 oz. 2.5mm
All blades are made from 4116 Stainless Steel.

Benchtop Sharpener

KS-STYL
Stylus Sharpener

KS-DSDW
Dual Diamond 

Whetstone Sharpener

KS-31SCDR
Three in One
Knife Sharpener

GENERAL 
PURPOSE BLADE

SKINNER
WITH GUT HOOK

BONING BLADE

BONE
SAW

CAPING BLADE
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RAZOR TEK SERIES  
RAZOR TEK 4 INCH

This knife was designed to fill a variety of tasks. Primarily intended for an 
EDC knife for this that prefer a fixed blade over folder. The textured scales 
and jimping on the spine offer a secure grip. The blade shape is diverse and 
can be used for self defense, Bushcraft, field dressing of small game, and other 
light chores. The sheath offers several carry options from neck to belt, and the ability 
to lash to a pack. 

RAZOR TEK 5 INCH 
The next step up in the Razor Tek series features a 5” recurve blade. A recurve 
blade gives the benefits of a longer cutting edge and belly at the front. This 
blade shape offers the benefits of cutting when drawing or pulling the 
blade through. A great mid size fixed blade for game processing, 
Bushcraft, food prep, chopping and slashing. Combining the 
blade shape with a highly ergonomic, textured grip this 
knife is ready for your next outdoor adventure. 

 
RAZOR TEK 6 1/2 INCH

 The largest in the Razor Tek series boasts a 
6.5” 5mm thick recurve blade. This knife will 
excel in larger undertakings. The recurve 
blade and belly towards the front 
make for a great chopper. With the 
ergonomic and textured handle, 
you have a blade that is suited 
for your next wilderness 
outing. This blade will get 
you there and back.

 Small Med Large
Weight: 3.5 oz. 7.2 oz. 11.7 oz.
Thick: 3.2 mm  3.2 mm  4.6 mm 
Blade: 4" 5" 6 1/2"
Handle: 4" 4 5/8"  5 1/8"  
Steel: 4116 4116 4116
Overall: 8" 9 5/8" 11 5/8"
Handle Material: GFN

Name: Mini Tac Mini Tac
 Tanto Bowie
Weight: 2.7 oz.  2.9 oz. 
Thick: 2.5mm   2.5mm  
Blade: 3 3/4" 3 5/8"
Handle: 3" 3 1/4"
Overall: 6 3/4" 6 7/8"
Steel: AUS 8A Stainless (Tanto)
 8Cr13MoV Stainless (Bowie)

53NBS
Bowie Spike

53NCC
Drop Point
Spike

53NCT
Tanto Spike

53NHS
Tokyo Spike

MINI TAC® 
SERIES

Cold Steel’s® Mini Tac® Neck Knives 
are so slim and lightweight they can be 
comfortably worn practically 24 hours a day!

With their rugged Secure Ex™ sheaths, specially 
designed to snugly retain the knife while allowing 
a speedy draw, they can perform as a handy utility or 
camp blade, every day carry knife or rescue tool.  Each 
Mini Tac® has thin high-quality textured Griv-Ex™ handle 
scales. This feature allows them to lie flat and close against 
the body while still providing a positive gripping surface. 
When these scales are combined with integral sub hilt they 
give the fingers of the hand incredible purchase and facilitate 
a remarkably secure grip that resists rolling or twisting.

MINI TAC® TANTO 
The Mini Tac® Tanto offers a remarkably wide, stiff 

blade and a very sturdy reinforced point, making it ideal for 
piercing even tough, hard objects.  As an added bonus, its 
width allows for a generous hollow ground blade bevel and 
an extra keen edge, so it can cut almost as well as it pierces. 

MINI TAC® BOWIE
A welcome addition to our popular Mini Tac® series, 

the Andrew Demko designed Mini Tac® Bowie offers the 
well-known versatility of a sharp, sturdy clip point, making it 
ideal for use in the field or for everyday carry. Supplied with 
a Secure-Ex® sheath and steel bead lanyard, its sure to give 
you many years of service.

SPIKE SERIES
Our Spike series neck knives are slim, light and super-

tough.  Their razor sharp, zero ground blades, are made from 
4116 Cryo Quenched Stainless Steel and are complemented 
by heavily scalloped, textured handle scales that offer a 
comfortable and secure grip. The Spike’s ergonomic handles 
feature Integral quillons that provide a safe stop for index 
finger and thumb, while deeply textured and sculpted 
Griv-Ex™ provides excellent positive traction even when your 
hands are cold, wet and slippery. Available in four distinctive 
blade shapes (Bowie, Drop Point, Tokyo and Tanto point) they 
offer all the strength of a one-piece solid steel construction 
while still being light enough to carry all day without fatigue. 
Each Spike is supplied complete with a Secure-Ex® sheath 
that provides excellent retention and safety. 

HIDE OUT®
Our Hide Out® was designed as a small, inexpensive and 

super-functional neck knife. The resulting blade is a true 
featherweight, weighing a meager 1.5 ounces!

Its high satin polished, double-edged Japanese AUS 8A 
blade is “Scandi” ground, which makes it very sharp and also 
very stiff, allowing for a strong and durable tip, despite its 
sharpness.  Its full tang is encapsulated in a weather proof 
Kray-Ex™ handle that has been designed to be very thin and 
flat. The handle is subtly contoured and deeply checkered to 
give the hand great purchase and security on such a small, 
thin knife, while still enabling effortless transition between 
grips.  A Secure-Ex® sheath and bead chain lanyard allow 
you to wear this knife discreetly and comfortably all day long.

Name: Spike Series
Weight: 2.3 oz.
Thick: 3mm
Blade: 4"
Handle: 4"
Overall: 8"
Steel: 4116

Weight: 1.5 oz.
Thick: 3mm
Blade: 3"
Handle: 3 1/2"
Overall: 6 1/2"
Steel: AUS 8A

FX-4RZR
4" RAZOR TEK

FX-5RZR
5" RAZOR TEK

FX-65RZR
6 1/2 "
RAZOR TEK

Mini Tac Bowie 
49HCF (boxed)
49HCFZ (blister package)

49HTF
Mini Tac Tanto 
plain edge 

49HTFS 
Mini Tac Tanto 
serrated edge

49NDE
Hide Out
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 Chaos® Chaos® Chaos®
Name: Double Edge Bowie Push Knife
Weight: 17 oz. 23.1 oz. 8.4 oz.
Thick: 4.5 mm  5 mm 5 mm
Blade: 7 1/2" 10 1/2" 5"
Handle: 6" 6" 3"
Steel: SK-5 SK-5 SK-5
 High Carbon High Carbon High Carbon
Overall: 13 1/2" 16 1/2" 8"

80NT3
Chaos Push Knife

80NTB
Chaos Bowie

80NTP
Chaos 
Double Edge

Name: Marauder® OSS OSI
Weight: 12.4 oz.  8.6 oz.  8.1 oz.
Thick: 4.7mm  4.7mm 4.7mm
Blade: 9" 8 1/4" 8 1/4"
Handle: 5 1/8"  5 1/8" 5 1/8"
Steel: AUS 8A  AUS 8A AUS 8A
Overall: 14 1/8" 13 3/8"  13 3/8" 

39LSSC
OSS

39LSSS
OSI

39LSWBA
Marauder 
plain edge

39LSWBS
Marauder
Serrated

OSI
The OSI is a very sturdy, single edged version of our 

OSS.  Flat ground to a thin, ultra-keen edge, it too is an 
awesome sticker and will cut and slash with equal aplomb! 
Extensively field tested by Lynn C. Thompson, it has field 
dressed, skinned and “broken up” dozens and dozens 
of animals from wild boar to buffalo and proved to be 
outstandingly efficient field knife.  It’s also ideal for use 
in countries or localities that prohibit or restrict double 
edge knives.

OSS
Much prized by hunters, survivalists, Martial Artists, and 

our military, the double-edged OSS is almost unbeatable 
as a thrusting tool.  Because its twin edges are honed 
razor sharp it’s no slouch at cutting and is capable of 
delivering a lightning quick slash in any direction.

MARAUDER®
Honoring the name of Merrill’s 

Marauders - also known as Code name 
“Galahad”, the United States renowned 
assault unit within the South East Asian 
Theater of conflict - our Marauder® Bowie 
is rugged, relentless and reliable. 

It features an extra broad, razor sharp 
blade, with a continuously curved edge, 
deep wide blade bevels (for added edge 
toughness) and a formidable clip point. 

Suitable for many military, survival 
and hunting scenarios, the Marauder® is 
available with a plain or serrated edge 
style and is equipped with a versatile 
Secure-Ex® sheath allowing the knife to 
be fastened comfortably and securely on a 
belt or pack, or LBV.

CHAOS® SERIES
Taking inspiration from the classic "Trench 

Knives" from both World Wars of the last century, 
we have developed a series of tactical fixed blades 
that are suitable for the challenges faced by today's 
modern day warriors. Our Chaos® fixed blades are 
equipped with unique "D" ring guards, allowing 
for an incredibly secure and comfortable grip while 
protecting the hand both from incoming attack and 
damage while striking or cutting an opponent who's 
covered in body armor, ammo, flashlights, magazines 
and gear!

Their tough Secure-Ex® sheaths are Molle-Lok and 
Tek-Lok compatible with rugged adjustable Cor-Ex 
belt loops and retaining straps for a secure and 
reliable lock up when not in use. The Chaos®series 
combine maximum safety and security with extreme 
performance and combat potential.

CHAOS® DOUBLE EDGE
Featuring a Tai Pan style blade with twin razor sharp 

edges, our Double Edge Chaos has a wide spear point 
blade which is thick enough to resist breaking, but acute 
enough to offer deep, effortless penetration.  It features a 
1055 carbon steel pommel,  a reinforced 6061 aluminum 
“D” ring guard, and a full tang, SK-5 High Carbon blade.

CHAOS® BOWIE 
Exhibiting an SK-5 High Carbon, extra wide blade and 

false edge, the formidably intimidating Chaos Bowie is 
well-suited to thrusting, cutting, and slashing. It also 
blocks and parries with equal ease. It’s saber ground 
to a sturdy edge and is honed razor sharp. It’s a highly 
affordable bowie and sure to please even the most 
discriminating warrior.

Like the Chaos Double Edge, it has a reinforced 6061 
aluminum “D” ring guard.

CHAOS® PUSH KNIFE
Finally, a D-guard push knife designed from the ground up to 

thrive in the toughest military and special operations environments.
Made with a broad, double edged blade that’s honed to razor 

sharpness, it cuts, slashes and thrusts like a chainsaw on steroids.  
But it’s the D-guard handle that really makes it unique as it offers 
unprecedented protection for your hand and fingers.

The handle is injection molded form Griv-Ex™ with Kray-Ex™ 
over-molds for comfort and shock resistance. It allows for multi-
directional percussion blows due to its twin skull crusher pommels, 
which are removable.

The Secure-Ex® sheath is highly functional and comes with a 
Cordura belt loop, so the Chaos® Push Knife can be carried at your 
side at all times.
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49KST
Steel Tiger
Weight: 4.6 oz. 
Thick: 5mm
Blade: 4 3/4" 
Handle: 5"
Steel: AUS 8A 
Overall: 9 3/4" 

10BCTL
Counter TAC I

10BCTM
Counter TAC II

COUNTER TAC SERIES
Our Counter TAC boot knives were designed with one simple philosophy in mind. 

Functionality.  Quite simply - they work, and they excel at what they do! Their stone wash 
finished, AUS 8A full-tang blades are vacuum heat treated, and sub-zero quenched for 
strength and durability.  The ergonomic design of the Kray-Ex ™ handle is comfortable and 
adaptable to any grip, and the deeply textured surface and double guard will insure that 
the knife is not likely to slip from your hand under any circumstances. Finally, each Counter 
TAC is shipped with a state of the art Secure-Ex® sheath, complete with a removable 
boot/belt clip and lashing slots so you can carry it just about anywhere.

 Counter Counter
Name: TAC I TAC II 
Weight: 4.5 oz. 2.1 oz.
Thick: 5mm  4mm 
Blade: 5" 3 3/8"
Handle: 4 1/2"  3 3/8" 
Overall: 9 1/2" 6 3/4"
Steel: AUS 8A Stainless (Both)

Weight: 4.4 oz. 
Thick: 3.5mm
Blade: 5 1/2"
Handle: 4 3/8"
Steel: AUS 8A 
Overall: 9 7/8"

 Peace Peace
Name: Maker II Maker III
Weight: 5.4 oz.  3.4 oz. 
Thick: 3mm  2.5mm 
Blade: 5 1/2" 4"
Handle: 4 3/4" 4 1/2" 
Overall: 10 1/4" 8 1/2"
Steel: 4116 Stainless

Kobun :
17T  Plain Edge (boxed)
17TS  Serr. Edge (boxed)
17TZ  Plain Edge (blister pack)

20PBL
Peace Maker II

20PBS
Peace Maker III

STEEL TIGER®
The Steel Tiger® is a thoroughly modern tactical 

interpretation of the Indonesian Karambit. A design 
collaboration between Lynn C. Thompson and the late 
custom knife maker Steven Likarich, the Steel Tiger® 
was designed to possess all the best features of this 
iconic hooked blade and to integrate them seamlessly 
with modern materials and styling. The Steel Tiger’s® 
deeply curved and needle sharp AUS 8A stainless steel 
blade is vacuum heat-treated and sub-zero quenched, 
taper ground and given a stone wash finish for maximum 
strength, cutting power, edge retention and performance.

The durable Griv-Ex core handle fully encapsulates 
the tang, emerging to create the bolster, thumb-shelf and 
distinctive finger ring. This core is then injection over-molded 
with premium Kray-Ex™, creating a superb, non-slip grip that 
won’t let you down even in when your hands are cold or wet. For 
safety and convenience the Steel Tiger® comes with a Military style 
Secure-Ex® sheath that you can lash to your gear or retain on your 
person via the removable boot/belt clip.          -

PEACE 
MAKER SERIES

If you're in the Military or Law Enforcement; 
if you ride horses or motorcycles; or live on a ranch or a 

farm - then the Cold Steel® Peace Maker is for you! Clipped to the 
top of your boot and covered by your pant leg, these versatile fixed blades are 

rendered virtually invisible; furthermore, your knife is always easily accessible when you 
need it. The Peace Makers are astoundingly light and substantially thinner than many of the “tactical” 

knives available on the market today. The Peace Makers compound-ground blade bevels makes them very 
easy to re-sharpen, and their stiff, distal tapered points are capable of piercing even thick material. As these 
inexpensive boot blades offer a wide spectrum of uses - utility, hunting, fishing, emergency rescue and 
survival and of course self-defense – and our ambidextrous polymer sheaths with custom-made, stainless 
steel belt clips make them effortless to carry. 

KOBUN®
The Cold Steel® Kobun® is a lightweight 

knife that takes its name from the Japanese 
underworld, where the word “Kobun”® is sometimes 

used as an indicator of rank that suggests the word 
“soldier”, or one who takes orders from his “Oyabun” or 

boss. It’s a fitting name for a knife like the Kobun®, which was 
effectively designed to be “a good soldier”. Proven to be incredibly 

popular with the Military, where it’s prized for its light weight and 
discreet profile as much as its durability and cutting potential. 

The Kobun® features Cold 
Steel’s® iconic reinforced 
“American Tanto” point, making 
it highly resistant to bending or 
breaking because it is reinforced 
by the full thickness of the 
blade’s spine (which runs almost 
to the very tip of the blade). 
Despite its thin profile, the 
Kobun’s® deeply checkered 
Kray-Ex™ handle is 
designed to offer maximum 
grip and is contoured to 
resist turning or shifting in 
the hand.

The Kobun comes 
complete with a Secure-
Ex® sheath and heavy duty 
boot/belt clip. It is also 
now available in a fully 
serrated edge as well.
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 Outdoorsman Tanto
Name: Lite Lite
Weight: 6.4 oz.  6.6 oz. 
Thick: 4 mm  4 mm 
Blade: 6" 6"
Steel: 4116SS  4116SS 
Handle: 5" 5 3/8" 
Overall: 11" 11 3/8"

Finn Hawk 
20NPK (boxed)
20NPKZ (blister package)
Weight: 3.5 oz. 
Thick: 2.7 mm 
Blade: 4"
Handle: 4 1/2" 
Overall: 8 1/2"

FULL TANG
CONSTRUCTION

OUTDOORSMAN LITE AND TANTO LITE
Following the overwhelming success of our Pendleton Lite Hunter, we decided to make more economical versions of our incredibly popular 

Tanto and Outdoorsman knives. 
They resemble their more expensive counterparts in many ways, (with similar blades, guards and 

pommels) but featuring 4116 Stainless Steel blades, and newly designed handles. The handles are 
made in two parts. They feature a Polypropylene guard, pommel, and core section, which envelopes 
the knives’ full tangs. The core is then over-molded in a deeply checkered Kray-Ex™ for a non-slip 
grip that’s easily cleaned with soap and water. To carry your knives safely and conveniently in the 
field, we are including a pouch-style versatile low profile polymer sheath with integral belt loop that 
can be easily worn on your hip or tucked into your pack or tackle box.

FINN HAWK®
A design collaboration between Andrew Demko and Lynn C. 

Thompson, the Cold Steel® Finn Hawk® is the latest in our series of inexpensive 
hard wearing bushcraft and outdoor tools. Its traditional Nordic styled “Scandi Ground” 4116 

steel blade is sub-zero cryo-quenched for superior edge holding potential, with a steep 7.5mm blade bevel and 
a functional curving belly for skinning and slicing strokes. Furthermore, its 4" blade is more than big enough for most game 

processing tasks, not to mention for camp chores and food prep too.
The Finn Hawk’s® handle is two time injection molded. The first layer of high-impact polypropylene is strong, durable and 

highly weather resistant, while the outer layer (made of Thermo Plastic Rubber) has a whorled spiral pattern providing a food safe, 
comfortable and secure grip in even the worst conditions.

The Finn Hawk® is supplied complete with a slim line Secure-Ex® polymer sheath with integrated belt loop.

Outdoorsman Lite 
20PH (boxed)
20PHZ (blister pack)

20TL
Tanto Lite

 Finn Pendleton Roach Canadian
Name: Bear Lite Hunter Belly Belt Knife
Weight: 2.8 oz.  2.7 oz.  2.6 oz.  2.2 oz. 
Thick: 2.5mm 3mm  2.5mm 2.5mm
Blade: 4" 3 5/8" 4 1/2" 4"
Handle: 4 1/2" 4 7/8"  4"  4 1/2"
Overall: 8 1/2" 8 1/2" 8 1/2" 8 1/2"

20PC
Finn Bear

20RBC
Roach Belly

20CBL
Canadian Belt Knife

20SPH
Pendleton Lite Hunter

FINN BEAR
Reflecting its Finnish heritage, the Finn Bear is ideal for use in the great outdoors, and makes an efficient utility knife as well! Its sub-zero quenched 4116 

Stainless blade is hollow ground and given an RC of 56-57 so it will hold its edge well while remaining easy to re-sharpen in the field. 
The Finn Bear has a sturdy point for piercing and plenty of belly for skinning and carving. It’s big and strong enough to skin 

large game, yet thin and delicate enough to slice a tomato or cut an apple. The durable Polypropylene handle 
has a modified diamond cross-section that will fit your hand like a glove and accommodate a wide 
variety of gripping methods. To carry your knife safely and conveniently in the 
field, we are including a pouch-style versatile low profile polymer 
sheath that can be easily worn on a belt or tucked 
into your pack or tackle box.

PENDLETON LITE HUNTER
Our Pendleton Hunters have become enormously popular, and many people have asked us for a more affordable version.
In appearance, the Pendleton Lite Hunter strongly resembles Lloyd’s classic functional designs, with a practical drop point blade, modest 

guard, hollowed bolster area, and a flared butt to aid retention in slippery and inclement conditions.  The only major changes 
were the adoption of subzero cryo quenched 4116 Stainless steel and the use of high-impact polypropylene 
for the handle. If you are looking for a dependable and award winning hunting / utility knife 
that will serve you well for years to come – then you would be hard pressed to 
beat the Pendleton Lite Hunter.

CANADIAN BELT KNIFE
The Cold Steel® Canadian Belt Knife takes its inspiration from an old 1950’s classic. It has all the features that made the original an 

award-winning, international favorite plus some modern improvements.  
Our contemporary version is made out of sub-zero quenched 4116 stainless steel and ground to an incredibly sharp edge. 
Unlike some wooden handles, our durable Polypropylene handle is tough enough to endure hard knocks 

while remaining light and comfortable to use.  This super lightweight 2 ounce blade comes with a 
secure low-profile polymer sheath, making it a breeze to carry all day or on extended 
hunting or camping adventures. 

ROACH BELLY
Historically, the Roach-Bellied knife was a short blade with a pronounced upswept curve and a sharp point that saw popularity in 17th century Britain and 

the American Colonies.  It was most likely named after the common Roach Fish, which had a similarly round curving belly. 
Cold Steel’s® model is a nod to the Black Powder Community, which has continued to appreciate the Roach Belly’s economy, versatility and 

effectiveness.  The blade is made of sub-zero quenched 4116 Stainless steel, expertly heat treated to RC 56-57, and given a sharp 
edge that’s easy to maintain. 

Instead of the traditional wood handle, ours is made of a tough injection molded polymer, making the Roach 
Belly considerably more weatherproof than historical examples - it won't swell, shrink ,or rot like its 
wooden counterparts.

The Roach Belly comes complete with a durable Secure-Ex® sheath, 
making it a breeze to carry all day or on extended hunting or 
camping adventures.  
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Weight: 23.1 oz. 
Thick: 4.75 mm
Blade: 10 3/4"
Handle: 5 1/4"
Steel: 1090
 Carbon
Overall: 16"

FLOWER 
KATANA 

Nature and the natural world 
have been a source of artistic 
inspiration in Japanese culture 
for many centuries.  The Flower 
motif is frequently used in 
Japanese decorative arts, from 
Chrysanthemums to Cherry 
Blossoms, it’s an elegant kind of 
ornamentation and it is a look 
that never fails to be pleasing 
to the eye.

Our Flower Katana features 
a stylized floral design on 
its silver/nickel Tsuba and 
Kashira.  It has a forge folded 
1060 carbon steel blade with 
a convex grind.  The edge 
of the blade has been given 
a differentially hardened, 
heat treatment to create a 
clay tempered Hamon in the 
distinctive Japanese manner.

The attractive hardwood 
handle is tightly wrapped in 
black silk cord and includes the 
traditional Menuki and Samé 
(Ray Skin) backing.

The included black lacquered 
Saya (scabbard) is made from 
hardwood and is finished with 
traditional Japanese styled 
silver/nickel fittings.

Weight: 45.5 oz.
Thick: 8 mm 
Blade: 29 3/4"
Handle: 10 3/4" 
Steel: 1060 Carbon
Overall: 40 1/2

Weight: 39.2 oz.
Thick: 8 mm 
Blade: 30"
Handle: 10 1/2" 
Steel: Damascus
Overall: 40 1/2"

WILD WEST BOWIE
Styled like the iconic big blades featured in Western TV shows 

and movies, our Wild West Bowie is a noteworthy American 
classic.

The blade is made from 1090 Carbon Steel. It is a long wide 
blade with weight forward balance and is saber ground and 
fortified with a false edge to assure maximum cutting, chopping, 
and piercing power.  

The handle has a classic profile, featuring Malaysian Sal Wood 
scales attached to the full tang with brass screws, and it has 
the characteristic “S” patterned brass hand guard 

to protect your fingers 
and enhance its 
defensive potential. 

The Wild West Bowie is kitted 
with a traditional black leather sheath 
that features a brass swivel belt loop and 
leather leg strap.

1849
RIFLEMAN’S KNIFE

This rare blade was originally issued in extremely 
limited numbers, and has the distinction of being the 
first knife officially designed for, and purchased by, 
the U.S. Army back in 1849.

Our blade takes inspiration from an antique in the 
private collection of Lynn C. Thompson, and while our blade is 
not an exact replica, it features many of the design nuances that 
make this knife such a classic!

It’s big, stout spear point blade is stiff enough to oppose even 
much larger weapons, making it an ideal complementary knife 
to carry and use alongside a saber or cutlass. Plus, its beefy 12" 
blade and solid guard make a more than capable stand-alone 
blade in its own right! It’s easy to see why it was chosen 
as a back-up blade for our nation’s riflemen. 

The Cold Steel® 1849 Rifleman’s Knife is 
hand forged from 1085 High Carbon steel, 
with a solid brass guard and beautiful 
Malaysian Sal Wood handle scales that 

encapsulate the 
sturdy full tang.

The Rifleman’s Knife is sold 
complete with a high quality 
hand-stitched leather sheath 
and belt frog, with polished 
brass throat and chape.

1917
FRONTIER BOWIE 

The Frontier Bowie features a wide, sharp blade with a 
generous clip and fuller. 

Made from 1085 High Carbon Steel, it is heat treated to a hard 
spring temper and beautifully blued to a lustrous finish.  The 
Frontier Bowie’s big “S” shaped guard offers excellent 

hand protection while the slim, 
flat profile of the modified pistol 
grip handle resists twisting in your hand, 
and keeps your edge alignment true. 
The Frontier Bowie comes complete with 
a high quality leather sheath with a blued 
steel throat and chape.

TACHI 
KATANA 

The Japanese word “Tachi” 
in the martial sense, refers to 
a series of standing stances in 
Karate. It also refers to a kind 
of plurality, akin in English 
to the word “we” or more 
succinctly, “…and company”.  An 
imaginative person might consider 
our Tachi Katana in such terms, as an 
expression of combative stance, as 
well as a weapon that embodies the 
reliable companionship one feels in 
the company of trusted comrades.

Our Tachi Katana has an elegant 
convex ground Damascus steel 
blade, hardened using the traditional 
clay tempering technique to create 
the uniquely Japanese blade 
Hamon.  It has a brass Tsuba and 
fittings that have been attractively 
highlighted with black lacquer.

Like our other Japanese styled 
swords, it has the traditional 
hardwood handle with black silk 
cord wrapping, Samé insert, 
and an attractive Menuki.

It comes complete with a 
terra cotta colored lacquered 
hardwood scabbard that 
features brass decorative 
fittings.

SW-TACHKTNA 
Tachi Katana

SW-FLWRKTNA 
Flower Katana

81B     
Wild West Bowie

88GRB
1849 Rifleman’s Knife

Weight: 24.2 oz.
Thick: 6mm
Blade: 12"
Handle: 5 1/2" 
Steel: 1085 
 High 
Carbon
Overall: 17 1/2"

Weight: 23.8 oz.
Thick: 12 1/4"
Blade: 1/4"
Handle: 5 3/8" 
Steel: 1085
 High 
Carbon
Overall: 17 5/8"

88CSAB 
1917 Frontier 
Bowie
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  Dragonfly 
Name: Dragonfly Wakizashi Dragonfly
 Wakizashi Long Handle  Katana
Weight: 30.3 oz. 33.7 oz. 39.4 oz.
Thick: 5/16" 5/16" 5/16"
Blade: 22" 22" 29 1/4"
Handle: 9 1/2"  11 1/2"   11 1/2"  
Steel:   1060 1060 1060
 Carbon Carbon Carbon
Overall:   31 1/2" 33 1/2" 40 3/4"

DRAGONFLY SERIES
Many Japanese swords offered today are interpretive copies of antiquities from 

feudal Japan, and they were made for warriors of small stature who seldom rose 
above five and a half feet.  As beautiful and skillfully designed as these swords are, 
they may not be perfectly suited for the modern warrior, who has grown to be a 
substantially taller and stronger version of his historical counterpart! With that 
in mind, Cold Steel® has created the Dragonfly Series - a line of Japanese 
swords featuring thicker, wider and heavier blades.

These beautiful swords have a distinctive teal-green silk cord-wrap and 
black samé (ray skin) handles, complementing rich iron furniture with a 
dragonfly motif.  

Their deeply curved and hand polished 1060 steel blades 
terminate in a long “iris leaf” point for maximum cutting potential.  

Additionally, these swords come with two protective bags.  A 
blue cotton travel bag and an intricately decorative display bag 
made from fine heavy silk brocade.

88DK
Dragonfly 
Katana

88DW
Dragonfly 
Wakizashi

88DWK
Dragonfly 
Wakizashi 
Long Handle

MIZUTORI® 
SERIES

The Crane is a symbol of luck and longevity, 
loyalty and strength, and is a much-loved symbol 
in Japan. 

As we developed a new Katana to add to our 
long standing and world-renowned line-up of 
Japanese blades, we felt it only fitting to add the 
Crane as a motif. 

The Mizutori® (Crane) Katana is a high-end, 
high-performance blade that was inspired by older, 
practical battlefield Katanas. 

Measuring a hair under thirty inches, the 
Mizutori’s® blade is made from high quality 
Damascus steel and differentially hardened with 
a clay tempered Hamon.  The handsome blade 
features a hand sharpened Hamaguri grind with 
highly polished spine and blade flats.

The Tsuba and Menuki both feature an iconic 
crane motif, and the high quality ray-skin handle 
is tightly wrapped in brown silk cord, adding a 
level of detail and beauty that must be seen to 
be believed.

Housed inside a lustrous black lacquered Saya, 
the Mizutori® Katana a stunning and attractive 
sword that is sure to become the pride of your 
collection! 

The Mizutori® (Crane) Wakizashi mirrors the 
materials, fit and finish of its larger brother in 
every way except size. It’s equally light and fast, 
and with the same high-quality materials, but 
at a fraction of the size, making it an exquisite 
companion piece to the Mizutori® Katana, or a 
beautiful stand-alone blade.

GOLD LION 
SERIES

The Cold Steel® Gold Lion Katana represents 
a Samurai’s “every day carry sword” for personal 
protection, and the defense of his Lord, his family 
and his home. Significantly lighter than some of 
our other heavier-duty Katanas, it is not only faster 
in-hand, but easier and more comfortable to carry 
when tucked into an Obi and worn all day. 

The Katana’s Menuki bears the symbol of the 
Japanese Shisa (Lion Dog) a guardian or protector - 
a fitting motif for this beautiful lightweight sword.

Measuring just under thirty inches, the Gold 
Lion Katana’s blade is made from expertly hand 
honed and highly polished Damascus steel, with 
an Hamaguri grind, peaked Lori Mune spine and 
undulating clay-tempered Hamon.

The black iron Tsuba, Fuchi and Kashira all have 
gleaming 24 carat gold leaf accents and the handle 
features white ray-skin and a black silk cord wrap.

The Gold Lion Wakizashi mirrors the materials, 
fit and finish of its larger brother in every way 
except size. It’s equally light and fast, and with the 
same high-quality materials, but at a fraction of 
the size, making it an exquisite companion piece to 
the Gold Lion Katana, or a beautiful stand-alone 
blade in its own right.

 Mizutori® Mizutori®Name: Wakizashi Katana
Weight: 28.1 oz. 43.2 oz.
Thick: 7 mm 7 mm
Blade: 21" 29 3/4"
Handle: 6 1/2" 11 1/2" 
Steel: 1095 1095 
 Carbon Carbon
Overall:  27 1/2" 41 1/4"

Name: Gold Lion Gold Lion
 Wakizashi Katana
Weight: 22.4 oz.  28.7 oz. 
Thick: 6mm 6mm
Blade: 21" 30"
Handle: 7 1/4" 11 1/4" 
Steel: Damascus Damascus
Overall:  28 1/4" 41 1/4"

88ABK
Gold Lion Katana

88ABW
Gold Lion Wakizashi

88CKK
Mizutori 
(Crane) 
Katana

88CKW
Mizutori (Crane) 
Wakizashi
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 D   e   f
Name: Nodachi Katana Wakizashi
Weight: 69.6 oz. 41.4 oz.   30.6 oz.
Thick: 5/16" 5/16" 5/16"
Blade: 34" 29 1/4" 21"
Handle: 23" 11 1/4"  8 1/2" 
Overall:   57" 40 1/2" 29 1/2"

WARRIOR SERIES
Since their initial introduction, Cold Steel’s® Emperor Series swords have proven to be 

popular with many of our customers.  Still, we are aware that there are some people who 
want a battle ready sword but hope to find one at a more affordable price.  

Our Warrior Series addresses this problem directly.  The Warrior Series swords share 
the same high-performance 1060 steel, heat 
treatment, and sharpness as their Emperor 
counterparts, but we have omitted their 
expensive mirror polishing in favor of a 
more practical finish. This makes the 
Warrior Series a perfect choice for 
training and perfecting 
cutting techniques 
(Tameshigiri) 
without damaging or 
tarnishing the blade. 

B
88BCK

Chisa Katana
(Warrior Series)

e
88BKW
Katana 

(Warrior 
Series)

D
88BN

Nodachi 
(Warrior Series)

C
BOK

O Katana 
(Warrior 

Series)

 A   B   C
 Wakazashi  Chisa O KatanaName: Long Handle Katana  
Weight: 33.6 oz. 42.5 oz.  48 oz.
Thick: 5/16" 5/16" 5/16"
Blade: 21" 24 1/2" 36"
Handle: 11 1/4" 11 1/2"  13"
Overall:   32 1/4" 36" 49"

 
 G
Name: O Tanto
Weight: 18.5 oz.
Thick: 5/16"
Blade: 13 1/4"
Handle: 6"
Overall:   19 1/4"

G
88BT

O Tanto 
(Warrior Series)

f
88BWW

Wakizashi 
(Warrior Series)

A
88BWWK
Wakizashi 

Long Handle
(Warrior Series)

    Double Edge
Name: O Tanto Wakizashi Katana Katana
Weight: 20 oz. 25 oz.  41.4 oz.  37.2 oz.
Thick: 5/16" 9/32 9/32" 9/32"
Blade: 13 1/4" 21" 29 1/2" 28 3/4"
Handle: 6 1/8"  6 1/2"  11 1/4"  10 1/2"
Overall:   19 3/8" 27 1/2" 40 3/4" 39 1/4"

EMPEROR SERIES
Cold Steel’s® Emperor Series swords are styled to reflect some of the most distinctive 

hallmarks of Japanese sword design.  We use only traditional materials for our Tsuba 
(guard), Fuchi (collar), and Kashira (pommel) - Each piece is expertly made and finely 
crafted in nickel-silver. The Habaki (blade collar) is also hand-made from nickel-
silver and the hilt is covered in samé (ray skin) and tightly wrapped in the 
traditional style with black silk cord.  

A beautiful Menuki (a small, ornamental sculpture 
inserted between the ray skin and the cord wrappings) 
further enhances the handles appearance

All of our Emperor swords feature fully 
sharpened 1060 carbon steel blades that are 
heat treated to a tough spring temper.  The 
blade is then carefully hand-finished with 
a beautiful mirror polish applied 
to the fuller. 

4
88DEC
Double Edge Katana 
(Emperor Series)

3
88K
Katana 
(Emperor Series)

1
88T
O Tanto
(Emperor Series)

2
88W
Wakizashi 
(Emperor Series)

1

2

3

4
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88RLG
Jade Lion Gim 

88RLD
Jade Lion Dagger

Name: Jade Lion Gim Jade Lion Dagger
Weight: 31.7 oz.  21.6 oz. 
Thick: 1/4" 1/4"
Blade: 30" 15 1/2"
Handle: 6 1/4"  5 7/8" 
Overall:   36 1/4" 21 3/8"
Steel: Damascus Damascus

JADE LION SERIES
Hand forged and expertly tempered from high-quality Damascus steel, the swords 

of the Jade Lion Series features subtly patterned blades are as sharp as they are 
beautiful.

The watchful Chinese lion motif is cast in nickel-sliver with almost sculptural detail 
on the heavy guards and pommels. This provides a compelling contrast to the elegant 
jade green color of the cord wrapped handles and matching rosewood scabbards that 
are covered in highly polished Samé (ray skin) that’s dyed to match the handles.

Jade Lion Gim: The Lion Gim is a civilian self-defense Wen Jian (Scholar’s Sword), 
with a little more panache than the practical versions (like our own Gim Sword) 
that were made for the battlefield. In our tests it severed and pierced 4" 
bamboo poles with a single cut or thrust.

Jade Lion Dagger: A perfectly scaled down version of the Gim, it shares 
the same design, materials and exquisite craftsmanship of its larger counterpart. It’s 
perfectly balanced, big and strong enough to stand on its own or fight alongside its 
bigger brother.

88CSB
Sword Breaker
Weight: 51.3 oz.
Thick: 6/10"
Blade: 30"
Handle: 8 1/4" 
Overall:   38 1/4"
Steel: 1055 
 Carbon

88BBB
Willow Leaf 
Weight: 40.8 oz. 
Thick: 1/4"
Blade: 26 5/8"
Handle: 7"
Steel:   1055  Carbon
Overall: 33 5/8"

88CWS
Chinese 
War Sword
Weight: 59 oz.
Thick: 7/32"
Blade: 23 1/4"
Handle: 14 1/2" 
Steel:   1060 
 Carbon
Overall: 37 3/4"

CHINESE 
SABER 

China has a history of social discord, 
which has resulted in wars, revolutions, and 
other events which led to the creation of some unique weaponry. The 
Chinese Saber, for example, is just that sort of weapon: a horseman’s 
saber that is equally adaptable by foot soldiers in the field.

Our Chinese Saber is hand forged from high carbon steel. The blade 
features a single ¾ length fuller and is moderately curved along its 
length, terminating in an upswept point, making it ideal for cutting 
and slashing without giving up its thrusting potential.

The hilt features a solid brass disc guard, deeply engraved in the 
classical style. The handle has a hardwood core and is braided with 
black silk cord and capped with a brass bolster and pommel.

The scabbard is fashioned in hardwood and covered in black leather 
and features brass decorative fittings.

While doubtlessly a Chinese Saber in style, this sword could easily 
work for any Steppe warrior re-enactor and is particularly well-suited 
to Mongolian, Chinese, Manchurian re-enactors, and martial artists.
SW-CHNSBR 
Chinese Saber
Weight: 32.3 oz.
Thick: 6mm 
Blade: 29"
Handle: 7" 
Steel:   1060 
 Carbon
Overall: 36"

SWORD BREAKER 
The ancient Chinese Sword Breaker had a rectangular 

(occasionally hollow ground) cross section with sharp 
corners making it possible for it to focus a blow with 
maximum impact. Such a blow could, at the very least, 
beat an opponent’s blade aside or so far “out of line” 
that recovery in time to mount a defense was virtually 
impossible. At the most, it could live up to its name and 
could break, bend or disable conventional swords and many 
other weapons with a single blow! 

We at Cold Steel® drew inspiration for our design from 
an original antique Sword Breaker we were privileged 
to handle and study in China. Our handle is made 
of heavy, dense Rosewood with a fluted cross 
section that affords a good grip. It features beautifully 
cast nickel-silver fittings throughout, from the decoratively 
detailed circular guard to the very stout 5 lobbed pommel that 
effectively counter balances the weight of the blade and makes 
it easier to wield.

Our Sword Breaker has the traditional 
rectangular cross section and hollow 
ground “flats”, and comes compete with a 
Rosewood scabbard that features nickel-
silver furniture to match the grip.

CHINESE 
WAR SWORD

There are few swords in the world that 
are more effective than the two-handed 
Cold Steel® Chinese War Sword.  

Over the years we have tested this 
sword time and time again, and we’ve 
consistently cut bigger, tougher and more 
challenging targets. It remains one of 
the most popular swords in our line up, 
and when you see the tests, it’s easy to 
see why!

The Chinese War Sword’s cord wrapped 
grip, “S” shaped guard, and steel ring 
shaped pommel all work in concert to 
make it a well-balanced sword that’s 
unbelievably fast and agile despite its 
formidable size. Each sword is hand 
sharpened and is protected by an 
attractive heavy leather scabbard.

WILLOW 
LEAF 
SWORD

This is the classic 
Chinese broadsword used 
by soldiers and civilians 
alike from ancient times 
right up through the 
1940’s. Its broad, heavy 
blade is distal 
tapered to aid 
balance and perfectly 
shaped for all cutting, 
slashing, and chopping 
strokes.

For ease in handling, it 
comes with a long, cord 
wrapped handle as well as a 
traditional brass guard and 
pommel.

Supplied with a sturdy leather 
scabbard, it’s a battle ready 
sword you’ll be proud to own!
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BATTLE GIM
The Battle Gim is forged from our best Damascus Steel by talented smiths, it 

features a broad symmetrical point and a slightly wider, heavier blade than custom 
would dictate. This gives it a more pronounced blade-heavy balance making its twin 
razor-sharp edges slightly more suitable for cutting and slashing than thrusting.

The attractive Rosewood hilt is framed by a blackened iron guard and pommel. 
They’re embellished with an intricate filigree of traditional Chinese Peony flowers 
and leaves. The matching Rosewood scabbard is styled in a similar fashion on its 
chape, throat and ring mounts. Radiantly polished, with twin combat sharp edges, 
this is not only a vividly striking Gim, but one that you can stake your life on in 
battle. 

GIM SWORD
After extensive study of the history and use of the Wu Jian or “Martial Sword”, we 

decided to make our own battle worthy Gim for serious collectors and practitioners 
of Chinese Martial Arts.  The blade of our Gim is forged from 1060 carbon steel and 
expertly heat treated. With twin sharp edges and a strong, useful point, the Gim is as 
elegant as it is effective. 

The traditional guard and pommel are made of thick brass and fit snugly on a 
beautiful Rosewood handle. The Gim Sword comes with a wood scabbard with brass 
throat, chape and sword rings, so that it can be worn suspended from the belt or 
slung over the shoulder. 

88G
Gim Sword

88THG
Two Handed 
Gim Sword

CHINESE TWO COLLAR
SEA WAVE GIM 

This is a traditional Chinese Gim, that’s styled for the imperial court!  It’s impressive and 
stunningly beautiful design is sure to impress even the most jaded aficionado.  

The blade is fashioned from a fine Damascus steel with a distinctive, and beguiling pattern.  
It is heat treated to a hard spring temper so that it will resist metal fatigue and should return 
to true without bending or breaking, even during the duress of actual combat.

The handle has a Rosewood core and is wrapped with silk cord.  The guard, and pommel are 
elegantly detailed with a traditional Chinese decorative motif.  The intricate, gold-colored designs are 
brought into high contrast by the application of a black enamel.

The scabbard is made from select Rosewood and is decoratively styled to complement the sword’s grip.

TWO HANDED
GIM SWORD

This type of sword was usually reserved for only the strongest warriors in ancient China, as some 
specimens weighed over 6 pounds! The long heavy blade cut a wide swath and thus could smash 
through the defenses of enemy soldiers who were armed with shorter and lighter weapons. It was 
a natural for defending tight spaces like gates and passage ways where there was room

Our version is a bit lighter than some of the originals, giving one the option of wielding it 
with one or both hands.

The battle-tough blade is embellished with a cast brass guard and pommel which 
are decoratively accented with an intricate relief pattern. The guard and pommel 
are fitted to an attractive hardwood handle covered with tightly braided cord.

A rosewood scabbard completes the package. It is fitted with decorative 
brass fittings similar in style to the guard and pommel on the sword.

CHINESE LEAF GIM 
The Chinese Leaf Gim is considered a civilian weapon. It is not well purposed for 

the rigors of battle, where it could be opposed by much larger and heavier weapons. 
It was, more or less, a gentleman’s side arm, that was impressive in appearance, but 
sturdy enough to offer good defense in the streets, or open fields.

The Cold Steel® interpretation has a 33 ¼ inch high carbon, heat treated 
blade.  It is relatively light in weight so it can be manipulated from the 
fingers, wrist, and forearm much like a western small sword. 
Traditionally used primarily for thrusting, it is almost equally adept 
at cutting and slashing and can deliver a truly frightening blow.

The Rosewood grip and matching scabbard complement the 
guard and pommel, and other fittings that are cast in stainless 
steel to resist corrosion. 

The Chinese Leaf Gim is meant to be an easily 
carried, highly functional everyday sword suitable 
for our modern environment with just enough 
embellishment to make it really catch your 
eye and give years of pleasure, and 
protection.

 Gim Chinese
 Sword Leaf Gim
Weight: 36 oz. 30.2 oz.
Thick: 1/4" 5 mm 
Blade: 30" 33 1/4"
Handle: 7 1/4" 7" 
Steel: 1060 1060
 Carbon Carbon
Overall: 37 1/4" 40 1/4"
  

Name: Sea Wave Two Battle
 Gim Handed Gim Gim
Weight: 33.4 oz. 48.2 oz. 39 oz.
Thick: 7 mm 1/4" 6mm
Blade: 28 1/2" 35" 30"
Handle: 8" 13 3/8" 7"
Steel: Damascus 1060  Damascus  Carbon
Overall: 37 1/4" 48 3/8" 37"

88FG
Battle Gim

SW-SEAGIM 
Chinese Two 
Collar
Sea Wave Gim

SW-CHNGIM 
Chinese Leaf Gim
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SWORD CANES
The Sword Cane remains an enduring and romantic personal defense tool that is still popular to this day.  The steel 

blade, safely encased in an innocuous walking stick, can be brought into action at lightning speed!

1911 GUARDIAN I
You can add a bit of 1911 pistol flare to your personal style by carrying our patented 1911 Guardian I Sword Cane.  It 

has a handle that closely mimics the characteristics of a 1911 pistol grip in terms of size, shape and thickness, and it 
features thin, pebble grain synthetic grips. If you choose, you can modify your cane to your own tastes, because it can 
accommodate most custom 1911 pistol grips easily.

The tough and sturdy shaft is made from seamless 6061 Aluminum with a 3mm wall thickness. It’s heat treated for 
strength so that it can support heavier loads without breaking. It’s also capped with a custom-made rubber ferrule for 
extra traction, so it resists slipping or sliding on wet, icy or uneven surfaces. 

The blade is made from 10 mm thick 420 Stainless steel and is heat treated to a hard, spring temper. It will resist 
bending or breaking, and thanks to its long needle sharp point, will punch a gaping hole in just about any target!  Like 
our other sword canes, the 1911 incorporates a “friction seal”. A quick tug, and the blade will appear, ready for action.

QUICK DRAW 
Cold Steel® has long extolled the virtues of Sword Canes. These dapper and discreet self-defense tools are non-

threatening and just plain stylish. Hiding in plain sight until needed – then they spring into action in a heartbeat!
The Quick Draw feature     s a black aluminum shaft that is lightweight and durable, with a rubber ferrule tip to aid 

traction when walking on slippery or uneven surfaces. 
A short, swift pull on the Griv-Ex™ pistol grip handle will disengage the friction seal and quickly deploy a tapered 8mm 

thick and 18" long needle-tipped spike!
This “Quick draw” style steel piercing implement is designed for rapid deployment, and when coupled with an 

ergonomic and intuitive pistol grip, even smaller or infirm wielders can bring this sharp little threat- deterrent into play 
in a flash! 

The Quick Draw Sword Cane is so inexpensive, so good looking, and so easy to use - there’s simply no excuse not to add 
one to your household today!

HEAVY DUTY
The Cold Steel® Heavy Duty Sword Cane is quite possibly the toughest and widest sword cane ever built! It features 

an extra strong partial crook handle made from heavy duty nylon, and a 2mm thick aluminum shaft that’s heat-treated 
for strength. The tapered shaft is capped with a thick rubber ferrule for better traction on slick, icy sidewalks or uneven 
terrain. The concealed blade is released by quickly pulling on the handle to break the suction of its friction lock. Made 
from Stainless Steel with a proprietary heat treatment and tempering, it’s a hard and resilient blade that’s sturdy enough 
for both cutting and thrusting.

This is no mere show piece! This Cane conceals a true battle-ready sword, proven in our infamous PROOF videos to 
make the kind of cuts one would expect from a high quality saber! 

ALUMINUM HEAD 
This elegant sword cane closely resembles our popular City Stick, and comes with a removable highly polished 

Aluminum head. It features a tough fiberglass carbon fiber composite shaft that can be used as an effective self-defense 
tool in its own right. The light and fast blade has a tapered square cross section with a sharp point.  

PISTOL GRIP 
With a finely crafted solid Aluminum head, our pistol grip cane is far lighter, better balanced and easier to carry and use 

than ever before!  

88BF
Butterfly Swords
Weight: 27.8 oz.
Thick: 1/5"
Blade: 15"
Handle: 5 1/4" 
Steel:   1060  Carbon
Overall: 20 1/4"

88SCFH
1911 Guardian I 

Sword Cane 
Weight: 34.6 oz. 
 In Scabbard 
Weight: 24.4 oz. 
 Sword Only
Blade: 19 1/2"  
 Tapered
Steel: 420SS
Overall: 37 5/8"

BUTTERFLY SWORDS
Still amazingly popular with Martial Artists and collectors alike, these iconic Chinese 

Butterfly Swords are carried in pairs that are cleverly nested together so they appear 
to be one sword in the sheath.  But when they are drawn, they can be separated 
and wielded in both hands with lightning speed!

Our interpretation of these classical blades are 15" long and 2 5/8" wide. 
Their pronounced “D” shaped guards have a long forward quillon for 
deflecting and trapping opposing weapons.

The Butterfly’s handsome hardwood handles are covered with 
braided silk cord to provide a secure and comfortable grip.  The 
perfect gift for Chinese Martial Arts 
practitioners, and a fine addition to any 
blade-lover’s collection!

88SCFA
Aluminum Head 

Sword Cane
Weight: 25.3 oz. 
  In Scabbard 
Weight: 11.7 oz. 
 Sword Only
Blade: 25 3/4"   
Steel: 1055 
 Carbon Steel
Overall: 37 5/8"

88SCFAP
Pistol Grip 

Sword Cane
Weight: 26.9 oz. 
 In Scabbard  
Weight: 16.3 oz. 
 Sword Only
Blade: 25 3/4"   
Steel: 1055 
 Carbon Steel
Overall: 37 5/8"

88SCFD
Heavy Duty 
Sword Cane

Weight: 29.6 oz. 
 In Scabbard 
Weight: 16 oz. 
 Sword Only
Blade: 24 1/4"   
 6 mm thick
Steel: 420SS
Overall: 37 1/2"

88SCFE
Quick Draw 
Sword Cane 

Weight: 16 oz.  
 In Scabbard 
Weight: 8.5 oz. 
 Sword Only
Blade: 18"  
 Tapered
Steel: 420SS
Overall: 37 5/8"
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MAN AT ARMS SERIES
The Man at Arms was a stalwart and dependable fighter who exhibited great martial prowess with a range of weapons. He was a capable and competent warrior who was the veteran of many conflicts and was often first 

into the fray. Although he was not a Knight, he fought and trained alongside them as a brother in arms. To honor these rugged, reliable, salt-of-the-earth warriors we have created a range of true journeyman’s weapons that 
we have called the Man at Arms Collection.

MAA ARMING SWORD
The Arming Sword takes its 

inspiration from the side arm 
of choice for many of 
history’s foot soldiers 
and journeyman warriors. 
Smaller and more 
agile than many of the 
heavier swords on the 
battlefield, this 
double edged 
blade was light 

enough to be easily wielded with one hand, and stiff enough to 
find vulnerable gaps in a knight’s plate armor, or burst through 
his mail!

Our interpretation of this lightning fast fighter’s sword 
is made from expertly heat treated carbon steel and richly 
blued to an inky black finish. Featuring 
pronounced upturned parrying quillons, a 
fluted leather grip, and a counter balancing 
wheel pommel, the Arming Sword is 
beautifully balanced, and, with all blued 
steel fittings, it’s good looking too!

The MAA Arming Sword is sold complete 
with a hand stitched black leather 
scabbard with a steel throat and chape.

MAA 
HAND-
AND-A-
HALF 
SWORD

There are few swords that are 
more versatile or effective than 
the “Bastard” or “Hand-and-a-Half 
Sword” 

Its long handle is suitable 
for use with both a one or two 
handed grip, and is fashioned out 
of wood covered in black leather. 
To balance the 
Hand-and- a- 
Half Sword’s long 
blade the butt 
is capped with a 
“scent stopper” 
style pommel.

MAA LAFONTAINE 
SWORD OF WAR

Designed by noted swordsman Luke LaFontaine and bearing his name, the LaFontaine 
Sword of War combines elements of a 16th Century “Sword of War” with a “Complex Hilt 
Longsword”.

Not carried on a belt or baldric, rather it was held in hand, rested on 
the shoulder or simply carried by a manservant or page.

Designed primarily for battlefield combat, it was almost as big as a Zweihander or 
a Great Sword; with a long double edged blade, elaborate ring guards, counter guards and 
peaked quillons, a closed ricasso for looping a finger through the cross for added control, 
and a heavy counter-balancing pommel that made a fearsome weapon in its own right!

A versatile and complex weapon with many 
advantages that should be apparent to any 
Historical European Martial Artist, it was also 
a symbol of prestige that said much about the 
status and prowess of its wielder.

Made in our signature “Man at Arms” style, 
the LaFontaine Sword of War features a 1055 
Carbon Steel blade that has been deeply blued 
to an inky black 
sheen. 

The LaFontaine 
Sword of War 
comes fully 
sharpened and is 
supplied complete 
with a thick leather 
and steel scabbard.

MAA MESSER
Designed by Luke LaFontaine and 

Dave Baker, Cold Steel’s® one-handed 
Messer is a sword that has to be held to 
be appreciated!

This modern interpretation of the 
historical German Langes Messer (or 
Long Knife) 
is beautifully 
balanced and a 
joy to use. Thinner 
and lighter than 

many of our current offerings, it handles almost like a giant 
Bowie Knife! 

Its clip-point style blade is fully sharpened on the primary edge, 
with an un-sharpened “false edge” terminating in a sturdy upswept 
point.

The Messer’s stylish and functional cross-guard, knuckle bow and 
pronounced shell-shaped “Nagel” are also blued 
to match the blade and enhance the Malaysian 
Sal Wood handle scales. 

Complete with a black leather scabbard with 
blued fittings, this beautiful addition to our Man 
at Arms series has already become a firm favorite 
with our crew, and we’re sure it will be a popular 
addition to your collection!

MAA 
GROSSE 
MESSER

The German Grosse Messer 
(“big knife”) is one of the 
largest of the blades that 
fall under the classification 
of “Messer”.  

It can be 
wielded in one or 
both hands and is capable 
of astonishing cutting 
feats. The Grosse Messer 
comes with a handsome 
scabbard, reinforced with a 
steel chape and throat that 
has been blued to match 
the guard and pommel.

MAA 
ITALIAN 
LONG 
SWORD

Cold Steel’s® 
MAA Italian 
Long Sword is 
designed so that the 
blade and balance slightly 
favor the thrust, while 
still being capable of 
delivering astonishingly 
effective cuts.  It features 
a simple cruciform hilt, 
long upturned cross guard, 
leather-over-wood grip, 
and a heavy counter-
balancing fish tail pommel. 

Name: MAA
 Hand-and-a
 -Half Sword
Weight: 50.4 oz.
Thick: 1/4"
Blade: 33 1/2"
Handle: 12" 
Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall: 45 1/2"

Name: MAA
 Grosse
 Messer
Weight: 72.4 oz.
Thick: 1/4"
Blade: 32"
Handle: 10 1/4" 
Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall: 42 1/4"

Name: MAA
 Messer
Weight: 30.9 oz.
Thick: 1/5"
Blade: 22"
Handle: 6" 
Steel: 1090
 High Carbon
Overall:  28"

Name: MAA
 Arming
 Sword
Weight: 40.2 oz. 
Thick: 1/5"
Blade: 28"
Handle: 6 3/4"
Steel: 1090 High
 Carbon
Overall: 34 3/4"

Name: MAA Italian
 Long Sword
Weight: 49 oz.
Thick: 1/4"
Blade: 35 1/2"
Handle: 11 1/2" 
Steel: 1090 High
 Carbon
Overall: 47"

Name: MAA
 LaFontaine
 Sword of War
Weight: 78.5 oz. 
Thick: 1/4"
Blade: 37 1/2"
Handle: 14 1/2" 
Steel: 1050
 High Carbon
Overall: 52"

88GMSM
MAA Grosse Messer

88GMSSM
MAA Messer

88ITSM
MAA Italian 
Long Sword

88ARM
MAA Arming 
Sword

88HNHM
MAA Hand-
and -a-Half 
Sword

88WSLFM
MAA La Fontaine 
Sword of War
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Weight:   109.5 oz. 
Thick:  7/32"
Blade: 39 7/8"
Handle: 15 3/8"  
Steel:  1060 Carbon 
Overall: 55 1/4"
The Two Handed 
Great Sword does not 
include a scabbard.

TWO HANDED 
GREAT 
SWORD

Our iconic Two Handed Great Sword is 
one of the biggest swords we make.  But 
don’t let its size fool you! There is nothing 
awkward or clumsy about this awesome 
sword.  

Sure, it’s big and meant to be carried 
over the shoulder instead of in a scabbard, 
but it’s extremely well balanced and easily 
wielded by people of larger stature and 
physical strength.

The Great Sword features a large guard 
with side rings and integral parrying hooks 
that allow the blade to be “choked up” on 
for closer range sword techniques.

The leather covered wooden handle 
comfortably affords a full two-handed grip, 
and is capped by a heavy steel pommel 

that helps counter 
balance its long 
blade.

If you’re looking 
for the ultimate in 
big, beastly and 
battle ready blades - 
your search is over!

Name: Hand-and Hand-and
 -a-Half Sword -a-Half  Dagger
Weight:   50 oz. 17.5 oz.
Thick:  1/5" 1/4"
Blade: 33 1/2" 13"
Handle: 12" 6 1/4"
Steel:  1060 Carbon 1060 Carbon
Overall: 45 1/2" 19 1/4"

NORMAN 
SWORD

Cold Steel® is pleased to offer you our 
version of the sword ancient Norman 
warriors used as they crossed the English 
Channel to conquer Britain at the battle of 
Hastings in 1066 A.D.

Like the original swords we have studied, 
our replica offers a long, wide blade 
with twin fully sharpened edges and a 
broad point. To reduce weight, increase 
“hardiness”, and maximize eye appeal we 
have added a broad fuller in the middle of 
the blade.

The hilt of Norman Sword has also 
seen equal attention featuring upturned, 
spatulated quillons, a leather-over-wood 
grip and a modified “cocked hat” pommel. 
This pommel shape was chosen 
because it allows greater 
articulation of the hand while 
counter balancing the long 
heavy blade.

88NOR
Norman 
Sword

88WGS
Two Handed 
Great Sword

SW-1EDGVK 
One Edge 
Viking Sword

88VS
Viking 
Sword

88HS
Competition
Cutting Sword

88ITD
Italian 
Dagger

88HNHD
Hand and
 a Half 
Daagger

88ITS
Italian 
Long 
Sword

88HNH 
Hand
and 
a  Half 
Sword

ONE EDGE 
VIKING 
SWORD 

While most Viking 
swords feature a 
double-edged blade, there are some historical 
examples of single edged blades with an 
upswept point.

Our One Edge Viking Sword is admittedly not 
a literal copy of any particular historical model, 
rather, it is an assembly of some of the best 
Viking sword features.  The 30-inch blade is 
nearly 2 inches wide with an extra broad fuller.  
The blade is wider at the guard and narrows 
towards its upswept point, and it’s distal 
tapered for speed, balance and responsiveness. 
Plus, it’s a terrific cutting sword with a useful 
sharp point.

The hilt is very traditional, with a modest 
guard and relatively short quillons. The 
wood grip is covered with brown cord 
and terminates with a heavy pommel, 
highlighted by copper trim wire 

and tapered to 
enhance balance 
and make the 
sword quick 
and lively in the 
hand.

Weight: 36.5oz.
Thick: 5 mm 
Blade: 30"
Handle: 6" 
Steel:  1060  
 Carbon
Overall: 36"

ITALIAN LONG 
SWORD & DAGGER

Historically, the Long Sword featured a distinctive cruciform hilt 
and a long, double edged blade that was equally adept at opposing 
both light and heavily armored foes.  Its extra-long blade offered 
the reach and leverage for powerful stabbing, cutting and chopping 
strokes while its long cross guard and heavy pommel were useful for 
hooking, striking and smashing.  

When heavy plate armor was encountered, strikes 
with the edge were often abandoned in favor of a “Half-
Swording” technique; where one hand grips the hilt and 
the other the blade for grappling and in-fighting - to better 
direct the point in powerful jabs, and to accurately thrust 
at the small gaps and joints in a suit of armor.

Cold Steel’s® Italian Long Sword is designed so that 
the blade and balance slightly favor the thrust, while still 
being capable of delivering astonishingly effective cuts.  It 
features a simple cruciform hilt, long upturned cross guard, 
leather-over-wood grip, and a heavy counter-balancing fish 
tail pommel.  

Scaled down in size but almost identical in appearance, 
our optional companion dagger is sharply tapered with a 
double edged blade. Ideal as an offhand parrying tool, a 
back-up blade or just as a fine dagger to wear on your belt!

VIKING 
SWORD

The historic Viking sword of the 9th 
& 10th centuries featured a long wide 
blade with a broad central fuller and 
two keen edges. A simple guard with 
forward curving quillons was often 
utilized and combined with a utilitarian 
wooden handle and a heavy 5 lobed 
pommel to balance the long blade.

Cold Steel’s® interpretation of this 
sword features a double-edged blade 
that is hand forged out of Carbon steel 
and hand polished and sharpened 
to perfection. The wooden handle is 
covered in leather and is supported by 
a simple, elegant guard at one end and 
a 5 lobed pommel at the other.

It comes with a leather 
wrapped wooden 
scabbard that is 
reinforced with a 
polished steel chape 
and throat.

HAND-AND-A-HALF 
SWORD & DAGGER

There are few swords that are more versatile or effective than the “Bastard” 
or “Hand-and-a-Half Sword” 

It’s reasonably light, fast as lightning in offense or defense and best of all 
forged from tough 1060 carbon steel with a hard spring temper. Equipped 
with two fully sharpened edges and a strong yet wickedly effective point it 
commands respect at first glance!

Its long handle is suitable for use with both a one or 
two handed grip, and is fashioned out of wood covered 
in black leather. To balance the Hand and a Half Sword’s 
long blade the butt is capped with a “scent stopper” 
style pommel.

An optional companion dagger is also available. Scaled 
down in size and almost identical in appearance, fit, 
finish and materials. In truth it makes a terrific off hand 
parrying weapon and can stand alone in its own right as 
a dagger you can wear with pride on any occasion.

Every Hand-and-a-Half Sword and dagger reflects 
the highest standards in workmanship and materials. 
To safely house your sword and dagger, we have also 
included attractive scabbards made of wood covered 
with black leather, with steel throat and chape.

COMPETITION 
CUTTING SWORD

While Japanese sword cutting competitions have been 
popular for many decades, there has been little or no 
interest in exploring the cutting potential of Western 
swords until very recently. Now in response to this 
awakening Cold Steel® would like to encourage it by 
offering our own Competition Cutting Sword.  Broadly 
based on the Arbedo, it’s intended for contests using 
rope, mailing tubes, tatami mats and similar soft targets.

The thin, wide, double edged blade is hand forged 
from 1050 high carbon steel with a hard 
spring temper and is delivered fully 
sharpened and polished.

For maximum control and leverage, 
when attempting big cutting feats, our 
Competition Cutting Sword comes with a 
substantial leather covered wood handle 
that will accommodate one or both 
hands.  To protect your fingers and fend 
off opposing blades, a simple yet effective 
double quillon steel guard is provided.

It’s supplied with an attractive flared, 
lozenge shaped steel pommel and comes 

encased in a thick 
and sturdy, black 
leather scabbard 
with matching 
steel throat and 
chape.

Weight:   38.5 oz.
Thick:  1/4"
Blade: 30"
Handle: 7 1/4" 
Steel:  1060  
 Carbon
Overall: 37 1/4"

Weight:   37.1 oz.
Thick:  15/64"
Blade: 30 1/4"
Handle: 6 5/8" 
Steel:  1060  
 Carbon
Overall: 36 7/8"

Weight:   50.8 oz.
Thick:  3.6 mm
Blade: 30 1/2"
Handle: 12 1/4"
Steel:  1055 Carbon
Overall: 42 3/4"

Name:  Itanlian Dagger Italian Long Sword 
Weight:   19.2 oz. 44.9 oz.
Thick:  1/4"  1/4"
Blade: 12 3/4" 35 1/2"
Handle: 6 5/8" 11 1/2"
Steel:  1060  Carbon  1060 Carbon 
Overall: 19 3/8" 47"
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88STS
Shamshir

TALWAR 
Here at Cold Steel,® we have been fascinated with the Talwar for decades, and we have made it our 

mission to bring the highest quality production version of this historically significant sword to the market. 
The Cold Steel® Talwar is the culmination of years of experimentation and extensive research. 

With its hand-forged and beautifully balanced blade, the Talwar features a 
solid brass hilt that will accommodate even a large gloved hand. Supplied with an 
excellent wooden scabbard covered in black leather and fitted at either end with 
highly decorative brass furniture; our Talwar is a sword to be reckoned with!

We are grateful to Shastar Vidya Martial Artist, Nidar Singh Nihang for his 
valuable insights into the traditional combat application of the Talwar. 

SHAMSHIR 
The Cold Steel® Shamshir’s expertly heat treated carbon steel blade has a deep curve and a narrow 

cross section, combined with a keen edge and a very sharp point. It’s complemented 
by a brass crossbar hilt and a faux buffalo horn handle that terminates in a 
distinctive bulbous pommel.  The pommel is slightly down turned to keep the 
wielder’s grip as secure as possible when making hard cutting strokes. The beautiful 
hand-made scabbard is made of thick black leather (so it won’t dull the blade) and 
reinforced by a brass throat and chape. The scabbard also comes complete with dual 
suspension rings for ease of carry or display.

SCIMITAR 
Inspired by highly decorative antique Persian blades, Cold Steel’s® latest Scimitar is a true Eastern 

jewel!
Its handsome blade is deeply curved to facilitate the devastating draw cut, and beautifully polished 

with a wide, deep fuller. Made from expertly heat treated 1065 carbon steel, it is perfectly balanced and 
hand honed to a keen edge!

The Scimitar’s large S-guard and tang are intricately engraved and the dark 
Malaysian Sal Wood handle scales are securely held in place with three sturdy brass 
pins. The bulbous pommel features a brass inlaid hole for a cord, lanyard or sash.

The Scimitar is supplied complete with a thick hand stitched leather scabbard with 
etched steel throat, chape and carrying rings.

1796 LIGHT CAVALRY SABER 
Our Cold Steel® 1796 Light Cavalry Saber is inspired by the iconic swords used by the British and their 

allies at the Battle of Waterloo.  Its distinctive blade profile is considered by some to have been derived 
from the Indian Talwar, and it gained such popularity that it remained in use (by the 
German Cavalry) until the beginning of the Twentieth century!   But this is more than 
just an historically inspired showpiece - it’s a high quality modern saber that is fully 
capable of passing the famous British Proof Test for quality and durability.

It comes with a fully sharpened forward edge, and your choice of a wood and 
leather scabbard with steel mounts and fittings, or the traditional all steel scabbard.

88SYS
Scimitar 

88EITB
Talwar 
Sword 

1796 Light 
Cavalry Saber
88SS   
(Steel 
Scabbard)
88S  
(Leather 
Scabbard)

Weight: 38 oz. 
Thick: 1/3"
Blade: 28 3/4"
Handle: 5 1/8"
Steel: 1090 
 Carbon
Overall: 33 7/8" 

Weight: 43.7 oz. 
Thick: 3/16"
Blade: 32"
Handle: 6 1/2" 
Steel: 1065 
 Carbon
Overall: 38 1/2"

Weight: 28.3 oz.
Thick: 3/16"
Blade: 30 1/2"
Handle: 5 3/4"
Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall: 36 1/4"

Weight: 34.2 oz.
Thick: 5/16"
Blade: 33"
Handle: 4 3/4"
Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall: 37 3/4"

U.S. 1860 HEAVY 
CAVALRY SABER

During the American Civil War, there were two types of saber issued to the Cavalry: one “light” and 
one “heavy”.

The light version was popular, but the heavy model, affectionately dubbed the “Old Wrist Breaker” was 
considered by many to be the one to carry into battle! 

With a lengthy 36" blade, it offered distinctive reach advantages over most blades, 
and its added weight gave it superior leverage and power.  Taking inspiration from 
antique blades in private collections, our saber is made from 1055 carbon steel with 
a hard spring temper that is capable of passing the famous British Proof Test.

This beautiful sword is sold complete with a double ringed steel scabbard which 
can easily be attached to a saddle or belt.

1813 NAPOLEONIC SABER
Napoleon’s cavalry was the bane of the European battlefield. His troops were equipped with first rate 

blades, manufactured in a state-of-the-art factory dedicated to producing the finest edged weapons of 
the day. Our 1813 Napoleonic Saber takes inspiration from these exceptional swords, 
with an elegantly curved 1055 Carbon Steel blade and long, wide fuller, culminating 
in a very sharp, but practical point.   The grip is equally well made.  It’s wrapped 
in black leather and strongly protected by a stout, brass three bar hilt. The whole 
package comes with a heavy duty hand polished steel scabbard with dual rings for 
attachment to a baldric or sword belt.

1815 FRENCH OFFICER’S SABER
The army of Napoleon was celebrated for its organization; despite the countless variations in uniforms 

and equipment. While the rank and file soldier was issued the standard accouterments of the day, the 
officer’s ranks were composed of a somewhat vainglorious lot who sought ways to distinguish themselves 
in both dress and in the styling of their weaponry. Among the best examples of these special sabers was 
one forged for Lancer Officers.

It was beautifully balanced 
and offered a moderately curved 
blade, a sharp useful point, and 
an excellent three bar hilt. As 
a cavalry weapon, it was more 
than suitable for use in a charge 
and performed equally well 
when fighting at close range in 
the mêlée. 

Our faithful reproduction 
comes with a highly polished, 
battle ready blade forged from 
1055 carbon steel, a wire 
wrapped leather handle, polished 
stainless steel scabbard and a 
dazzling, highly decorated three 
bar hilt.

88HCS
U.S. 1860 
Heavy 
Cavalry 
Saber

88NS
1813 
Napoleonic 
Saber 

88NF
1815 French 
Officer’s 
Saber 

Weight: 40 oz.
Thick: 1/3"
Blade: 36"
Handle: 5 1/2"
Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall: 41 1/2"

Weight: 37.7 oz.
Thick: 5/16"
Blade: 33 3/4"
Handle: 5 1/4" 

Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall: 39"

Weight: 33.5 oz.
Thick: 7 mm
Blade: 32"
Handle: 6"
Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall: 38"
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 Ribbed  Italian
 Swept  Small Dueling
 Hilt Rapier Sword Saber
Weight: 48 oz. 20.8 oz.  21.8 oz. 
Thick: 1/5" 7/16" 3/16"
Blade: 41 1/2"   31 1/4" 32"
Handle: 9"  7"   6"  
Steel:   1060  1060  1055 
 Carbon Carbon Carbon
Overall:  50 1/2"      38 1/4"            38"    

88SMSB
Small Sword

88SN
Italian Dueling Saber

88CHR
Ribbed Shell 
Swept Hilt Rapier

RIBBED SHELL SWEPT 
HILT RAPIER

The Rapier enjoyed a long reign as the 
civilian weapon of choice for self-defense 
and dueling for centuries! Its long, double-
edged blade was ideal for delivering the 
point at great distances. Its elaborate hilt 
(evolving from rings, bars and quillons, to 
shells, and chiseled cups) offered excellent 
protection and caught or deflected blows with ease. Sadly, the rapier 
eventually succumbed to the dictates of fashion and gave way to smaller 
swords. Our modern interpretation of this historical classic has a long, 
narrow blade with a single wide fuller to assure perfect balance. Its hilt 
features a classic ribbed shell and multiple bars, quillons and a knuckle bow 

for hand protection. The grip is made of wood covered with rich black ray 
skin and wire and terminates in a heavy ribbed pommel that serves as 

a perfect counter balance to our Rapier's blade. 

ITALIAN DUELING SABER
Most military sabers are effective for cutting 

and thrusting, but they can be heavy and are 
challenging to wield with precision for any 
length of time. The Italian Dueling Saber, 
however, is different!  Its long, slim, moderately 
curved blade is feather light and you can easily 
write your name in scarlet with its razor edge.

Many years ago, Maestro Ramon Martinez introduced this fiercely effective 
blade to Lynn C. Thompson, and Lynn was impressed enough to want to 
produce one for Cold Steel®.

Our Italian Dueling Saber is best described as ornate.  The blade, artfully 
forged, tempered, and polished has an attractive deep scroll etching that 
is sure to capture your eye, and the intricately pierced guard is made from 
brightly polished nickel steel.    The guard has rolled edges and provides 
unsurpassed protection for a swordsman’s hand and forearm.

The handsome scabbard is made of thick black leather and features a mirror 
polished and etched throat and chape, with dual carrying rings.

SMALL SWORD
Toward the end of the 17th century, a 

sophisticated, shorter and lighter version of 
the Rapier emerged as the tool of choice for 
personal carry and defense - the Small Sword. 

Its stiff, lightweight blade was forged in a 
triangular cross section, and the hilt was both 
simple and smartly functional, consisting of no 
more than an elliptical plate, or two shells and a knuckle guard.  Cold Steel’s® 
modern version duplicates the best features of many historical examples, but 
uses 1060 carbon steel, heat treated to a tough spring temper. 

The hilt features two shells with functional finger loops and a light, but 
strong, knuckle guard. Each Small Sword also comes complete with an 
attractive leather scabbard with an intricately decorated throat and chape.

 Large
Name: Parrying Colichemarde  Colichemarde Cavalier
 Dagger Dagger Sword Rapier
Weight: 26.5 oz. 14 oz.  26.4 oz. 38.4 oz. 
Thick: 6mm 1/4" 1/4"  1/5"
Blade: 13" 11 3/4" 32 3/8" 36"
Handle: 6"   6"    7 5/8"  8 1/4" 
Steel:   1055  1060  1060 1055
  Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon
Overall:  19"          17 3/4"     40"            44 1/4"

COLICHEMARDE
SWORD & DAGGER

The Colichemarde emerged during the decline of 
the Rapier and the rise of the small sword.  

With a uniquely shaped blade that was extra wide 
at its forte but then dramatically tapered to a fine 
needle point.  This allowed the sword to be used 
to parry or oppose even the heaviest weapons, yet 
remain light enough to be fenced with lightning 
speed. Cold Steel’s® interpretation of this blade 
closely mirrors the historic original, from extra 
wide forte to super sharp point.  The hilt features a 
decorative double shell guard, complete with finger 
loops and knuckle bow, while the grip is completely 
wire wrapped and capped with a matching pommel. 
We have also created a matching dagger as an 
optional companion to this exquisite sword, with a 
beautifully polished blade, double quillons, and wire wrapped handle.

LARGE 
PARRYING DAGGER 

Right at home in any period between the 15th and 
17th century our large parrying dagger would be 
a prized possession worthy of being handed down 
through generations. Made to be equally useful for 
offense or defense it sports a long thick, wide blade 
that is stout enough to oppose the heaviest sword yet 
remains capable of piercing the thickest cloth, leather 
or even chain mail or light plate! 

Equipped with extra sturdy down turned quillions and a generous side ring it 
offers terrific protection to the hand and the forearm from sword and dagger attacks 
and is very useful for catching and trapping blades as well. 

Easily wielded in any direction and with great speed it comes with a period 
correct wire wrapped handle and a strong steel pommel which easily 
doubles as an impact weapon in its own right. 

Delivered fully polished, sharpened and encased in a thick 
black leather scabbard embellished with a decorative 
throat and chape it’s the parrying dagger you 
have been waiting for as its advantages 
are undeniable.    

CAVALIER RAPIER 
By the mid-1600’s dueling was 

at the height of its popularity. In 
fact, this trend for settling affairs 
of honor with steel reached such 
heights that King Louis XIII of 
France outlawed dueling for fear of 
losing too many of his important 
dignitaries to this dangerous pursuit!

Aristocratic noblemen saw it as their manly duty to defend their 
honor at sword-point, and as such began not only seeking out the 
knowledge and training imparted by specialist sword masters, 
but also exploring new types of weapons to help them gain a 
decisive edge.

One particular sword began to gain popularity - a smaller, 
lighter and faster version of the Rapier that was easier to carry 
and quicker in combat. A precursor to what would eventually 
become the Small Sword referred to by many simply as the 
“transitional rapier”.

Cold Steel’s® interpretation of this blade (which we have 
named the Cavalier Rapier) features a sharp double edged and 
needle tipped blade which is decidedly shorter and lighter than a 
classic Rapier, allowing for much more speed and agility.

With a tempered steel pierced shell guard, rings, quillons and 
knuckle bow it offers astonishingly good hand protection, while 
its wire wrapped grip and counter balancing pommel give 
great comfort and liveliness in-hand.

Provided complete with a hand-stitched 
leather sheath with steel throat, chape 
and integral belt hook for ease 
of carry.

88CLMD
Colichemarde 
Dagger

88CLMS
Colichemarde Sword

88FCR
Cavalier Rapier

88EKA
Large Parrying 
Dagger
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Weight: 40 oz. 
Thick: 1/4"
Blade: 32"
Handle: 6" 
Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall:  38"

Weight: 40.4 oz. 
Thick: 5mm
Blade: 31"
Handle: 6" 
Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall:  37"

HUNGARIAN SABER
Hungary by virtue of its position on the 

world map is a country that straddles the 
cultural influence of both the East and the 
West. This influence is, of course, directly 
echoed in Hungarian weapons.  

The Hungarian Saber is primarily a 
cutting, slashing weapon mostly used 
from horseback although thrusting with it on foot was not 
unknown. 

The blade of our saber is made from 1055 high carbon steel 
with a hard spring temper. It has a hatchet point making it 
wider at the tip or point than at the guard. 

The guard of our saber has very wide sturdy quillons.  
The wider quillons offer greater protection to the hand 
and forearm.  Also because of their greater width, a skilled 
swordsman can catch a blow aimed at his hand, wrist, or 
forearms with a minor twist of his wrist as the long quillons 
cover a “lot of real estate”, 
and minimal movement by 
the defender is all that is 
required to block the path 
of an oncoming blade.

The leather scabbard is, 
in a word, gorgeous. Its 
fittings are attractively 
arranged and provide a 
light, bright contrast to its 
black leather base.

POLISH SABER
Inspired by examples of early 17th 

Century Polish Sabers, and used both on 
horseback and on foot, these battlefield 
sabers had a fearsome reputation, not least 
for the skill-at-arms of the Polish Noblemen 
who wielded them, but also for their 
phenomenal cutting potential. 

Our interpretation of this historically significant blade was 
designed by custom bladesmith Dave Baker, and is made from 
expertly heat treated Carbon Steel. With a fully sharpened, 
distal tapered and strongly curved blade, the Polish Saber is 
capable of delivering exceptional cuts, while still remaining 
stiff enough for the thrust.

Equipped with a solid steel, brass inlaid guard and knuckle 
bow for hand protection and a functional thumb ring to 
facilitate the moulinet – allowing the wielder to keep the 
blade in continuous motion, parrying, cutting and changing 
direction at great speed! 

With an eye-catching leather wire wrapped hilt, and 
matching leather scabbard and brass inlays left blank for 
personal engraving, this sword is as good looking as it is 
functional, and it’s sure to be the pride of any European 
Martial Artist or blade enthusiast’s collection.

88RPS
Polish Saber

88RM
Hungarian Saber

Weight: 53 oz.
Thick: 7/32"
Blade: 31 1/2"
Handle: 6 1/4"  
Overall: 37 3/4"

Weight: 37.2 oz. 
Thick: 5mm
Blade: 32"
Handle: 6 1/2" 
Overall: 38 1/2"

Weight: 16 oz.
Thick: 1/4"
Blade: 13"
Handle: 5 3/8" 
Overall: 18 3/8"

88SB
Scottish Broad Sword

88SD
Scottish Dirk

88SEB
English Back Sword

SCOTTISH BROAD SWORD
The infamous weapon of the Highland clansman, the Scottish Broadsword has a long, double-edged 

blade and distinctive basket hilt, and, when combined with targe and dirk, has proven to be more than 
a match for enemy soldiers on battlefields the world over. Cold Steel® has chosen to make our own 
interpretation of this famous sword. Hand forged 1055 Carbon Steel, expertly heat treated and beautifully 
polished with triple fullers, our blade is capable of passing the stringent British Proof test.

The Sword’s basket hilt is made of blued 
steel with a wood grip covered in ray skin 
and wrapped in wire. 

Finally, the Broadsword is safely housed 
in a wood and leather scabbard with a blued 
steel chape and throat.

ENGLISH BACKSWORD
“What a brave weapon is a short sharp light sword, to carry, to draw, 

to be nimble withal, to strike, to cut, to thrust both strong and quick” 
- Paradoxes of Defense,  George Silver, 1599

We are proud to add our interpretation of a 17th Century English 
Mortuary Hilt Sword. –Inspired by historical examples, this nimble 
single-handed sword is fast and lively in the hand and a sheer delight to 
train with.

Able to land a decisive blow even when cutting fast from the wrist, this 
beautiful sword has already proven to be very popular among our crew, 
who have proclaimed it to be one of their favorite one handed cutters. 

Made from 1055 Carbon Steel and supplied with a mild patina to give an “antiqued” 
finish, each English Backsword is fully sharpened and supplied complete with an 
ornate leather and steel scabbard. An excellent addition to the collection of any 
Historical European Martial Artist or Historical Reenactor.

SCOTTISH DIRK
Cold Steel® is proud to offer quite possibly the 

finest production Scottish Dirk on the market today.
Unlike many replicas – which have devolved into 

blunt novelties and costume accessories for stage and screen - our 
modern version of this historical blade is a fully functioning 
tool.  The wide, sharp 13" blade is forged to a hard spring 
temper from 1055 carbon steel, while the intricately 
hand-carved Malaysian Sal Wood handle is as beautiful 
as it is functional.  

The Scottish Dirk by Cold Steel® is sure to be 
treasured for generations.
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 Damascus Damascus
Name: Long  Sax Viking Sword
Weight: 36.4 oz.  39.7 oz. 
Thick: 7 mm 4 mm
Blade: 17 1/4" 30"
Handle: 6 1/2"  7" 
Overall:   23 3/4" 37"

88HVA
Damascus 
Long Sax 88HVB

Damascus 
Viking Sword

 Grosse German Kriegsmesser
Name: Messer  Long Sword Sword
Weight: 64 oz.  54.3 oz. 53.4 oz.
Thick: 1/5" 7 mm 7 mm
Blade: 32" 35 1/2" 33 1/2"
Handle: 10 1/4" 10 1/2"  11"
Steel: 1060 1060  1060
 Carbon Carbon Carbon
Overall:  42 1/4" 46" 44 1/2"

KRIEGSMESSER 
SWORD 

The Kriegsmesser, or “War Knife” is Cold Steel’s® new 
variation on the popular Grosse Messer. It features a 
traditional Nagel or nail to protect the outside of the hand 
instead of the side ring on the Grosse Messer.

 The blade is made from high carbon steel with a hard 
spring temper and comes fully sharpened. The upswept 
point is ideal for cutting and slashing, and, due to its 
distal taper and three-quarter length fuller, it is fast and 
nimble in the hand.

To protect the hand and forearms, our Kriegsmesser 
features a steel guard with long quillons.  The handle is 
also quite traditional and consists of a full tang complete 
with a steel pommel and Rosewood grip scales retained 
by four copper pins.  The handle is long enough for one or 
two handed use, with a surprisingly secure grip because 
the of the slightly curved trough in the handle scales that 
the flesh of the fingers can bite into.

Sold complete with scabbard, our Kriegsmesser is fast, 
agile, powerful, and quite affordable if you’re looking for a 
Grosse Messer with a whole new look, we have it!

GERMAN LONG 
SWORD

 Cold Steel’s® German Longsword is a high-end, high 
performance sword for serious users and collectors. 
A modern interpretation taking its inspiration from 
historical examples, it has an expertly heat treated and 
spring tempered 1060 steel blade that is exquisitely 
balanced, beautifully polished and hand-honed to a 
keen edge. 

A large S-guard and protective side ring offer significant 
hand protection while being capable of performing the 
binding, trapping, and winding techniques that made the 
German Sword Masters art so effective!

A wrapped leather grip terminates in a heavy steel 
pommel that not only counter balances the long blade but 
serves as a potent weapon in its own right. The twisting 
spiral design on the pommel is more than just a good 
looking decorative feature; it also provides a comfortable 
and secure grip even in gloved or gauntleted hands.  

Finally, the German Longsword is encased in a thick 
ridged, hand-stitched leather scabbard with an antiqued 
steel chape and brass buckled leather straps for wearing 
your sword on a belt or baldric.

GROSSE MESSER
The German Grosse Messer (“big knife”) is one of the 

largest of the blades that fall under the classification of 
“Messer”.  

It can be wielded in one or both hands and is capable of 
astonishing cutting feats. Cold Steel’s® modern version 
of this historical classic features a hand-forged blade of 
1060 carbon steel that’s so sharp we’ve used it to split a 
telephone book in half, with a single blow! The guard and 
pommel are made from blued steel and feature Rosewood 
handle scales strongly riveted to the sword’s full tang. 
The Grosse Messer also comes with a handsome wood and 
leather scabbard, reinforced with a steel chape and throat 
that has been blued to match the guard and pommel.

DAMASCUS LONG SAX 
& DAMASCUS VIKING SWORD

Was it your destiny to be a Viking 
Earl? If you’ve got warrior blood in 
your veins, then we have two weapons 
you’re bound to love. The Damascus 
Viking Sword and its companion, 
Long Sax are hand forged from our 
finest Damascus steel and come fully 
sharpened and ready for battle.

They include some superb 
appointments, each featuring a 
beautiful Rosewood grip, and a 
classically styled guard and pommel 
made from brass and steel that’s 
“sandwiched” in the ancient fashion, and polished to a lustrous shine.

The sword comes with an impressive wood and leather scabbard that includes a belt 
loop and a brass throat and chape, that’s accented by deeply embossed decorative 
elements.   The Long Sax comes with an historically correct, thick leather scabbard 
complete with an embossed brass welt, chape, and carrying rings.

88GMS 
Grosse 
Messer

88HTB 
German 
Long Sword

SW-KGM
Kreigsmesser 
Sword
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88CT
Filipino Memorial Bolo 
Weight: 27.8 oz.
Thick: 1/5"
Blade: 21"
Handle: 6"
Steel: 1055 Carbon
Overall: 27"

FILIPINO 
MEMORIAL 
BOLO

The Filipino Bolo Sword comes in a variety 
of shapes and sizes.  But the sword that inspired 
this project came from the private family 
collection of Guru, Dan Inosanto. It is a style 
of Bolo sword known as a Talibon and it has a 
history of opposing many formidable blades 
like the Kris, Barong, Kampilan and even the 
Japanese Katana.

It was a sword extensively utilized by the 
brave Filipino soldiers who fought for America 
in World War II and the Korean War.  Currently, 
there are some 17,000 surviving Filipino 
Veterans out of the original 260,000 who 
served.  

Cold Steel® will be donating 10 percent 
of the profit on this sword to the Filipino 
Veterans Recognition and Education Project to 
buy replica Congressional Gold Medals for surviving 
veterans and their families. 

KRIS SWORD & DAGGER 
The Filipino islands are widely known for their vast assortment of edged weapons. There 

is a wide assortment of Kris swords styles to choose from as each island, region, clan, 
or school has its own favorite with some putting more emphasis on cutting while 
others favor styles more conducive for thrusting.

The Cold Steel® Kris series, which includes a sword and dagger, is something 
we hope all practitioners of Filipino martial arts and sword aficionados will 
approve of and want to add to their collection.

The blades are made from 1055 carbon steel with a hard spring temper. They 
are satin polished and come fully sharpened. In profile, our Kris blades feature a 
moderately undulating blade shape with three concave curves and a long, descending 
spear point found on almost all Kris swords. This blade shape strikes a good balance 
between cutting power and thrusting ability and the sharp, sturdy points cut well at extreme 
range, but are acute enough to pierce efficiently.

The base of the blades terminate in traditional, decorated “file cut” flanges with the 
shorter protecting the finger and the longer protecting the thumb wrist and lower 
forearm.

The classic handles emphasize strength and durability over fashion. Hand 
carved out of exotic Sal hardwood, they’re wrapped with wire, and 
embellished with a brass bolster. 

Every Kris comes with an equally sturdy and practical 
scabbard, ready to be displayed on your wall or secured 
through your belt ready for action.

ROMAN 
GLADIUS 

The Roman Gladius is perhaps the most well-
known piece of ancient weaponry. It’s simple and 
long, double edge blade which had a long point, 
made it an ideal stabbing or piercing weapon that 
could defeat the body armor of its day.

Cold Steel’s® interpretation is not a 
reproduction of a specific ancient Gladius, but 
is a collection of this venerable sword’s major 
features. The blade, for example, has the 
traditional shape, but, unlike the ancient version, 
is made from high carbon steel with a spring temper. 
It is fully sharpened on both edges and has a fine 
mirror polish. The point is long, but sturdy enough 
to resist bending or breaking. It also features 
a Rosewood grip, carved, and decorated in the 
classical style.

The wood scabbard is covered in black leather and 
accented with a throat, chape, and carrying rings 
made of solid brass.

Undeniably a showpiece, the Cold Steel® Gladius, like 
all our swords, is fully functional and battlefield ready. 

SW-RMNGLD 
Roman Gladius
Weight: 42.6 oz.
Thick: 8 mm 
Blade: 20"
Handle: 8" 
Steel: High  
 Carbon
Overall: 28"

 Kris Dagger Kris Sword
Weight: 18.3 oz. 24.6 oz.
Thick: 5 mm  5 mm 
Blade: 12 3/4" 20 5/8"
Handle: 5 1/2"  5 3/8" 
Steel: 1055 1055
 Carbon Carbon
Overall: 18 1/4" 26"

88CLQ
Hunting Sword 
Weight: 34.9 oz.
Thick: 3/16"
Blade: 24"
Handle: 5 1/4" 
Overall: 29 1/4"

HUNTING 
SWORD

The hunting sword or “Hanger” is an 
iconic short bladed weapon (seldom over 
26”) that became quite popular in Europe 
and the Americas during the 17th and 
18th centuries.  Among the reasons for 
its popularity, outside of the dictates of 
fashion, was that it was an immensely 
handy, effective sword that was the perfect 
companion whether you were on foot, 
horseback, or on a crowded deck at sea!

Like many of the originals, our version 
is quite stylish. The blade is satin polished 
with multiple fullers and a wicked false 
edge. The intricately hand carved handle 
is made from Malaysian Sal Wood and 
ornamented with nickel-silver pins.

The scabbard’s style harmonizes 
engagingly with the sword’s design.  It’s 
made from heavy, black leather and capped 
at each end with an embossed nickel-silver 
throat and chape.

SW-KRISDAG 
Kris Dagger

SW-KRISSW 
Kris Sword
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Weight: 13.6 oz. 
Thick: 5/8"
Blade: 11 1/2"
Handle: 5" 
Steel:   1065
 Carbon
Overall: 16 1/2"

Weight: 21.9 oz.
Thick: 6mm
Blade: 13 1/4"
Handle: 6"
Steel: 1055 
 Carbon
Overall: 19 1/4"

Weight: 21.7 oz.
Thick: 6mm
Blade: 11"
Handle: 6" 
Steel: 1055
 Carbon
Overall: 17"

WOODSMAN’S SAX
Did you know that the name of the Saxon race was derived from the 

knife they carried? Its true the Sax knife was so important in their daily 
lives that an entire people became known by it. So, what was so special 
about this knife that it endured from the from the 6th to the 12th 
century? The answer is, it was easy and cheap to make and incredibly 
versatile and effective. Usually found without a guard, with a simple 

wood or bone hilt it offered a long wide, thick blade with a 
straight edge and a sloping point (easy to forge). This made 
it just about ideal as it chopped, sliced, hacked, whittled and 
carved and was no slouch in a fight as the weight forward 
balance of the blade and sloping point made ferocious chopping 
and thrusting strokes effortless.

Over the years we have become quite enamored with the history and 
work potential of the sax so we decided to make a simple version we call 
the Woodsman’s Sax. Like some historical saxes that have survived, the 
Woodsman’s features a stout 11” long blade with the 
characteristic sloping point and an unadorned wooden 
handle made from exotic imported hardwood. Each of 
our broad bladed saxes also come with a sturdy “period 
correct” leather scabbard, complete with belt straps, 
and accented with solid brass “period correct” buckles.

RONDEL DAGGER
Cold Steel’s® Rondel Dagger is inspired by historical examples of 

the combative incarnation of this medieval dagger. Rather than a 
multi-purpose tool, this version was a specialized weapon. A side arm 
developed for in-fighting, to pierce mail or heavy clothing, and to slip 
through gaps in plate armor. 

The long, straight triple-edged and hollow ground blade is incredibly 
stiff and terminates in a needle sharp point. The blade is richly blued, 
then the edges are hand polished, giving the Rondel its handsome 
appearance.

The handle of the Rondel Dagger is turned and intricately hand-carved 
from Malaysian Sal Wood, with brass pins added to give further 
decoration and more traction to the grip.

The period-correct double dish guard and pommel are further 
embellished with file work and offer incredible hand 
protection.

An historically accurate hand-stitched leather 
sheath with blued steel throat and chape allows 
the Rondel Dagger be tied to a belt or baldric and 
comfortably worn in a variety of positions.

ARKANSAS TOOTHPICK
The main competition to the Bowie knife from the late 1830’s to the 

period just after the Civil War was the Arkansas Toothpick.  The Arkansas 
Toothpick got its namesake as an ironic reference to the coarse, rough 
and tumble culture that populated the lowlands of Arkansas and the 
Mississippi delta in the mid 19th century. Travelling journalists from 
Europe often made up stories about how they commonly saw men and 
old boys picking their teeth with giant knives that they dubbed Arkansas 
Toothpicks.

Like the Bowie, it was frequently a large knife almost always double 
edged with a sharp acute point.  The knife almost always had a double 
quillon guard and many were fancy, and some imitated the Bowies of the 
day in size and appearance.  Sure, some were plain, but most were fairly 
elaborately decorated.

Our version has a substantial double edge spear 
point blade, with a Malaysian Sal wood handle and a 
fancy pommel with an alligator motif.  The scabbard 
is equally stunning, it’s finely made and decoratively 
enhanced to complement the handle.

88HRDL
Rondel Dagger 88GTP

Arkansas 
Toothpick

88HUA
Woodsman’s Sax CHIEFTAN’S SAX

Every Viking Chieftain was familiar if not an expert with sword, shield, spear 
and axe. But these are long and heavy and often bulky weapons that were 
not always within reach so for 24-hour protection they almost universally 
carried a large Sax. Suspended from the belt in front or 
back (where it didn’t interfere with other weapons like their 
sword or hand axe) it was instantly available if suddenly 
attacked and was often used in tandem with other weapons. 

While most Sax blades resemble the profile of our 
Woodsman’s Sax with a straight edge and sloping point 
there were popular variations like the broke back Chieftan’s 
Sax we are introducing here.

Forged out of high carbon steel with a hard spring temper and satin polished 
it boasts a “broke back” blade profile where the line formed by the spine rises 
then falls abruptly to the point of giving the illusion of a clip point bowie knife 
while actually predating the bowie by many centuries!

Since the Chieftan’s Sax is meant to be a weapon first and a tool a distant 
second it comes with a modestly sized brass guard that serves to keep the 
fingers from sliding forward on to the blade while offering a modicum of 
protection from opposing weapons. But it is the handle of the Chieftan’s Sax 
that we are especially proud of. Intricately hand carved 
in deep relief in link pattern that is visually stunning and 
complements the matching brass guard and pommel.

Each Chieftan’s Sax comes with a period correct brown 
leather scabbard with brass accents, a leather laced 
seam and period correct leather carrying straps! 

FACON
The Facon is the national knife of Argentina where the Gauchos made it 

famous as its large and simply shaped blade proved ideal for everything from 
dispatching game and livestock to repairing tack and saddles to cooking and 
eating the evening meal. 

With a blade that resembles an oversized chef knife the Facon can trace its 
roots back to the 14th century where it was widely used and carried by just 
about everyone, from peasant and serf all the way up to the landed nobility. 
In fact, it was so popular it jumped the Atlantic Ocean with the first European 
immigrants and became established through out North and South America.

Now Cold Steel® is delighted to present our version of this iconic knife. 
Forged in the classic shape from 1090 high carbon steel with a wide, thick 
blade it measures a full 12” long and offers extensive hand filed “jimping” 
along the “spine”. The handle of our Facon is also hand carved in traditional 
fashion out of exotic Malaysian Sal Wood and is capped 
fore and aft with a nickeled steel bolster and pommel.

Even the scabbard continues to follow Argentina’s 
tradition by being molded out of thick black leather that 
is sewn with a center seam and equipped with a fancy 
nickeled steel chape.  

CINQUEDEA 
The Cinquedea [Ching-kwi-dey-uh] gained popularity as the sidearm of 

choice for Italian noblemen. Surviving examples of these unusual short 
handled and steeply tapered blades are often highly embellished and ornate. 
With etched or gilded blades and deep multiple fullers that border on jewelry 
rather than weaponry – but beneath the romanticisms of high renaissance 
fashion lay a tool made with purpose. A wide, stiff cut and thrust blade that 
could be brought into play in confined spaces, and deliver a mortal wound! 

Our interpretation of the Cinquedea is made from 
expertly heat treated 1065 Carbon steel with a highly 
engraved guard and pommel, and a hand-carved Malaysian 
Sal Wood grip.

The Cinquedea is sold complete with a leather scabbard 
with engraved steel throat and chape.

Weight: 22.9 oz. 
Thick: 4.5mm
Blade: 13 3/8"
Handle: 5 5/8"
Steel: 1055 
 Carbon
Overall: 19"

Weight: 19.4 oz.
Thick: 5mm
Blade: 12"
Handle: 4 3/8"
Steel: 1090 
 Carbon
Overall: 16 3/8"

Weight: 28.7 oz. 
Thick: 1/8"
Blade: 14 1/2"
Handle: 6" 
Steel:   1065 
 Carbon
Overall: 20 1/2"

88CDEA
Cinquedea

88CLR1
Facon

88HUK
Chieftan’s Sax
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95BBUSK
Bowie 
Bushman 

20KK 
Kudu 
Weight: 2.7 oz. 
Thick: 2mm
Blade: 4 1/4"
Overall: 10"  
Handle: 5 3/4" 

95FB
Pocket Bushman 
Weight: 6.6 oz.
Thick: 3.5mm
Blade: 4 1/2"
Overall: 10 1/4"
Steel: 4116
 5 3/4"  
Handle: 420 Series 
 Stainless

POCKET BUSHMAN
The Pocket Bushman was designed with one clear 

goal; to create a rugged, dependable folder for camp and 
utility chores. A knife that could be depended upon for tough 

outdoor tasks and emergency survival applications, while still being 
small and handy enough to fit in a pocket or be stowed in a pack. 

The Pocket Bushman’s sub-zero cryo-quenched 4116 stainless steel blade is 
incredibly durable, and capable of taking (and holding) a fantastically sharp edge. It’s 

long and wide with a sharp clip-point for maximum practicality and versatility in the field. 
For the handle, we used a mono-block construction made famous by the classic French “Douk 

Douk”. There are no liners, handle scales or back spacers. Instead, a single sheet of stainless steel is 
folded in half to form a housing for the closed blade, as well as supplying the enormous strength and rigidity 

required to complement our innovative Ram Safe™ lock.
Sheer simplicity, and affordable practicality – the Pocket Bushman is a knife you can depend upon!

Kudu Lite:
20KJ (boxed)
20KJZ (blsiter pack)
Weight: 2.7 oz. 
Thick: 2mm
Blade: 4 1/4"
Overall: 10"  
Handle: 5 3/4" 

KUDU 
SERIES

The Cold Steel® Kudu takes its inspiration from the classic ring 
lock folding knives of Africa. These highly functional blades are owned 

and carried by people from every walk of life, and are the everyday tool of 
choice for almost every conceivable task. 

Our Kudu features a highly rust 
resistant and beautifully mirror polished 

5Cr15MoV steel blade that is expertly heat treated 
to offer an excellent balance between edge holding and 

ease of re-sharpening. 
The handle is made from durable glass-reinforced Zy-Ex™ and 

has an attractive wood grain texture and polished silver embellishments. 
The Kudu is amazingly lightweight, versatile and functional, and affordable on 
almost any budget.

KUDU LITE
A Kudu Lite model is also available. Designed to be even more affordable it 

resembles our Ring Lock knife in every aspect except it relies on a heavy spring 
to keep the blade open like classic slip joint pocket knives.

Ram Safe™ Lock Release:
A firm tug on the paracord 

lanyard, will release the blade 
from the lock.

AXIS MACHETE 
Cold Steel’s® Axis Machete is fast and lively in 

the hand. It’s a machete of course, but it retains 
knife-like capabilities as well, when a smaller 
and handier blade is required. The dual edge 
blade is useful for chopping and sawing, and 
the textured rubber handle provides the 
hand with a secure grip.

MA-AXIS
Axis Machete 
Weight: 14.4 oz.
Thick: 1.9  mm 
Blade: 11 1/16"
Handle: 7 3/4"  
 ABS with 
 Rubber Grip
Steel: High Carbon
Overall: 18 7/8"

  Bowie 
Name: Bushman® Bushman®
Weight: 9.8 oz. 10.1 oz.
Thick: 2.5mm 2.5mm
Blade: 7" 7"
Steel: High High
 Carbon Carbon
Overall: 12 1/4" 12 1/4

BUSHMAN® SERIES 
For the money, the Bushman® series of survival knives are hard to beat! 

Unlike the majority of hollow handled knives, there is no joint or seam 
between the blades and handles, instead the Bushman’s blade and 

handles are cold forged out of a single piece of steel!
The resulting knives are expertly heat-treated and tempered to 
RC54 and, when subjected to our tests, have withstood over 

two tons of pressure on their blade/handle transition! Every 
Bushman® has been carefully ground to an extra thin edge, 

and then honed and buffed by hand until razor sharp. 
Their hollow handles will accept survival supplies or 
a variety of handle extensions which can maximize 

reach, leverage or ease of throwing. 
Available in two blade styles (Standard 
and Bowie point) both feature curved 

blades that are ideal for skinning and a 
multitude of bushcraft chores. Both 

come complete with a Secure-Ex® 
sheath which houses a high-

quality Ferrocerium Fire Steel.

95BUSK 
Bushman
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GARDEN 
& CAMP 
MACHETE

Incredibly intuitive to use, the Garden & 
Camp Machete is a quick study in economy 
of motion. By slightly bending your knees 
and leisurely swinging the machete with a 
back and forth motion, you can make short 
work of many cutting tasks.   Use it to trim 
the grass and weeds from your garden, or 
as a lightweight and handy cutting tool to 
clear brush from camp sites, hunting blinds 
and shooting lanes. Use it as a probe in long 
grass to look for obstructions, obstacles or 
varmints. Its strong, sharp and long double 
edged blade is lightweight and a breeze to 
carry and use all day.

97BAM18S
Barong Machete

97JMS
Jungle 
Machete

  Chinese Garden 
Name: Barong  Sword & Camp Jungle 
 Machete Machete Machete Machete
Weight: 24 oz. 41.2 oz.  18.1 oz. 22.8 oz. 
Thick: 2.8 mm 2.8mm  2mm 2.8 mm 
Blade: 18"  24"     26" 16"
Handle: 6 1/2" 14" 6 1/2" 6" 
Overall: 24 1/2"  38" 32 1/2" 22"
Steel:    All models are have 1055 Carbon blades

THAI MACHETE
The Thai Machete represents the culmination of over 4 

years of development and refinement. Like the Thai swords 
that inspired it, our Machete is beautifully 
balanced, with a keen cutting edge and a sharp 
tip. Though most commonly seen used in pairs 
when practicing traditional Thai fighting arts, 
these long curved blades are amazingly 
versatile. Light enough to swing one 
handed, but with a long enough handle to 
employ a two handed grip for extra leverage 
and cutting power. The Thai Machete’s 
wide blade and curved cutting edge make 
it an excellent brush cutter. Slicing grass, 
vines and light foliage with ease. Its fully 
sharpened blade is made from the same 
tough 1055 Carbon Steel as the other 
blades in our incredibly popular Machete 
line up.  Its tough polypropylene handle 
has a flattened oval grip that won’t twist or 
turn in your hand, while its steel reinforced 
guard offers extra hand protection.

Fully sharpened, the Thai Machete comes 
complete with a Cor-Ex sheath for carry 
and storage.

ALL TERRAIN 
CHOPPER

In our grueling performance tests, the ATC 
(All Terrain Chopper) out performed many 
Machetes, and even put some swords to shame! 
The sheer cutting potential harnessed within 
the ATC’s extra wide blade just has to be seen to 
be believed! 

Worn either slung over the 
shoulder or across the back in its 
weight-distributing carry sheath, 
the ATC is surprisingly comfortable 
even when carried for extended 
periods of time. Following 
exhaustive field tests, 
we found the ATC to 
be a stalwart hunting 
and wilderness survival 
companion. Much more than 
just a machete, and the next 
best thing to an axe, it packed 
astonishing chopping power 
into an easy to carry package, 
delivering superb performance.

SLANT TIP 
MACHETES 

Like our heavier All Terrain Chopper 
Machete, the Slant Tip Machetes are 
designed for sheer cutting and chopping 
power in any environment!

The European style slanted tip packs 
explosive performance, combining precision 
cutting with weight-forward 
head-heavy chopping 
power. - while the ergonomic 
polypropylene 
handle makes it 
comfortable to use 
all day, even when 
working in the 
toughest terrain.

They’re 
available in 2 
sizes with 18" and 
21" blades, and 
come complete 
with a durable 
Cor-Ex™ sheath.

97GSM
Garden & Camp
Machete

BARONG MACHETE
The Barong heralds from Southeast Asia, where it is 

historically both an agricultural tool and an effective weapon 
during wartime.  The Barong has an impressive lineage in 
the realm of Filipino Martial Culture and is still 
used by Martial Artists to this day. It is also an 
excellent bushcraft tool, cleaving vines and 
branches with ease. 

Our Barong inspired Machete features a 
beautifully curved 18 inch leaf-shaped blade 
made from 1055 Carbon Steel with a baked on, 
matte black finish to aid in rust and corrosion 
resistance. 

Its traditionally influenced down-turned 
Polypropylene handle is not only good looking, but 
it also helps anchor the blade in the hand when 
making hard chopping or slashing strokes. Each 
Barong comes complete with a Cor-Ex sheath for 
ease of carry, and convenience of use in the field.

JUNGLE 
MACHETE

Made from spring tempered 
1055 carbon steel, the Cold Steel® 
Jungle Machete is 
incredibly tough. With 
the weight-forward 
balance necessary to chop 
through vines, saplings, 
brush and even small 
trees, and a sharp point 
that offers a multitude 
of survival and bushcraft 
capabilities.

The Jungle Machete is 
sold fully sharpened, and 
shipped with a sturdy 
Cor-Ex™ sheath.

 Slant Tip Slant Tip All 
Name: Machete Machete Terrain Thai 
 18" 21" Chopper Machete
Weight: 18.4 oz.  24 oz.  36.2 oz.  29.4 oz. 
Thick: 2mm  2 mm  2.8mm  2.8mm
Blade: 18" 21" 21 1/2"  22" 
Handle: 5 5/8"  5 5/8"  9"  14 1/2" 
Overall: 23 5/8" 26 5/8" 30 1/2" 36 1/2"
Steel:    All models are have 1055 Carbon blades

97TCHS 
Chinese Sword
Machete

CHINESE SWORD 
MACHETE 

Cold Steel’s® historically inspired sword / 
machete hybrids are firm fan-favorites. The 
Chinese Sword Machete is no exception! 

Similar in look and design to our record-
breaking Chinese War Sword, The War Sword 
Machete has a super wide, deeply curved blade 
and tough one-piece full-tang construction 
with over molded polypropylene handles for 
maximum durability. Plasma cut from expertly 
heat treated 1055 carbon steel and then hand 
ground and sharpened; the Chinese War Sword 
Machete has amazing cutting power.

Supplied with a Cor-Ex back sheath, this 
beast of a machete will actually out-perform 
many swords on the market - and at a fraction 
of the cost!

97THAMS 
Thai Machete

97TMSTS
All Terrain
Chopper

97ST18S
Slant Tip
Machete 18"

97ST21S 
Slant Tip 
Machete 21"
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   Tactical Tactical Tactical
Name: Tanto Bowie Tanto Wakizashi Katana
 Machete Machete Machete Machete Machete
Weight: 16.6 oz. 16.2 oz.  19 oz. 25.1 oz. 35.2 oz. 
Thick: 2.8 mm  2.8mm 2.8mm  2.8mm  2.8mm 
Blade: 13"     12"      13"a 18" 24" 
Handle: 5 5/8" 5 5/8" 6 3/8"  7" 12 1/4"
Overall: 18 5/8" 17 5/8" 19 3/8" 25" 36 1/4"
Steel:    All models are have 1055 Carbon blades

 Black  Magnum Royal Kukri
Name: Bear Kukri Kukri Kukri Plus
 Bowie Machete Machete Machete® Machete
Weight: 18.1 oz. 16 oz. 20.1 oz. 21.2 oz. 17.3 oz.
Thick: 2.8mm 2.8 mm 2.8 mm 2.8 mm 2.8 mm 
Blade: 12" 13" 17" 15 1/2" 13"
Handle: 5 3/4"  5"  5" 5 1/4"  5"
Overall: 17 3/4 18" 22" 20 3/4" 18"
Steel:    All models are have 1055 Carbon blades   
  

TACTICAL SERIES 
MACHETES

Our Tactical Series of machetes are inspired by our 
hugely popular and record breaking Warrior Series of 
Tantos, Wakizashis and Katanas. 

Available in 3 sizes, each of these fun and distinctive 
machetes features a wide, curved Tanto point blade 
and solid steel tsuba made from heat treated 1055 
High Carbon Steel with a baked on anti-rust coating. 
Their broad full tangs are injection over-molded with 
high impact polypropylene, making them incredibly durable 
and weather resistant. We re-created the look of a traditional cord 
wrapped handle, Fuchi and Kashira but used modern materials that 
will not shrink, warp, tarnish or rot and require very little maintenance. These 
Machetes comes complete with a Cor-Ex sheath for carry and storage.

TANTO MACHETE
We’ve prototyped a whole host of different 

short bladed Machete shapes over the years, 
but the Tanto remains one of the best we’ve 
tested. Although the “Americanized 
Tanto” is known primarily for its 
combative application, it also makes 
an excellent multi-purpose bush 
craft blade.

In our tests the Tanto Machete cut 
and pierced exceptionally well and 
remained tough enough to endure 
hard use. Its full-tang construction 
and hard wearing weather-resistant 
polypropylene handle only add to 
its durability and functionality. 

BOWIE 
MACHETE

Cold Steel’s® Bowie Machete is fast, 
and lively in the hand, making it an 
outstanding slashing blade 
and an admirable chopper 
while still retaining knife-like 
capabilities when a smaller 
handier blade is required. 
The Bowie Machete is 
supplied fully sharpened, 
with a tough, baked-on 
matte black rust resistant 
coating and is equipped with 
a sturdy Cor-Ex™ sheath.

97BTMS
Tanto 
Machete

97BWM12S
Bowie Machete

97TKJZ
Tactical Tanto 
Machete

97TKMZ
Tactical 
Katana 
Machete

KUKRI 
MACHETES

There are very few knives in the world that we can 
think of that can out-chop or out-cut a good Kukri. 

It’s true that some of the best Kukris  (like our 
Gurkha model) can be somewhat expensive,  and 
while that “thoroughbred” performs extraordinarily 
well, sometimes what’s required is a good, 
inexpensive, “workhorse” model – and our Kukri 
Machetes are those workhorses! 

Available in two sizes (one with thirteen 
inch blade and one with a whopping 
seventeen inch blade) 
our Kukri Machetes are 
ready to plow through the 
toughest chores!

Perfect as a lighter-
weight bushcraft or 
camping tool that can 
be carried on a belt or 
lashed to a pack, our 
Kukri Machetes pack a 
great deal of value into a 
relatively small, light and 
inexpensive package.  

KUKRI PLUS 
MACHETE

The Cold Steel® Kukri Plus Machete 
features the same wide, curved blade 
that makes our Kukris capable of 
delivering the kind of performance that’s 
the envy of many swords or bushcraft 
tools, but with the addition of an integral 
solid steel guard for added protection 
and safety.

Its full tang is completely encapsulated 
in a comfortable and durable 
polypropylene handle that 
has been ergonomically 
designed for comfort and 
safety, allowing you to keep 
a secure grip on the Machete 
even in the most inclement 
conditions. Featuring a rust 
resistant baked on matte black 
coating, the fully sharpened 
and expertly tempered 1055 
Carbon Steel blade is safely and 
securely carried in a sturdy 
Cor-Ex sheath.

BLACK BEAR 
BOWIE

Continuing our ground breaking tradition for creating 
unusual and eye-catching “tactical machetes”, our R&D 
team devised a bold new blade for 2017 – the Black 
Bear Bowie! 

It’s extra wide, 12" long blade is black-powder coated 
with a matte-black corrosion resistant finish and then 
sharpened right here at Cold Steel® HQ.

The Black Bear Bowie’s generous full tang and solid 
steel guard are completely injection over-molded with 
fine-textured high-impact Polypropylene, creating a very 
comfortable but tough, weatherproof grip.

Supplied with a sturdy Cor-Ex™ sheath 
for ease of carry and convenience of use in 
the field, the Black Bear Bowie is fast and 
lively in the hand, and wide enough to 
chop through small vines and saplings, 
clear brush and perform admirably in 
many survival or bushcraft duties.

If you are looking for a truly epic bowie 
knife, but at an affordable price, then you 
will be hard pressed to find something 
better than the new Cold Steel® Black 
Bear Bowie!

ROYAL KUKRI 
MACHETE®

It’s hard to find a more versatile knife than 
a Kukri.  A stalwart ally in a tight spot and an 
indispensable survival tool, a good Kukri is truly 
apocalypse proof! Our Royal Kukri Machete® 
presents the blade’s keen point at a new, non-
traditional angle, keeping the cutting power that 
made the Kukri the stuff of legend, but increasing 
its thrusting and piercing power. The handle, with 
its integral guard keeps the user’s precious digits 
safe from harm while improving 
the balance and heft of the knife. 

Proven to be an outstanding 
multi-functional bush knife, the 
Royal Kukri Machete® is capable 
of the toughest bushcraft chores. 
It’s fully sharpened 1055 Carbon 
Steel blade  (with rust resistant 
baked on matte black coating) is 
equally at home clearing brush 
and undergrowth or dispatching 
wounded game, it also provides 
the comfort of a dependable last 
resort self-defense option.

97KMIGS
Royal Kukri 
Machete

97KMPS
Kukri Plus 
Machete

97KMS
Kukri 
Machete

97MKM
Magnum Kukri 
Machete

97SMBWZ
Black Bear 
Bowie

97TKLZ 
Tactical 
Wakizashi 
Machete 
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97DRMS 
 Cutlass Machete

D-GUARD 
LATIN 
MACHETES

These hybrid machetes 
combine the amazing cutting 
power of the Latin Machete 
with the incomparable hand 
protection of our Cutlass 
Machete. The thick solid steel 
tang runs all the way through 
the D-ring guard to give a safe 
and secure grip, and the entire 
handle is fully encased in tough, 
durable and weatherproof 
injection molded polypropylene.

 Gladius  2 Handed Bolo
Name: Machete  Latin Machete
Weight: 27.2 oz. 28 oz.  19 oz. 
Thick: 2.8 mm  2.8mm 2 mm  
Blade: 18" 21" 18"   
Overall: 25 7/8" 30" 23 5/8"
Steel:    All models are have 1055 Carbon blades  
 

 Heavy  21" Latin  18" Latin  Cutlass
Name: Machete D-Guard D-Guard  Machete
Weight: 24 oz.  20.7 oz. 18.3 oz.  26.6 oz. 
Thick: 2 mm  2 mm  2 mm  2.8 mm 
Blade: 14 5/8" 21"   18"   24"
Overall: 20 1/4" 26 5/8" 23 5/8" 29 5/8"

Latin D-Guard Machete : 
97AD18S   18” Model
97AD21S   21" Model

97GMS
Gladius Machete

97LBMS
Bolo Machete

97LHMS
Heavy 
Machete

97TM21S
2 Handed Latin 
Machete

TWO 
HANDED 
LATIN 
MACHETE 

The extra-long handle on our Two Handed 
Latin Machete can still easily be used one 
handed, but will comfortably accommodate 
two hands as well. Plus, the 21 inch Latin 
styled blade has the potential to make 
delicate, precision cuts in tight quarters as well 
as deliver limb-lopping strokes. If you like the 
look and feel of traditional Latin machetes, we’re 
sure you’re going to love the extra horsepower 
available in our two handed model!

CUTLASS 
MACHETE

Our Cutlass Machete 
features a stiff 1055 
Carbon steel blade 
that’s just as capable of 
repelling boarders as it is for 
hacking a path through the 
blackberries to get to your 
favorite fishing hole! 

With a tough full-tang 
steel construction and a 
steel reinforced knuckle 
bow guard, it’s ready for 
your next adventure be it on 
land or sea! 

GLADIUS 
MACHETE

The Cold Steel® Gladius Machete remains 
one of the most popular models in our 
hybrid sword / machete series. 

It’s made from spring tempered 1055 
Carbon steel and hand sharpened. The 
Gladius Machete features the classic guard 
and ball shaped pommel, but with the added 
strength and durability found with full-tang 
construction and modern materials. We 
use high-impact Polypropylene for our 
handle, making it almost impervious to the 
elements and rugged beyond belief. The 
Gladius Machete comes complete with a 
sturdy Cor-Ex™ sheath.

BOLO MACHETE
Still popular throughout Asia and Pacific Rim, the Bolo Machete 

features a wide point that shifts its weight forward, making it 
capable of excellent work when heavy chopping or slashing is 
required. 

HEAVY MACHETE
The Heavy Machete, as its name suggests, is one of the 

heaviest models in our lineup. The stout 1055 carbon 
blade widens toward the tip for maximum cutting and 
chopping power.
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  Viking Viking 
Name: War Bearded Battle
 Hammer Axe Axe
Weight: 35.3 oz.  17.6 oz.  35.4 oz.
Primary Edge: 1 1/2" X 1 1/2" 6"   7 1/2"
Head Length: 7 3/8" 6 1/4"  7"
Steel: 1055 1055 1055
  Carbon  Carbon  Carbon
Overall: 30" 30" 30"

WAR HAMMER
The War Hammer 

was perhaps the ideal 
weapon for use against 
a knight encased in 
plate steel! The heavy 
hammer head could 
crush the strongest suit 
of plate with just a few 
blows, and the back 
spike could open that 
armor like a can opener!  

Already proven to be popular with Historical European Martial 
Artists and reenactors alike, Cold Steel’s® modern interpretation 
of the War Hammer is highly maneuverable and can be easily 
wielded with one or both hands. The head is drop forged out 
of 1055 Carbon steel and differentially heat treated. The point 
of the spike and hammer face are fully hardened so they can 
pierce and crush tough materials, while the rest of the hammer 
is forged to be softer - to absorb the shock of heavy blows.  The 
handle of our War Hammer is 30" of straight grain American 
Hickory, and topped with a pair of sturdy steel langettes. 

VIKING BEARDED
AXE

The historically 
inspired Viking 
Bearded Axe is a design 
collaboration between 
Lynn C. Thompson, and 
custom bladesmiths 
Dave Baker and Rich 
McDonald. The stout 
30" American Hickory 
handle, extra broad 
and sharp cutting 
edge, hooking “beard”, 
and up-swept thrusting “horn” combine to make a formidable 
fighting axe that would be the pride of any Viking’s collection!

A Cor-Ex™ sheath, which is sold separately, is available for the 
Viking Bearded Axe.

VIKING BATTLE AXE
Our Viking Battle Axe is intended to be used as a stand-alone 

weapon, but it can be paired effectively with a sword, shield, 
or long sax. It’s a cutting, chopping, stabbing dynamo that any 
Viking worth his salt would envy.

It’s drop forged and features a wide curved cutting edge that 
terminates in horns or “points” on the ends.  This means you can 
stab, parry, or hook shields or “limbs” with ease.

Like our Viking Bearded Axe, it comes with a premium 30 
inch long American Hickory handle which is long enough to 
accommodate two handed use!

90WHA
War Hammer

90WVBA
Viking 
Bearded Axe

90WVBB
Viking 
Battle Axe

SC90WVBA
Optional 
Sheath 
Sold 
Separately

AXE GANG® HATCHET
We’ve never hidden our enduring love of Martial Arts or our passion for movies. Many of the 

crew here at Cold Steel® study and train in at least one Martial Art, and several members of our 
team also work in Hollywood as weapons consultants, stunt men and fight choreographers. 

The classic Chinese hatchet has appeared in countless Kung Fu movies over the years, and 
we’ve always been fascinated with its use! 

Our interpretation of this classic blade, the Axe Gang® Hatchet is no mere movie prop! It 
features a differentially heat treated, drop-forged head - which has a hard edge 
capable of reaching razor sharpness, but a soft steel body for absorbing impact. 

It also features a hand-picked straight grain American Hickory handle 
embellished with the Kanji characters for “Axe Gang.”®  This stylish and iconic 
hatchet is as eye catching as it is durable. Add one to your collection today!

COMPETITION
THROWING HATCHET

We've modified our Axe Gang Hatchet, to meet regulations for competition axe throwing in your 
favorite league. Now you can customize your competition throwing hatchet with your personal 
logos and bring your strongest game to the tournament!

PROFESSIONAL
THROWING HATCHET

For those wanting the convenience of a quick-change handle we 
are now offering a Professional Throwing Hatchet. Thanks to its 
patent pending locking mechanism all you have to do to change a worn or damaged handle is to 
loosen the bolts, slip out the worn handle and exchange it for a new one and retighten the bolts. 
Now you can change your  handle and be throwing again in under 2 minutes.

HUDSON BAY CAMP AXE
Our Hudson Bay Camp Axe is faithful to historical examples 

stretching back over 100 years.  
Sized to be convenient to carry on every outdoor adventure, it’s 

an essential tool you won’t want to go into the woods without.  
Best of all, it features our ground breaking clamp-like locking 

mechanism which is so ruggedly hard to “pull off” that it doubles 
the industry standard!  Additionally, it’s possible to change out a broken handle in just minutes. 

What’s more, if you’re caught in the wilderness, a field-expedient replacement handle can be 
improvised from nearly any piece of wood available.

HUDSON BAY CAMP HATCHET
This cunning little hatchet is small enough not to be a “pain” 

but big enough to chop and cut in a substantial way.  It’s a great 
accessory/tool to carry on any outdoor adventure. 

It shares the same clamp-like locking mechanism of our Hudson 
Bay Camp Axe and has a blade shape that has been proven 
over hundreds of years to be very effective and versatile.  

TRAIL BOSS
The Cold Steel® Trail Boss is compact enough to carry all day in your hand or strapped to your 

pack, yet tough enough for chores that would make a hatchet or tomahawk scream for mercy. 
Featuring a European style head with a 4" blade and a 4 1/2" cutting edge, it takes a big bite 

with every swing. Plus, it features a very sturdy, durable straight-grained American Hickory 
handle. In our extensive field-tests in the outback of Australia, the Trail Boss was used to chop 
kindling, clear roads and trails, to build blinds and even to chop down a fair sized tree!

90AXG
Axe Gang 
Hatchet

90QB
Hudson Bay  
Camp Axe

90QC
Hudson 
Bay Camp 
Hatchet

90TA
Trail Boss

90AXA
Professional 
Throwing 
Hatchet

90AXF
Competition 
Throwing  
Hatchet

  Competition Professional  Hudson Hudson
Name: Axe Gang® Throwing Throwing  Trail Bay Camp Bay Camp
 Hatchet Hatchet Hatchet Boss Axe Hatchet
Weight: 32 oz.  28.8 oz.  31.5 oz. 41.5 oz. 44.2 oz. 21.3 oz.
Primary Edge: 4"  4"  4"  4 1/2" 4 3 1/4"
Head Length: 5" 5" 5" 6 1/2" 7" 5"
Steel: 1055 1055 1055 1055 1055 1055
 Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon
Overall: 20 1/4" 16" 16" 27" 27" 12 1/2"
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DROP FORGED TOMAHAWKS Our high-quality tomahawks are precision 
drop-forged from 1055 Carbon steel.  The Drop 
forging process offers many distinct advantages for 
the production of impact tools, particularly ones that 
require a cutting edge. 

By using a series of progressive dies affixed to high-
powered hammers, the steel is kneaded and compressed 
into a completely homogenous mass, creating a very 
uniform grain structure and minimizing imperfections.  

OPTIONAL 
SHEATHS

Sheaths are available for 
some of our tomahawk line.  
All sheaths are sold separately.

TRAIL HAWK
Modeled after an early frontier pattern, the Cold Steel® Trail Hawk has proven to be 

incredibly popular with Survivalists, Preppers and Outdoorsmen, who admire its versatility 
and durability.  It’s an excellent chopping tool and has a functional hammer poll with 
a hardened face so you can drive nails and hammer in stakes.  Best of all its extremely 
lightweight and a cinch to tuck it under your belt or lash it to a pack or shooting bag.

HUDSON BAY TOMAHAWK
Almost every tomahawk you can buy on the market today can trace its roots back to the 

Hudson Bay Axe used for centuries in the vast forests and swamps of North East Canada. 
Famous for its versatility and effectiveness, the Hudson Bay Axe became indispensable for 
anyone trying to wrest a living out of the wilderness.

We too are also great admirers of this famous axe pattern, so we decided (like so many before us), to re-scale it down 
into tomahawk format.  

Drop forged out of 1050 Carbon Steel, like all of our hawks, it offers a 3 ½” long cutting edge in the classic shape 
as well as a substantial “poll” that can be used for pounding, crushing, and hammering.  You can even drive nails and 
spikes with it as it too, like the blade, is differentially hardened.

Supplied with a tough, straight grain American Hickory handle, it’s ready for a life in the woods and in a pinch will 
also double as a frighteningly effective weapon.

SPIKE HAWK
Our Spike Hawk features a differentially heat treated and drop forged blade and tough 

steel spike.
This unusual hawk is very popular with sport throwers, who admire its ability to deeply 

“stick” into wooden targets by blade or by spike - Effectively doubling the chances of a 
successful throw!

Additionally, a hand crafted leather sheath (designed to safely house the point and edge) is also available and sold 
separately.

RIFLEMAN’S HAWK
The Rifleman’s Hawk has a functional hexagonal hammer poll designed for serious work, 

like pounding nails or stakes.  Reminiscent of some early American designs, the Rifleman’s 
Hawk features the “peace pipe” appearance that was commonly used by Native Americans 
during the last century.  In terms of fun and sport, this hawk throws and sticks extremely 
well.  If you want something that hits its target like the proverbial “ton of bricks,” then the Rifleman’s Hawk is for you!

FRONTIER HAWK
Suitable for re-enactors from any period stretching from the French and Indian War clear 

up to the final settling of the West in the late 1800’s, our Frontier Hawk is a joy to use!
It’s as light as some camp hatchets, but its design allows for a vast and varied amount of 

cutting potential!

All of our Tomahawks are also differentially heat treated.  With 
a cutting edge and hammer face that is fully hardened to take a 
keen edge, while the body of the blade is kept soft to absorb the 
shock and impact of striking blows.

All of the tomahawks shown here feature American Hickory 
handles and most can be complemented with an optional sheath 
(sold separately).
The American Tomahawk Company® is a registered trademark and a 
division of Cold Steel®, Inc.

SPONTOON HAWKS: 
DIAMOND SHAPED BLADE &  SLOPING POINT BLADE

While most tomahawks are chopping tools there was a less 
popular alternative known as a spontoon hawk. Made with a blade 
expressly designed for piercing it was capable of delivering deep 
puncture wounds that were quite lethal. Often found with a sloping 
or diamond shaped point and sharpened on both sides the spontoon 
hawk offered little to no utility value but was undeniable a fearsome 
and brutally effective weapon.

Today modern made spontoon hawks are extremely rare (outside 
of the cheapest quality imports) so we decided to remedy the 
situation with our own models. Available in faux pipe hawk style they feature classic sloping and 
diamond shaped blades that can be fully sharpened!

NORSE HAWK
The influence of the Viking’s famous weaponry far out-lasted 

the reign of the Vikings themselves.  Their axes in particular, have 
influenced many designs that can be seen to this very day.

Our Norse Hawk has a curved cutting edge to facilitate deep, 
slashing cuts and terminates in two sharp points.  Traditionally, the bottom point would be used 
to capture an opponent’s shield, leg, arm, shoulder or neck, momentarily immobilizing or bringing 
him closer and easier to dispatch.  The top point was used to execute direct chops or, with a 
thrusting motion, to pierce or gouge. 

The Norse Hawk remains one of our most popular Tomahawks. Both with reenactors and with 
sport throwers, who admire its balance, effectiveness and effortless sticking power!

WEEPING HEART TOMAHAWK
Lynn C. Thompson has been training with an aluminum Weeping 

Heart Tomahawk for over 10 years and likes it so much we decided to 
duplicate it in drop forged steel. Offered with an extra long blade and 
spike with the characteristic heart cut out it provides lethal chopping 
and piercing power from either end. And as an added bonus its extra long length is a huge boon 
when slapping, parrying, blocking, catching and trapping an enemy’s weapon.

PIPE HAWK
Precision forged from 1055 carbon steel, Cold Steel’s® Pipe Hawk 

offers a long, wide cutting edge and a solid, fully hardened hammer 
poll that’s turned and ribbed to mimic a traditional hollow pipe bowl. 

It’s fitted with a 22" hickory handle and is heavy enough to be 
effective as a chopping tool, plus, its solid bowl will drive nails, spikes and stakes with the power 
of a framing hammer.           
NOTE: This does not function as a smoking pipe.

SC90FH
Frontier Hawk 
Sheath

SC90N
Norse Hawk 
Sheath

SC90PHH
Pipe Hawk 
Sheath

SC90RH
Rifleman’s 
Sheath

SL90SH
Spike Hawk 
Sheath

SC90TH
Trail Hawk 
Sheath

    90TH
Trail Hawk

B     90AWA
Spontoon Hawk
Sloping Point

C     90QA
Hudson Bay
Tomahawk

D     90AWD
Diamond 
Spontoon Hawk

e    90AWH
Weeping 
Heart Hawk

f    90RH
Rifleman’s  Hawk

G    90N
Norse Hawk

h    90FH
Frontier Hawk

i    90SH
Spike Hawk

J    90PHH
Pipe Hawk

A  

C  

B  

D  

G  

f  

e  

h  

i  

J  

Name: Trail Hudson Bay Spike Rifleman’s Frontier Spontoon Hawk Spontoon Hawk Norse Weeping Heart Pipe
 Hawk  Tomahawk Hawk  Hawk  Hawk Diamond Point Sloping Point Hawk  Tomahawk Hawk
Weight: 23.6 oz. 24.6 oz.  24.5 oz.   36.5 oz.  22.4 oz. 28.4 oz. 27.6 oz.  25.3 oz.  26 oz.  28 oz. 
Primary Edge: 2 1/4"            3 3/4" 3 1/8" 3 1/2" 3 1/4"  N/A            N/A   4"  3 3/4"   3" 
Hawk Length: 6 1/2"  6 1/8"  9" 8 1/8"  6" 9 1/4" 8 3/4" 5 1/2"  10 1/4" 7 1/2" 
Steel/Handle: All are Drop Forged 1055 Carbon  with 22" long American Hickory Handles.  Weights are approximate.
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Name: War Hawk® Trench Hawk®
Weight: 29.5 oz.   29 oz. 
Primary Edge: 3" 3 1/2"
Hawk Length: 8 1/2" 8 3/4"
  Drop Forged Drop Forged
 1055 Carbon  1055 Carbon 
Overall: 19" 19"

RECON 
HAWK

The Recon Hawk was 
designed by the famous custom 
knife maker Andrew Demko.

It features a single piece of 
super-tough carbon steel with 
a chopping blade on one side 
and a robust spike on the other.

It includes a patented 
articulated sheath that’s easy 
to attach or remove, and it 
provides protection from the 
hawk’s sharp edges.  

Plus, it’s perfectly balanced 
for throwing! It will stick 
into almost any target, and 
is indispensable for survival, 
escape and evasion, or just 
about any outdoor activity.

80TPA3     Recon Hawk 
Primary Edge: 4 1/4”
Width: 7” 
Overall Length: 17 1/2” 
Steel: 65Mn Carbon 
Weight: 24 oz. 
Thickness: 5mm 
Handle: 9 1/2” Long, Nylon

Trench Hawk Colors:
90PTHG 90PTHF
Trench Hawk Trench Hawk 
(OD Green)  (Flat Dark Earth)

90PTWH
War Hawk

90PTH
Trench Hawk

Replacement Handles:
H90PTH     Black
H90PTHF   Flat Dark Earth
H90PTHG   OD Green

92SFX    Spetsnaz® 
Trench Shovel
Weight: 36.3 oz.  
Thick: 2mm (shovel head) 
Handle: American Ash
Steel: Med. Carbon Steel
Overall: 30"

SC92SF 
Optional Sheath for 
Special Forces Shovel 

An optional sheath (sold separately) 
is available for the Special Forces 
Spetsnaz® Shovel.  It is made of 
Cor-Ex™ and features an integral 
belt loop.

NOTE: This sheath only fits the 
smaller model. It will not fit the larger 
Spetsnaz® Trench Shovel.

92SF    Special Forces 
Spetsnaz® Shovel
Weight: 25.7 oz.  
Thick: 2mm (shovel head) 
Handle: Hardwood
Steel: Med. Carbon Steel
Overall: 50 cm (19.68")

SPETSNAZ® 
SHOVEL SERIES:
SPECIAL FORCES SHOVEL 
& TRENCH SHOVEL

Our Special Forces Spetsnaz® Shovel is modeled after an 
original Soviet “Spetsnaz” military entrenching tool.  It has 
a stout hardwood handle, a broad flat steel blade and 3 sharp 
edges.  It’s ideally suited for digging foxholes and bunkers, to chop 
branches, build shelters, act as an improvised paddle, and even as a 
last-resort weapon of defense! It’s even an excellent alternative to a 
Tomahawk for sport and recreational throwing!  

Our larger variation, called the Spetsnaz® Trench Shovel, has all the 
winning features of the Special Forces model, with the added benefit 
of enhanced size.  It is 50% longer in length, and has a slightly larger 
shovel head.

HONEY COMB
Look smart and feel secure 

anywhere with our personal 
grooming aid, the Cold Steel® 
Honey Comb. 

Precision manufactured at great 
expense, it has the innocuous 
appearance of a simple hairbrush, 
but the fully functional brush also acts 
as a sheath that conceals an effective 
stiletto! 

Rather than use metal, the Honey 
Comb has been injection molded from 
Zy-Ex a tough, stiff nylon and fiberglass 
composite. We believe the Honey Comb 
is the all-round answer to personal defense at home, 
at work or overseas.  As a hairbrush it’s particularly 
appropriate in glove compartments, luggage, 
a backpack, or a woman’s handbag, and its 
unassuming appearance won’t turn heads or 
draw unwanted attention.

Name: Cruciform Honey
 Dagger Comb
Weight: 1.6 oz. 2.2 oz.
Thick: 1/2" Diam. 1/2"  Diam.
Blade: 3 1/2" 3 1/2"
Handle: 4 3/8"  4 3/8" 
Overall: 7 7/8" 7 7/8"  
  (8 1/4" w/ brush)

CRUCIFORM 
DAGGER

Our Cruciform Dagger is not made of 
metal, rather it is precision injection 
molded from Zy-Ex - a tough nylon 
& fiberglass composite. It has 
a tough 3 1/2" long Stiletto 
blade and a 1/2" thick 
cruciform cross section that 
tapers to a fine point.

92HC
Honey 
Comb

92HCD
Cruciform 
Dagger

TRENCH HAWK® & WAR HAWK®
The Cold Steel® Trench Hawk® features a sharp cutting edge and wedge-style spike, offering 

numerous tactical “options” for our nation’s modern warriors. Drop forged from 1055 carbon steel and 
differentially hardened, the head of the Trench Hawk® will withstand tremendous blows as well as the 
awful stress of prolonged hard use. 

The Polypropylene handle of our Trench Hawk® is highly resistant to shock and will withstand abuse 
that would break even a tough hickory handle. And, as an added benefit, is easily and cheaply replaced 
when finally worn out from repeated throwing.* The Trench Hawk® comes complete with a patented 
articulated Secure-Ex® sheath. 

Our War Hawk® combines the tactical styling and material used in our popular Trench Hawk® with 
historically inspired design elements from fighting 
hand-axes of old. With its wide “bearded” axe head 
and curved reinforced reverse Tanto style spike it is a 
thoroughly modern tactical tomahawk and breaching tool! 
Each War Hawk® is supplied with a patented articulated 
Secure-Ex® sheath.
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 Soldier’s   Medieval   Mini
Name: Targe Buckler Buckler
Weight: 4lbs  11 oz. 2 lbs. 2.7 oz. 1 lb. 4.9 oz.
Diameter: 19"  12"  9"
Thick: 1/2" 1/2" 1/2"
Material:  All are Polypropylene 

92BKTTNS
Training Saber 
Weight: 19.7 oz. 
Thick: 5 mm 
Blade: 32"
Handle: 5 3/4"
Overall: 37 3/4"

The Steel Training 
Saber does not 
include a scabbard

TRENCH HAWK® 
AND 
AXE GANG® 
TRAINERS

Supplement your training with hard-wearing 
replicas of our two most popular designs.  The 
Axe Gang® trainer and the Trench Hawk® training 
tools both closely duplicate the feel and size of 
their sharp counterparts, while being considerably 
safer to train with!

BUCKLER 
SERIES
MEDIEVAL BUCKLER

The Buckler is a small historically inspired shield 
about the size of a large dinner plate. 

Cold Steel’s® sturdy training replica has a thick, 
raised boss to protect the hand, and a rugged 
handle that will withstand plenty hard of use. 
Hugely popular with HEMA practitioners and 
historical reenactors

SOLDIER’S TARGE
Also available, due to popular demand, is 

our Soldier’s Targe. While very similar to our 
Buckler, it’s about twice the size and just as stout 
and reliable.  Appropriate for training with all 
non-steel swords, it’s sure to provide years of 
hard service.

MINI BUCKLER
The fist-sized Mini Buckler is smaller and more 

maneuverable at deflecting blows than our larger 
models. Its size gives it distinct blocking and 
defense advantages in situations where a larger 
buckler might be an impediment.

STEEL
TRAINING 
SABER

A pair of much-used and worn “Hutton Style” 
military sabers has been in our Cold Steel® Salle 
D’Armes for nearly 15 years. Lynn Thompson, 
Luke LaFontaine and Anthony DeLongis have 
trained with them weekly for years, and now, we 
have finally brought our own interpretation of this 
excellent training tool to the market.

Our Steel Training Saber is deeply curved and 
fullered, blunted for training and with a forgiving 
spring temper for practice and sparring. Its 
substantial pierced steel guard has reinforced 
rolled edges for extra durability, and its tightly 
wrapped wire and leather grip will offer years of 
use as a dedicated training tool. 

Super lightweight, agile and perfectly balanced, 
this is a must-have training tool for any historical 
fencer or HEMA practitioner!

92BKAXG
Axe Gang 
Hatchet Trainer 
Weight: 20.3 oz. 
Edge: 4" 
Width: 5"
Material: Polypropylene 
Overall: 20 1/2"

92BKPTH
Trench Hawk Trainer
Weight: 15.9 oz. 
Edge: 3 1/2" 
Width: 8 1/2"
Material: Santoprene 
Overall: 19 3/4"

92BKPA
Mini Buckler

92BKPB
Medieval Buckler

92BKPL
Soldier’s Targe

 D     92BSB e    92BSS f     92BS G     92BSL
 Brooklyn Brooklyn Brooklyn BrooklynName: Basher Crusher Smasher Whopper
Weight: 27.6 oz.  33 oz  39 oz.  48.3 oz.
Thick: 1" (Handle)   1 1/2" (handle)  1 1/8" (handle)  1 1/8" (handle)
 2 1/8" (tip) 2 1/4" (tip) 2 3/16" (tip) 2 1/2" (tip)
Overall: 24"  29" 34" 38"

 A     92BSU B     92BSW C     92BST
 Brooklyn Brooklyn Brooklyn Name: Banshee Slammer Shorty
Weight: 32 oz. 30.5 oz. 18.2 oz.
Thick: 1" (Handle) 1" (Handle) 1" (handle) 
 2" (tip)  2 1/2" (tip)  1 7/8" (tip) 
Overall: 32" 19" 20"

BROOKLYN SERIES
Ever since their release back in 2006, our Brooklyn Series of Baseball Bats have been consistent 

fan favorites!   Precision injection molded out of the heaviest-grade high-impact polypropylene that 
we can find, they are not only stronger than most traditional bats, but they are more durable too! 

These unimaginably strong Bats won’t rot, crack, or splinter or even fade! You needn't worry about dirt affecting 
them either, since they’re almost impervious to the elements and clean up with little more than soap and water.   
Perfect for school or league games, they can be used as game bats, practice and warm-up bats or even serve as crossover trainers to develop 
strength and hand/eye coordination for those studying Martial Arts. From our micro sized Souvenir Bat (the Brooklyn Shorty) to our epic over-
sized Whopper, and all of the other models in between, we’re sure to have the bat for you! 

BROOKLYN BANSHEE
The Brooklyn Banshee, or “sticker bat”, was made with everyone in mind.  We gave it a smooth finish so you can customize it with stickers in any way that you 

please, so you can make this bat your own.  At 32" long and just a hair over 2 lbs even the youngsters can take this bat anywhere to show it off. Coming with a soft, 
faux bat tape grip that lets you sink your hands in for ultimate comfort plus a very secure hold, and a perfect weight to length balance, this bat will always have you 
ready for draft day.  You won’t even want to hide this thing under your bed or in the back of the truck, after its been decorated you’ll want to display it everywhere 
for all your friends to see. 

A  B  C  D  e  f  G  
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Name: Gunstock 
 War Club
Weight: 35.4 oz..
Thick: 29 1/2"
Height: 1 1/2"
Material: Polypropylene   
Overall: 3" Tall 1055 Carbon    

Name: Indian War Club
Weight: 37.8 oz. 
Overall: 24"
Thickness: 25-30 mm 
 tapered
Material:  Polypropylene
Steel Stud: 1055 Carbon       

 MAA MAA   Six
Name: Polish Gothic Chinese Flange
 Mace Mace Mace Mace
Weight: 38.6 oz.  50.9 oz.  52.6 oz. 35.6 oz.
Head: 2 1/4" Diam. 6" X 3 1/2" 3 1/2" Diam. 3 1/2" Diam.
Steel: 1055 High 1055 High High High
 Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon
Overall: 18 3/4" 28" 22" 21"

90MFLM
MAA Gothic 
Mace

90MPM
MAA Polish 
Mace

92PBH
Indian War Club

92PGS
Gunstock War 
Club

 MAA POLISH MACE
Inspired by historical examples, and modelled after a custom weapon by Bladesmith Dave Baker, our Man At Arms Polish Mace is 

a masterclass of minimalist design. 
Unlike highly decorated “Bulawa” or ceremonial weapons, these simple utilitarian Maces were often plain and unadorned, and 

tucked into a sash or belt at the waist, ready to be quickly snatched and brought into play as a last-ditch tool for personal-defense.  
Quickly grabbed with either hand, the wielder could use this stout steel Mace to thrust and jab at speed, or swing it to land a 
heavier (and more devastating) percussive blow.

Small, and surprisingly lightweight, the Polish Mace has a thickly walled hollow handle and a ridged steel bulb shaped head, with a polished brass finial on the crown.
Easily customized, modified or wrapped for historical reenactment, this practical Mace is a fun and unusual addition to any collection!.

MAA GOTHIC MACE
This modern interpretation of a classical Gothic Mace is hand made from 1055 carbon steel. It features a thick walled hollow steel 

handle, and a weighty pommel to counter-balance the Mace’s heavy helmet crushing head.
Designed to oppose armored foes, the Man At Arms Gothic Mace features six steel flanges. Each one is profiled and tapered to 

reduce weight but also add “bite” upon impact, denting and crushing even the strongest plate armor, while the spiked finial at the 
crown allows the Mace to be used as a thrusting tool. Wielded with either one or two hands, the Gothic Mace is light enough to use 
with speed, but stout enough to block, parry and, of course, deliver a crushing blow!  

Richly blued to a deep black finish, with a hand stitched leather wrapped handle, this good looking Mace is sure to be an exciting 
addition to the collection of any Historical European Martial Artist, Historical Reenactor or weapons enthusiast.

CHINESE MACE 
Early Chinese archers dispensed with their swords as back-up weapons and used a mace instead.  Armor had become sophisticated enough to stop a sword blow, but a 

heavy mace could crush helmets and armor by concussive force alone.   
The Cold Steel® Chinese Mace is a highly versatile design we believe any Chinese soldier or archer would be proud to own.
The classic head is reminiscent of a pumpkin in shape and is approximately 3 inches in diameter.  It is welded to a steel shaft handle that is wrapped with leather for a 

firm grip. The handle is long enough to accommodate a two-handed grasp for more power and leverage. 
It is surprisingly well balanced and with its weight at a little over three pounds, it has enough heft to make it an efficient weapon to face an opponent wearing mail or 

plate body armor.  It will make a fine addition to any reenactor’s collection.

SIX FLANGE MACE
Maces of this type were in use for hundreds of years as they were simple to make, relatively inexpensive and highly effective 

especially against enemies in plate armor.
The whole point of the flanges was to concentrate the weight and power of a blow with the mace in one or two narrow ridges 

so they would better transmit force and crush flesh, bone and armor. A hard blow from a mace could stop the heart of an armored 
opponent or crush his arm so that he was incapacitated and could not move his arm or leg, knee, elbow.

The mace was carried by the watch (police of the day), archers, foot soldiers, men at arms and knights.  Our Six Flange Mace is a 
little plebeian, but “crosses over” to every group or reenactor at a moderate price.

INDIAN WAR CLUB
Lynn C. Thompson is an avid collector of wooden weaponry and ethnographic arms, and when he saw a beautiful example of a Ball Headed War Club made by custom 

Bladesmith Rich McDonald, he jumped at the chance to work with Rich to reproduce it for a modern audience. Cold Steel’s® Indian War Club is injection molded from 
weatherproof high-impact polymer materials that are virtually impervious to impact.  This material is highly resistant to the elements and won't warp, rot, crack or 
splinter like wooden versions.  Each club is approximately 2 ft. long with a 3 1/4" diameter ball head, and fitted with a removable pointed steel stud. For historical 
re-enactors the surface has a realistic wood grain finish that can be easily painted and customized with brass studs, tacks, or feathers.

GUNSTOCK WAR CLUB
Cold Steel® is proud to introduce our modern interpretation of the culturally significant Gunstock War Club. In the early 

sixteenth century, American Indians observed the potential of a rifle stock as a bludgeoning weapon, and they wasted no 
time in fashioning their own war clubs based upon its basic shape. 

Made of straight grain hard woods, they hit with remarkable force, especially when enhanced by the addition of a short 
point. Designed by custom Bladesmith Rich Mc Donald; Cold Steel’s® version of this fascinating tool incorporates many 
of the features found on historical examples, including the ridged centerline, sharp point, and the classic "Fawn's Foot" 
handle, but instead of using traditional hardwoods, we chose to make our War Club from injection molded high impact 
polypropylene. 

This material is highly resistant to shock; making it particularly suitable for use in impact tools.  As an added bonus, this 
material won't warp, rot, crack or splinter like wooden versions! For reenactors, the War Club has been given a realistic 
wood grain texture, which can easily be painted to replicate the finish of historical models.

The Gunstock War Club comes complete with a sheath.

90MA
Six Flange Mace

SW-CHNMACE
Chinese Mace
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SURE STRIKES
The Sure Strike is our interpretation of the 

classic Shuriken or throwing star. Used for 
centuries in China and Japan, the throwing star 
consists of a well-balanced piece of flattened 
steel with 3 or more sharp points. When thrown 
overhand like a baseball, side arm, underarm or 
back hand like a flying saucer, it hits on at least 
one point every time. Our Sure Strikes aren't 
like the cheap, shoddy throwing stars you see 
at flea markets, guns shows, and in martial arts 
magazines. They are precision laser cut from 
high carbon steel and heat treated to a durable 
spring temper before sharpening.  They are then 
treated with a black, baked-on epoxy finish to 
protect them from the rigors of the elements 
and repeated throwing. Available in three weight 
variations – Light, Medium and Heavy.

Name: Heavy Sure Strike Medium Sure Strike Light Sure Strike Battle Star 
Weight:   6.4 oz. 4.2 oz.  2.8 oz. 9.9 oz.
Thick:   6mm 4mm 2mm 2.8mm
Steel:   1055 Carbon 1055 Carbon 1055 Carbon 1055 Carbon
Diameter:  5 3/4"  5 3/4" 5 3/4" 10 5/8"

BATTLE 
STAR

The Cold Steel® Battle Star is 
quite possibly the largest production 
throwing star ever offered!  Its huge 
spikes are almost 4 inches long and 2 
inches wide at the base, tapering to fine 
but sturdy points that penetrate even 
tough materials with relative ease. Big 
and strong enough to be thrown with 
force, it hits as hard as a heavy duty 
throwing knife, and its balanced and 
accurate enough to hit with precision 
as well as strength.  Perfect for sport, 
competition and recreation, the 
Battle Star is a must for any thrower’s 
collection!

TORPEDO® &
MINI TORPEDO®

Popular with Sport Throwers and hobbyists 
alike, the Torpedo® has remained a popular 
part of our line-up for many years – and with 
good reason!  Cold Steel® Torpedoes® are a lot 
of fun for target throwing, hunting, and even 
self-defense, and now they’re available in two 
sizes; the original Torpedo® and the new Mini 
Torpedo®!  

The double tapered points slide effortlessly 
from the hand for a perfect release and offer twice 
the sticking potential of a conventional throwing 
knife. The heavier, 2 lb. version lets you stand way 
back from the target (15 yards or more) and throw 
it with surprising force, and the smaller, lighter 
version can be thrown even farther, and is much 
easier to carry because it’s half the weight.  Both 
hit with terrifying power and are very effective.

 Mini Torpedo Torpedo
Weight: 15.8 oz. 2 lbs. 
Thick: 3/4" 1" 
Overall: 12"  15"
Steel: Cold Rolled  1055 High Carbon

80SSA3Z
Heavy Sure 
Strike 
(3 Pack)

80SSB3Z
Medium Sure Strike 
(3 Pack)

80SSC3Z
Light Sure Strike 
(3 Pack)

80SSXL
Battle Star

TEMPLAR
The Cold Steel® Templar is a 

specialized throwing tool made for 
modern sport or competition throwers.  

Designed by custom bladesmith Dave 
Baker, the Templar is inspired by an 
ancient historical throwing axe known 
as a Hurlbat.  Made of one solid piece of 
tough spring tempered carbon steel, the 
Templar is fun to throw and easy to use. 
When it comes to “sticking” potential, 
it’s the next best thing to a shuriken or 
throwing star, landing with a satisfying 
“thunk” over and over again!

With an axe-style head, top and back 
spikes and a tapered spiked handle, it 
hits hard at almost any distance and 
rotation, and thanks to its head-heavy 
balance it is capable of being thrown 
even over extended distances.

80TOR
Torpedo

80TORM
Mini Torpedo

Weight: 15.8 oz. 
Thick: 5 mm 
Width: 5 5/8"
Height: 14"
Steel: 1050 High Carbon

Weight: 15.9 oz.
Thick: 5 mm 
Blade: 7 1/2"
Handle: 6 1/2"
Steel: 1050 High 
 Carbon
Overall: 14" 

Weight: 14.6 oz. 
Thick: 5mm 
Blade: 8"
Handle: 6"
Steel: 1050 High
 Carbon
Overall: 14"

Weight: 12.1 oz.
Thick: 1/2" 
Height: 6 5/8"
Overall: 28"

80TJDZ
Jack Dagger 
Thrower

80TLFZ
La Fontaine 
Thrower

80TEMPZ
Templar

JACK DAGGER 
THROWER

Jack Dagger is one of the most popular and well known knife throwers in 
the world. The “King of Fling” has traveled all over the world showcasing his 
throwing prowess, and has become the go-to trainer for Hollywood’s elite, 
preparing them for knife wielding roles on the big screen.

Making regular appearances on television dazzling audiences with his 
skills with the blade, Jack has brought knife-throwing to international 
audiences on a scale that’s hard to believe!

Expertly heat treated and made from a single piece of 1050 high carbon 
steel, and made to Jack’s exact specifications, the Jack Dagger Thrower is 
perfect for professional and competitive knife throwers 
who are looking for a big, wide clip point “Bowie Style” 
throwing knife.

A single sharpened edge also makes this a handy 
utility and camping knife. A functional and tough 
tool that will also be great fun to throw on those hot 
summer nights by the campfire!

LA FONTAINE THROWER
Luke LaFontaine is a long-time member of our Cold Steel® crew. Known 

primarily for his expertise in Japanese Sword Arts, he is also a highly 
knowledgeable Western Swordsman, historical fencer and amateur historian.

As an actor, stuntman and weapons expert for the big screen, Luke has 
perfected a wide range of combative skills, including knife throwing. 

The LaFontaine Thrower is heavily curved, with a wide belly, sharp 
cutting edge and an acute tip, that’s accented by an 
unsharpened false edge. With an integral finger guard 
to stop your hand from sliding onto the sharp edge, 
and a tapered easy-release handle for throwing, the 
LaFontaine Thrower is a capable cutting and slashing 
blade as well as an excellent throwing knife.

BOOMERANG
The non-returning boomerang, or a variation of the throwing stick has 

been used as a hunting tool on every continent from time immemorial, and 
is still found in isolated pockets around the globe even today.  Fashioned in 
various shapes, forms and sizes and made from wood, bone, horn and even 
metal, it was most effective when used to harvest birds and small game. 
Since we are in the business of making things to throw, it was only natural 
for us to try and improve on the classic hunting boomerang by making our 
own version. 

Injected molded from high impact Polypropylene 
with an attractive wood grain texture, you can use our 
Boomerang for hunting and sport throwing. It’s a great 
gift, and hours of fun! 

92BRGB
Boomerang
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  Perfect
Name: Shanghai Balance
 Shadow Thrower
Weight: 9.7 oz.  15.4 oz. 
Thick: 4mm 5mm 
Blade: 7" 9"
Handle: 6 1/4"  4 1/2"
Steel: 1055 1055
 Carbon Carbon
Overall: 13 1/4" 13 1/2"

 True Flight G.I.
 Thrower Tanto
Weight: 11.2 oz. 12 oz. 
Thick: 5mm 4mm
Blade: 6 3/4" 7"
Handle: 5 1/4"  5" 
Steel: S50C 1055 Carbon
Overall: 12" 12"

80PGTK
G I Tanto

80PSSK
Shanghai 
Shadow

80TPB
Perfect Balance 
Thrower

80TFTC
True Flight 
Thrower

TRUE FLIGHT THROWER
The Cold Steel® True Flight Thrower is one of our most popular throwing 

knives.  
Made from S50C steel, and finished with a black, baked-on protective coating, 

the True Flight is a beautifully balanced and hard wearing thrower that also 
has a sharp, functional utility edge. As such it will also serve as an excellent 
bushcraft or survival knife.

The True Flight Thrower comes complete with a Cor-Ex™ sheath.

G.I. TANTO
Our G.I. Tanto is a no-nonsense tactical knife that comes with a legion of 

practical uses.
The GI Tanto’s broad blade, integral quillon guard, and Polypropylene handle 

scales exemplify a tactical knife stripped down to its bare essentials. 
Made from spring tempered 1055 carbon steel and protected by a rust 

resistant finish, it’s rugged, hard-wearing and dependable.
Popular with sport throwers, the GI Tanto is perfectly balanced and capable 

of being thrown by the blade or handle. In a survival or self-defense situation, 
it can be quickly and easily converted into a spear too! Just remove the handle 
scales and lash the blade securely to a suitable wooden shaft! Best of all, it’s a 
great value blade – inexpensive enough to buy duplicates to keep as back-up or 
bug-out bag knives, or even just to throw for fun on a sunny day.  

The G.I. Tanto comes complete with a Secure-Ex™ sheath.

SHANGHAI SHADOW®
The signature ring on our Shanghai Shadow® allows tremendous versatility 

when handling this popular and fun knife. 
It provides a totally secure grip when the index finger is locked in place 

through the hole.  The wielder can also pivot the blade around the index finger 
for a quick change of grip, and even use the ring as a means of extending his or 
her reach by as much as four inches.

Made from one solid piece of 1055 Carbon steel the Shanghai Shadow® 
has a tough spring temper and twin hollow-ground edges.  It is provided fully 
sharpened, and equipped with a heavy-duty military style Secure-Ex® sheath. 

PERFECT BALANCE® 
THROWER 

The Cold Steel® Perfect Balance® takes inspiration from a classic thrower 
from the 1950’s. 

Thanks to its considerable weight and fully sharpened clip point blade, it hits 
hard and penetrates its target effortlessly.  The Perfect Balance’s® strong 1055 
carbon steel construction, black rust-resistant finish, and composite handle 
scales make it durable enough for thousands of throws. 

This blade has also become a firm favorite as a low cost utility and hunting 
tool. Its big Bowie-style blade and tough spring temper make it a rugged reliable 
companion for the toughest conditions.

SC80TBBA
Optional Perfect Balance Sheath Sold Separately

SC80TG3    
Optional Tri Pack 
Thrower Sheath
Holds three blades.  It 
fits the following knives: 
Mini Flight, Sure Flight 
and Pro Flight Throwers.   
Perfect Balance and Sure 
Balance Throwers Jack 
Dagger Thrower, LaFontaine 
Thrower, and the True 
Flight Thrower

MICRO FLIGHT
Our Micro Flight Thrower is slim, trim, and 

wonderfully compact. But don’t let its small size and 
economical price fool you, as it packs an awfully big 
punch for very little money.

  Made from super tough “spring steel”, it’s sure 
to provide years of throwing fun.  And, as an added 
bonus, its broad spear point blade, and integral 
guard and ergonomically designed handle allow it 
to be easily and inexpensively converted into a very 
effective boot knife. 

BLACK FLY
Just like its namesake, the Black Fly thrower is 

small, thin, compact, and packs an inordinately 
ferocious bite.

Featuring a narrow blade and an ultra-keen point, 
it’s easy to throw and will “bite” deep into just about 
any target.

Made from carbon spring steel with a rust resistant 
finish, it’s economically priced and we think you’ll 
agree it’s quite a bargain. You can buy two for twice 
the fun!

SPORT SERIES 
THROWERS

For many years now we have offered some of the 
finest premium professional-grade throwing knives. 
Our throwers have become a mainstay in the throwing 
community and they make regular appearances in 
the highest level throwing competitions all over 
the world.  Now, due to popular demand, we are 
proud to introduce a new line of intermediate grade, 
inexpensive sport throwers. Made from 1055 Carbon 
steel, and with the same hard spring tempering as our 
higher end models, these sport models are slightly 
thinner and lighter but with the same durability and 
balance that our customers have come to expect. 
Suitable for any skill level, they are markedly less 
expensive than our original pro-grade models and 
make it easier than ever to take up this enjoyable and 
rewarding pastime.

SURE BALANCE® 
THROWER

The heavyweight Cold Steel® 
Sure Balance® Thrower is just shy 
of 13 1/2" long and weighs a little 
over a pound! Twice as heavy as 
many amateur throwing knives, 
these professional grade knives fly 
straight and hit like a freight train, 
sticking in almost any target! With 
their expertly heat treated solid 
1055 carbon steel construction, they 
are sure to offer many years of hard 
service, even when used by the most 
dedicated throwing enthusiast.

80TSB
Sure Balance 
Thrower

 Mini  Sure Pro Sure
Name: Flight Flight Flight Balance 
 Sport Sport Sport Thrower
Weight: 6.4 oz.  8.2 oz. 11.2 oz.  17.9 oz.
Thick: 3.5mm  3.5mm  3.5mm 5mm
Blade: 5 1/4" 7 1/4" 9 1/4" 9"
Handle: 4 3/4" 4 3/4" 4 3/4" 4 3/8" 
Steel: 1055 1055 1055  1055
 Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon
Overall: 10" 12" 14" 13 3/8"

80STMB
Micro Flight
Weight: 2.7 oz. 
Thick: 2mm 
Overall: 8" 80STMA

Black Fly
Weight: 2.4 oz.
Thick: 2mm  
Overall: 8"

Mini Flight Sport 
80STK10Z   
Single
80STKA3Z   
3 Pack

Sure Flight Sport 
80STK12Z   Single
80STK12Z-3PK
3 Pack

80STK14Z
Pro Flight 
Sport

SC80TBP
Optional Sure Balance Sheath

Sold Separately
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Name: Escrima Stick Training Staff
Weight: 17.6 oz.  40.3 oz. 
Overall: 32" 54"       
Width: 1" Diameter 1 1/2" Diameter

IRISH BLACKTHORN 
WALKING STICK

The most well-known incarnation of the classic Blackthorn stick was the 
Irish Shillelagh – a tool that was so fearsome in trained hands that the English 

outlawed it!  To circumvent this law, the Irish modified the Shillelagh into the 
classic walking stick that we are familiar with today.   Our modern interpretation of 

this beautiful and historically significant walking stick is an incredible re-creation of an 
authentic Blackthorn stick.

BLACKTHORN STAFF
The Blackthorn Staff (almost 5 feet long) represents the culmination of years of costly research and 

development in the world of injection molding and high-impact polymer production.
This king-sized hiking staff, with its rustic wood-effect texturing, “clipped thorn” nodules and polished 

faux-wood knob is sure to be an unusual and much talked about part of any collection. 

BLACKTHORN SHILLELAGH
Modeled after an ancient cudgel in Lynn C. Thompson’s private collection, the Blackthorn Shillelagh mimics the 

look, feel and balance of the original. With a handsome bark-like wood texture and raised “clipped thorns” on the 
shaft, and a highly polished faux-wood head, this good looking 
stick will be sure to turn heads – whether it is carried under 
your arm at a historical re-enactment event, or simply hung by 
the door to greet uninvited guests.

 

 Blackthorn  Irish Blackthorn  Blackthorn 
Name: Staff  Walking Stick Shillelagh 
Weight: 48 oz.  29.3 oz. 20.1 oz. 
Head: 2 3/4" 2 3/4" 2 3/4" 
Overall: 59"   37" 27"

ESCRIMA STICK
Our Cold Steel® Escrima Stick resembles a traditional rattan stick used by Filipino Martial Artists in length, 

weight, and cross section.
Injection molded from super tough black high-impact polypropylene, it weighs a little over 15 ounces and 

measures 32" long and 1" in diameter.  Unlike rattan, it resists mildew, and won’t dry out, warp, crack, splinter or 
shrink. It’s also amazingly durable and resistant to impact stresses.

Furthermore, our Escrima Stick can easily be modified to any length to suit your personal requirements.
We’re confident that you’ll want to add one or more of these durable sticks to your training gear! 

TRAINING STAFF
Thanks to pioneering innovations in the world of high-strength polymer production Cold 

Steel® is proud to offer our first synthetic training staff!  Lynn C. Thompson found that a 
hard wearing octagonal “Okinawan style” Japanese Staff was an excellent training tool 
for cross-training across multiple Martial Arts disciplines. Perfect for pell work and for 
conditioning training, this high-impact staff will make an excellent addition to any 
Martial Artist’s training regime!

BLACKTHORN 
SERIES

Our Blackthorn sticks are built for strength and 
durability out of high impact polypropylene. Unlike 
wooden sticks found in nature, ours will not warp, 

crack, swell, or splinter.
They  are made to resemble Blackthorn examples from 

nature, but artfully designed to a point where they not only 
mimic nature, but actually rival and supersede anything the 

natural world could produce! If nature had fashioned the most 
perfect Blackthorn sticks, and you were lucky enough to own 

some of them this is what they would look like.  They are incredibly 
durable, and are easy to clean with a little soap and water.

1     91E
Escrima Stick

2     91ES
Training Staff

3     91PBST
Blackthorn Staff

4     91PBS
Irish Blackthorn 
Walking Stick

5     91PBSH
Blackthorn 
Shillelagh

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

 Balicki Balicki
Name: Stick Trainer
Weight: 9.8 oz.  7.3 oz.
Overall: 28" 28"
Width: 9/10" Diameter 1 1/8" Diameter
Material: Polypropylene Polypropylene/Foam

Weight: 39.1 oz. 
Overall: 45"       
Width: 1" Thick

SUBURITO
The Suburito is a specialized ancient training weapon that’s 

meant to simulate the weight of a real Japanese sword. Primarily 
intended for solo practice or cutting drills, it inspires respect, 
as it hits with terrific force. Our interpretation was inspired by 
a wooden Suburito in Akido 5th Dan, Andrew Demko’s private 
collection. Lynn C. Thompson trained with it for several months, 
and resolved to create one for Cold Steel®.

Injection molded from virgin high strength polypropylene with 
a long handle and square tip, it’s enormously resistant to breaking 
and will never shrink, rot, crack or splinter like a wooden Suburito 
is prone to do. It’s built to provide many years of hard service and, 
if used faithfully, it will surely make you a better swordsman.

It has an elegant wood grain finish and 
bears the five major precepts of Japanese 
sword cutting, written in Kanji characters. 

 54"  42"
Name: Sjambok Sjambok
Weight: 15.1 oz.  13.5 oz. 
Handle: 10 1/4" 10 1/4"
Material: Kray-Ex™ handle
with extruded plastic lashSJAMBOK

In Africa, the Sjambok (Sham-Bawk) is a cattle prod, whip, riding crop and an effective means of 
self-protection, whether from venomous snakes, or from varmints of the two-legged variety! 

Unlike most western style whips which require a rolling “crack” to function, the semi-rigid Sjambok 
is swung like a rod or stick. The weight, speed and flexibility of the Sjambok’s lash does all the 
work, and little skill or training is required to wield it effectively. Our synthetic polymer version of 
the classic Sjambok features a thick injection molded lash, and is equipped with a soft comfortable 
Kray-Ex™ handle that’s designed to resemble braided leather.

Since the Sjambok is made entirely from super-tough polymers, it’s incredibly durable and able to 
withstand weather conditions which would cause a traditional leather whip to break, crack or mildew.

BALICKI STICK
Guru Ron Balicki has had a long association with Cold Steel®, and his contributions to our success have been invaluable. 
Ron is known world-wide for his vast knowledge of Filipino Martial Arts, Thai Boxing, Boxe Française, Silat, Shootfighting, and 

Degerberg Mixed Martial Arts, as well as being the founder and chief instructor of MARS (Martial Arts Research Systems), overseeing 
2000 MARS instructors and students globally.  Lynn C. Thompson, has been Ron’s private student and training partner for 20 years!

Ron has learned a thing or two about fighting sticks and we are proud to introduce his favorite, the Balicki Stick. Slimmer, shorter, and 
substantially lighter than our standard Escrima Stick, it exhibits Ron’s preference for speed and agility.

It’s made from high impact virgin Polypropylene and has a subtle wood grain finish.  Ron’s name is featured in brilliant silver 
and there are silver bands at each end for visibility and style. It’s a must have training stick for anyone interested in the 
Filipino Martial Arts.

BALICKI TRAINER
Now we are also offering a “soft” Balicki Training Stick as well.  Made with a high impact 

plastic core and overmolded with foam, and another layer of Polypropylene, it offers a 
greater margin of safety and comfort.  Ideal for solo training and sparring, it’s sure 
to give many hours of hard use like its heavier brother.  However, eye and hand 
protection are definitely still required!

THE FIVE MAJOR PRECEPTS OF JAPANESE SWORD CUTTING
Circular Blade Cutting    Wringing
 Motion Angle Trajectory Distancing   The Tea Cloth

     91EB
Balicki Stick

B     91EA
Balicki Trainer

C     92BKM
Suburito

D     95SLB
Sjambok 54"

e     95SMB
Sjambok 42"
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Weight: 15 oz.
Head: 4"
Overall: 37 1/2"
Material: Aluminum 
 Shaft 

Weight: 15.7 oz (reg.) 
 17.2 oz. (Pistol)
Head: 1 5/8" (Reg)  
 2 1/2" (Pistol)
Overall: 37 5/8"
Material: 11 Layer Fiberglass

Weight: 36 oz. 
Head: 4 5/8" 
Overall: 39" 

Weight: 24.1 oz.
Head: 4 1/2"
Overall: 37 3/4"
Material: 6061 
 Aluminum

Weight: 29.3 oz. 
Head: 6 5/8" 
Overall: 38"

Weight: 26.1 oz. 
Head: 2 1/3"
Overall: 38 1/2"

HEAVY DUTY CANE
The Heavy Duty Cane 

features an extra strong 
partial crook handle 
made from heavy duty 
nylon, and a 2mm thick 
aluminum shaft that’s 
heat-treated for strength. 
The tapered shaft is 
capped with a thick rubber 
ferrule for better traction 
on slick, icy sidewalks or 
uneven terrain.

CITY STICKS
These classy walking sticks are just as at-home at the opera as 

they are on a stroll through the urban jungle! 
Our City Sticks are made out of eleven layers of super-tough fiberglass 

which, in our impact tests, proved to be astonishingly durable.  Our City 
Sticks are topped with a mirror polished 6160 Aluminum head. Choose 
between the classic standard “scent stopper” head, or our pistol grip style - 
which is designed to fit ones hand like a 17th century pistol butt.

Both heads are also 
removable so that they can be 
easily engraved or modified 
to suit your tastes. The base 
of each of our City Sticks are 
fitted with a thick, rubber 
non-slip ferrule.

DRAGON
WALKING STICK

Our Dragon Walking Stick is modeled after an antique carved stick 
from Lynn’s private collection, and painstakingly reproduced using 
expensive, hand-engraved custom molds. 

The level of detail is astonishing, with scales running the full length 
of the undulating shaft, and a fearsome visage with snarling fangs, it 
is an eye-catching stick you’ll be proud to carry and use. It is fashioned 
from the highest grade high-impact Polypropylene, 
assuring impressive strength and durability as well as 
weather-resistance. 

LUCKY DRAGON WALKING STICK
In China, red is a popular color during New Year and other holidays, 

and it is often used to signify that something is lucky or capable of 
bringing good fortune. We are proud to offer this vibrant lucky red 
Dragon Walking Stick in our lineup!

WALKABOUT
The walking stick is so much more than just 

an aid to stability for the injured, ill or infirm. As 
any hiker or outdoorsman will tell you, it’s also 
an excellent tool for traversing rough, slippery, 
uneven and treacherous terrain, a useful pointer 
or probe – and in dire straits it makes a capable 
self-defense option!

The Walkabout is made from incredibly 
durable and highly impact resistant 
polypropylene. Unlike wood, it’s extremely 
weather resistant, and withstands inclement 
conditions that would cause a conventional stick 
to crack, warp or rot.

The Walkabout’s handsome wood grain texture provides an excellent 
grip without sacrificing comfort or ease of use, and its simple one-piece 
construction makes it unbelievably tough while 
still remaining light enough to carry and use 
all day!

AXE HEAD CANE
The Cold Steel® Axe Head 

Cane is a direct response to 
our beloved fans, friends and 
customers. 

For years now we have 
been asked to bring out our 
very own crook-top walking 
stick. Well, we listened – and 
we haven’t been idle! 

The Axe Head Cane 
represents the culmination 
of years of design and 
development. Combining our 
own study of the combative 
use of crook-topped canes 
in the world of Martial 
Arts with inspiration from 
historical hatchet-headed 

walking sticks, we created a new axe-headed cane that remains perfectly 
innocuous for everyday use, but can be deployed in a myriad of different 
ways in a last ditch self-defense situation.

Made from high-impact Polypropylene, the Axe Head Cane will 
withstand even the harshest weather conditions 
and will never crack, warp or rot like a conventional 
wooden stick.

AFRICAN
WALKING STICK

Lynn C. Thompson has spent a 
lifetime collecting walking sticks 
and wooden weapons, and has 
amassed quite a collection of these 
beautiful handmade sticks. He has 
always had a particular fondness 
for the Knob Kerrie, a ball headed 
walking stick from Africa.

Our interpretation features 
some of the finest features of 
the traditional Zulu Kerrie –the 
undulating shaft, and distinctive 
geodesic ball - but instead of using 
expensive exotic hardwoods, we’ve 
made ours out of high-impact 
Polypropylene. 

This means that, in addition to being incredibly durable, it won’t 
rot, warp, crack, splinter, swell, shrink, mildew or fade. Although its 
primary function will always be as a walking stick to aid one’s balance 
when crossing uneven, slippery or rough terrain, it 
also makes a formidable self-defense option in an 
emergency.

1911 GUARDIAN II
WALKING STICK

You can add a bit of 1911 pistol flare to your personal style by carrying 
our patented 1911 Guardian II Walking Stick.  It has a handle that closely 
mimics the characteristics of a 1911 pistol grip in terms of size, shape 
and thickness, and it features thin, pebble grain synthetic grips. If you 
choose, you can modify your cane to your own tastes, because it can 
accommodate most custom 1911 pistol grips easily.

The tough and sturdy shaft is made from seamless 6061 Aluminum 
with a 3mm wall thickness. It’s heat treated for 
strength so that it can support heavier loads 
without breaking. It’s also capped with a custom-
made rubber ferrule for extra traction, so it resists 
slipping or sliding on wet, icy or uneven surfaces. 

Weight: 25.3 oz. 
Head: 2 3/4"
Overall: 37"

Authentic
African
Knob
Kerries

®

     91STB
1911 Guardian II 
Walking Stick

B     91STA
City Stick

C     91STAP
Pistol Grip 
City Stick

D     91PDR
Dragon 
Walking Stick

e    91PDRRZ
Lucky Dragon 
Walking Stick

f    91PCAX
Axe Head Cane

G    91PBX
Heavy Duty Cane

h    91WAS
African Walking 
Stick

i    91WALK
Walkabout Stick
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      92R10D      92R80NT      92R14R1
 Rubber Training  Rubber Training  Rubber Training 
Name: Peace Keeper® I Trench Knife Tanto Military Classic
Weight: 3.2 oz.  5.7 oz.  3.2 oz. 
Thick: 12 mm 10.5 mm  11 mm
Blade: 7" 7 1/2" 6 3/4"
Handle: 5 1/4" 6" 4 3/4" 
Overall: 12 1/4" 13 1/2" 11 1/2"

      92R13RT      92R80NTP      92R16CCB
  Rubber Training  Rubber Training Rubber Training 
Name: Recon Tanto Trench Knife Dbl Edge Laredo Bowie®
Weight: 3.1 oz.  5.1 oz. 5.8 oz. 
Thick: 11 mm 10.5 mm  11 mm 
Blade: 7" 7 1/2" 10 1/2"
Handle: 4 3/4"  6" 5 1/2"
Overall: 11 3/4" 13 1/2" 16"'

      92R14BBC      92R88CD      92R95
 Rubber Training  Parrying  Spear Head 
Name: Black Bear Classic Dagger Trainer Trainer
Weight: 3.4 oz. 7 oz.  7.8 oz. 
Thick: 10 mm  1/2"  7 mm 
Blade: 8 1/8" 14 1/2" 10 2/3"
Handle: 5" 6 1/2"  6 1/3".
Overall: 13 1/8" 21" 17"

      92R35      92RBNT      92R39LSF
 Kukri  M9 Rubber  Rubber Training 
Name: Trainer Training Bayonet Leatherneck®-SF
Weight: 9.5 oz.  5.6 oz.  4.1 oz. 
Thick: 13.5 mm  8.25 mm  11 mm 
Blade: 12" 7" 7"
Handle: 5 1/4" 5"  5" 
Overall: 17 1/4" 12" 12"

      92R49      92RDAG      92RDNDL
 Karambit  Medieval  Rubber Rondel 
Name: Trainer Training Dagger Trainer
Weight: 3.2 oz.  7.1 oz.  5.6 oz. 
Thick: 12 mm  3/4"  1" 
Blade: 4" 10" 11 1/4"
Handle: 5 1/8" 6 3/8"  5 7/8"  
Overall: 9 1/8" 16 3/8" 17 1/8"

RUBBER 
TRAINERS

Now you can practice with some of our most 
popular knife designs in relative safety - with our 
rubber training knives! 

Each trainer has been carefully fashioned out of 
Santoprene to look as realistic as possible so they can be 
effectively used in solo practice, training drills, disarm 
drills, and demonstrations and any other activity 
where you want a reasonably close approximation 
of realism but not the extreme danger and risk 
associated with an actual knife.
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POLYPROPYLENE
TRAINING 
SWORDS

Martial Artists have known a 
simple truth for ages – If your 
ultimate goal is to wield a sharp 
blade safely and effectively, you 
need to supplement your training 
with a tool that approximates 
the size, feel and heft of a blade, 
yet minimizes the possibility of 
causing grievous, permanent 
injury to yourself or your training 
partner. This concept was 
implemented by many cultures, 
including the ancient Romans, 
who used wooden swords to 
train their Gladiators. The only 
problem was that wooden 
training tools can rot, crack, chip 
or splinter and could not be used 
in all weather conditions. Cold 
Steel’s® solution to these 
dilemmas was to design 
a line of synthetic 
polymer substitutes.  

Low in cost and unaffected 
by all but the most extreme 
temperatures, they are waterproof, 
weatherproof and astonishingly 
durable.

JAPANESE 
STYLED 
TRAINING 
SWORDS

Our Japanese Training Swords are 
closely modeled after our world-
famous Warrior series swords. 

Their wide blades imitate 
the flowing lines of our Warrior 
swords, but as they are made from 
super tough polypropylene, with 
no sharp edges or points they 
are perfect for armored sparring, 
training, conditioning drills and 
“pell work”. 

Each model also features an 
intricately detailed imitation cord 
wrap grip, offering superior control 
even when wearing heavy gloves.  
Our Training Swords offer superior 
heavy-duty training potential for 
the modern Martial Artist.

 Training Hand & A Half Gladius Medieval
Name: Dagger Training Sword Trainer Training Sword
Weight: 12.3 oz. 31.7 oz. 24 oz.   29.3 oz. 
Thick: 1" 1" 3/4" 1" 
Blade: 13" 34" 22" 32 1/4"
Handle: 7" 10"  9" 7 1/4" 
Overall: 20" 44" 31" 39 1/2"

    
    
 O Tanto Wakizashi  
Name: Bokken Bokken Bokken O Bokken
Weight: 9.2 oz. 12.2 oz. 19.9 oz.  27.7 oz.
Thick: 3/4" 3/4" 1"  1" 
Blade: 12" 21" 30" 31 1/2"
Handle: 6 1/4" 6 3/8" 11 1/2" 12 1/2'" 
Overall: 18 1/4" 27 3/8" 41 1/2" 44"

1     92BKD
Training Dagger

2    92BKHNH
Hand and a Half 
Training Sword

3    92BKGM
Gladius Trainer

4     92BKS
Medieval Training 
Sword

5    92BKKA
O Tanto Bokken

6    92BKKB
Wakizashi Bokken

7    92BKKC
Bokken

8    92BKKD
O Bokken

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  
8  
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 FGX Boot  FGX Boot  FGX CAT  FGX Jungle  FGX  FGX Push  FGX Push  FGX  FGX 
Name: Blade I Blade II Tanto Dart Karambit Blade I Blade II  Skean Dhu Tai Pan®
Weight: 2 oz. 1 oz.  3.1 oz.  0.7 oz.  2.3 oz.  1.6 oz.  1.1 oz. .95 oz.  3.7 oz.
Thick: 9 mm 7.2 mm 8 mm 7.5 mm 7.5 mm 6.5 mm  6.5 mm  6 mm 9.5 mm
Blade: 5" 3 1/4" 6" 3 3/4" 4" 3 1/2" 2 1/4" 3 3/4" 7 1/2"
Handle: 4 3/8"  3 1/2" 5 1/2" 4 3/8" 4 1/2" 2 3/4" 2 3/4" 4"  5 1/2"
Overall: 9 3/8" 6 3/4" 11 1/2" 8 1/8" 8 1/2" 6 1/4" 5" 7 3/4" 13"

 FGX® NIGHTSHADE SERIES   
 FEATURING:  NOMET TECHNOLOGY®

Made from Griv-Ex™- the latest in fiberglass reinforced plastic – our FGX® Nightshade series knives are UV and heat stabilized to make them incredibly 
durable. The handles of these unusual knives are made from deeply checkered Kray-Ex™ that’s molded directly onto the blade tangs.  This offers a slightly tacky-
feeling textured surface that will give you a decisive and secure grip whatever the weather.

Our FGX® Nightshade blades are unaffected by moisture. They never rust, warp, crack or split even in the most challenging environments. They are light 
enough to be tied, tucked, or taped just about anywhere, and, since they are unaffected by all but the most extreme heat and cold, they are a natural choice for 
concealed storage both inside and outside of your house - from hedges and flowerpots, to the refrigerator or the shower!

Weight: 3.1  to 3.2 oz.
Thick: 7 mm
Blade: 5"
Handle: 6"
Overall: 11"
Material: Griv-Ex™

FGX® BALISONG 
SERIES

Our FGX Balisongs 
are not toys, but it is 
awfully hard to make 
yourself stop flipping 
them.  Made entirely of Griv-Ex™ and 
other strategic non-metal materials, 
they are a marvel of injection molding.

Both models feature sharp reinforced 
points.  The tanto version has a plain 
edge and the double edge model comes 
with our “grip and rip” serrations that 

will cut to the bone. 
Their handles and their retaining latches have been 

carefully engineered to give 
the necessary weight for 
hours of flipping fun while 
remaining all business 
when it comes to strength 
and reliability. 

92FK
FGX Karambit

92FPA
FGX Push Blade I

92FPB
FGX Push Blade II

92EAA
FGX 
Balisong

92EAB
FGX 
Balisong 
Tanto

92FBA
FGX Boot Blade I

92FBB
FGX Boot Blade II

92FCAT
FGX CAT Tanto

92FJD
FGX Jungle Dart

92FSD
FGX Skean Dhu

92FTP
FGX Tai Pan

92DD
Delta Dart 
Weight: 1 oz. 
Thick: 1/2" (Diam.)
Blade: 3 3/8"
Handle: 4 3/4" 
Overall: 8 1/8"
Material: Zy-Ex™

FGX® RING DAGGER
Our FGX Ring Dagger mimics our Drop Forged Battle Ring II in almost every respect except one. It’s injection molded from 

Griv-Ex™ to make it far far lighter in weight and highly affordable. Equipped with a sharp reinforced point and twin “grip 
and rip” serrated edges, it’s “no joke” when it comes to self-defense and thanks to its integrally molded ring it offers eight 
grip options to suit any situation or preference.

FGX WASP 
We have tried to make our FGX Wasp dagger look and feel as close as humanly possible to our Drop Forged Wasp.  While 

significantly lighter in weight, it still offers amazing piercing power and will glide through soft targets like they were made 
of butter!  For cutting power, we have equipped both edges with our “grip and rip” serrations, so it will cut exposed flesh 
to the bone. 

Offered at a ridiculously low price, it’s a bargain you won’t want to pass up. 

FGX® CHAOS®
The FGX Chaos® is an all Griv-Ex™ version of our own Chaos® Stiletto. It features an isosceles triangular cross section 

with hollow ground fullers creating three edges and a slightly curved tip that terminates in a needle sharp point.

DELTA DART
The Delta Dart’s ergonomic handle is knurled for a secure grip, while 

the butt is rounded for both thumb and palm reinforced positions.  Its 
triangular cross section gives it phenomenal piercing power.  

An optional neck sheath is also available.

92FR 
FGX Ring Dagger
Weight: 2.3 oz.
Thick: 9mm
Blade: 3 1/3"
Handle: 5 2/3" 
Overall: 9"
Material: Griv-Ex™

92FMA
FGX Wasp
Weight: 3.8 oz. 
Thick: 9.75 mm 
Blade: 7" 
Handle: 5 1/4"
Overall: 12 1/4"
Material: Griv-Ex™

92FNTST
FGX Chaos®
Weight: 6.9 oz. 
Thick: 5/8" 
Blade: 8"
Handle: 6" 
Overall: 14"
Material: Griv-Ex™

KOGA SERIES
The late Bob Koga remains an icon in the world of self-defense and law enforcement. An 

Air Force Veteran and LAPD Officer, with extensive Martial Arts training in Judo, Wrestling, Jiu 
Jitsu, Jo Do  and Aikido, he became an outspoken proponent of the merits of the straight baton 
as opposed to the PR24 or side handle baton. The Cold Steel® Koga SD series are made of a 
high-impact polymer, and are designed to function as an aid in leverage when restraining an 
individual, and obtaining joint locks or submission holds. But they also serve as an admirable 
“intermediate impact tool”. Law enforcement professionals often face a perplexing dilemma 
when contemplating employing fist or baton blows. Blows struck with the fist may be too 
weak, or worse, result in a broken hand, while blows struck with a baton may be too powerful 

resulting in grave injury. One solution however, is 
the Koga SD - bridging the gap by concentrating 
and magnifying the effect of hand blows while 
minimizing the likelihood of permanent injury.

Name: Koga Mini Koga
 SD1 SD2
Weight: 4.1 oz. 2.1 oz. 
Thick: 1 1/5" 1"
Overall: 7 1/2" 6 1/2"
Material: Both-Structural Nylon

POCKET SHARK®
They say "the pen is mightier than the sword" – and 

Cold Steel® makes some mighty swords, but the 
Pocket Shark® makes for some clever competition.  
It's the biggest, baddest, permanent marker 
around! 

The Pocket Shark® is made from a high 
impact polymer and features walls that are 4 
times thicker than conventional markers. This 
means it's built for impact and will survive 
the meanest blows and roughest treatment 
imaginable. Plus, the screw on cap will stay 
in place and won't pop off like a regular 
marker and leak all over your clothes. 

Clip it to a shirt 
or coat pocket, 
or carry in your 
purse, pack 
or brief case. 
There’s simply 
no excuse not 
to own one!

91SPB 
Pocket Shark®
Weight: 1.7 oz.
Thick: 7/8"
Overall: 6 1/2"
Material: 
High Impact Plastic
Includes: 
Felt Tip Pen

SK92DD
Delta Dart 

Neck Sheath
(Sold Separately)

91K
Koga SD1

91MK
Mini Koga SD2
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FIGHTING 
SAMURAI TEE   B

Fighting Samurai Tee Shirt: 100% cotton. 
Featuring an illustration of a Samurai on the 
front ready to strike with a sword, with a 
illustration on the back showing the sword 
in hand.
TH1 Samurai Tee Shirt (Med)
TH2 Samurai Tee Shirt (Large)
TH3 Samurai Tee Shirt (XL)
TH4 Samurai Tee Shirt (XXL)
TH6 Samurai Tee Shirt (Small)

MASTER 
BLADESMITH TEE  C

“Master Bladesmith” Tee:  Kanji character 
tee shirt. 100% cotton.
TG1 Master Bladesmith Tee (M)
TG2 Master Bladesmith Tee (L)
TG3 Master Bladesmith Tee (XL)
TG4 Master Bladesmith Tee (XXL)
TG5 Master Bladesmith Tee (XXXL)
TG6 Master Bladesmith Tee (S)

94HCG     Cold Steel® Grey and White Mesh Hat
Cold Steel’s® cool grey and white hat is perfect 
for your everyday wear. It’s made from premium 
quality cotton twill with a breathable mesh 
back.  With adjustable back strap.

94HCSK Embroidered Hat
 Black Polyester cotton twill “Master Bladesmith” 
Kanji characters embroidered on front “One Size Fits 
All” construction.

94HCB      Black Hat with Camouflage Mesh Back                                        
Blaze orange Cold Steel® logo provides 

visibility for hunters in the field, and 
adjustable mesh camouflage patterned 
back panel provides superior 
breathability.

94HCSX     Cold Steel® Cap
This classic and stylish flat billed cap has been 

designed exclusively for Cold Steel® by Jiu Jitsu 
and Grappling lifestyle brand Newaza Apparel.

CROSS GUARD TEE   D

Cross Guard Tee Shirts: Tell the world how much you love Cold 
Steel® with this tee shirt designed exclusively for Cold Steel® by 
Jiu Jitsu and Grappling lifestyle brand Newaza Apparel.
TJ1 Cross Guard Black Tee (Small)
TJ2 Cross Guard Black Tee (Med)
TJ3 Cross Guard Black Tee (Large)
TJ4 Cross Guard Black Tee (Extra Large)
TJ5 Cross Guard Black Tee (Extra Extra Large)
TK1 Cross Guard Blue Tee for Women (Small)
TK2 Cross Guard Blue Tee for Women (Medium)
TK3 Cross Guard Blue Tee for Women (Large)
TK4 Cross Guard Blue Tee for Women (Extra Large)

UNDEAD 
SAMURAI TEE  A  

The Undead Samurai Tee:  Designed 
by the exceptionally talented 
Portland-based artist Martin Ontiveros, 
otherwise known on Instagram as 
@martinheadrocks.
TL1 Undead Samurai Tee (SM)
TL2 Undead Samurai Tee (MED)
TL3 Undead Samurai Tee (LARGE)
TL4 Undead Samurai Tee (XL)
TL5 Undead Samurai Tee (XXL)

The C-Clip fits the following 
Cold Steel® knives:
SMALL C-CLIP: 
Bird & Trout Urban Edge Double Agents 
Bird & Game Mini Tacs Safe Makers
Super Edge Hide Out Steel Tiger
Urban Pal Spikes Counter Tacs
Secret Edge Pendleton Hunter 
Drop Forged Push Knife     Pendleton Mini Hunter

LARGE C-CLIP:
Chaos Knives Marauder 
Nightfall Series Trail Master 
SRK® Leatherneck Knives
Recon Tanto OSS/OSI
Warcraft Knives AK-47 Field Knife
San Mai® Knives Recon Scout
Master Hunter G.I. Tanto
Laredo Bowie Drop Forged Knives
Shanghai Shadow

Each Set 
Includes:
2 C-Clips
4 Bolts
4 T-Nuts
4 Washers
12 Spacers

GL11 Black Medium 
GL12 Black Large  
GL13 Black X Large 
GL14 Black XX Large  

GL21 Tan Medium  
GL22 Tan Large 
GL23 Tan X Large 
GL24 Tan XX Large 

SACLB
C-Clip Small  
(Pack of 2)

SACLA
C-Clip Large 
(Pack of 2)

COLD STEEL® TACTICAL GLOVES
Cold Steel®, the knife brand made famous for having the utmost concern for hand safety with its invention 

of the Tri-Ad® lock, is proud to introduce its first tactical glove, specially designed to provide 
superior hand protection for the knife fighter, martial artist, or shooter in your life. 
Unlike other tactical gloves, the Cold Steel® glove offers safety and security 
for your hands without feeling bulky or limiting dexterity, as its 
palm is comprised of smooth goatskin leather for 
unparalleled grip-ability and comfort. 
The top and back of the 
gloves are cut, slash, 
and impact resistant, 
extending through the 
end of each fingertip, 
thanks to 5mm 
of Thermoplastic 
Rubber (TPR).  
You’re sure to find a 
pair that’s the right 
fit for you— the Cold 
Steel® Tactical Gloves have 
an adjustable hook and loop 
closure and are available in Coyote Tan 
or Black in sizes from Medium to XXL.

SECURE-EX® C-CLIPS
Our Secure-Ex® C-Clips, invented by Mike Sastre of River City Sheaths, 

make it possible to attach your Cold Steel® knives to belts up to 1 1/2 inches 
wide!  Mike’s clever design includes mounting slots that facilitate wearing 
your knife vertically, upside down, or even on a forward or backward slant!

They’re available in two sizes to accommodate large and small sheaths, 
and are supplied with all the essential hardware (screws and rubber washers). 
Plus, they can be attached to either side of your sheath so, if you want to, you 
can wear your knife inside your waistband! As an added 
bonus the C-Clips fit many other manufacturer’s and 
custom knife maker’s sheaths as well.



WARRANTY
We stand behind our knives and swords 100%. We subject them to the highest 

standards in the industry and strive to make each as perfect as possible. We warrant 
that our folding knives, fixed blade sheath knives, and swords are free from defects in 
workmanship and materials.

 This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, re-sharpening of the blade, 
damage caused by misuse, lack of normal maintenance, or disassembly. 

Remember any knife or sword can break or fail if subjected to sufficient abuse, so 
please do not use our knives and swords inappropriately and remember no knife or 
sword should be used as an axe, hatchet, screwdriver, or pry bar. COLDSTEEL.COM

COLD STEEL®

P.O. BOX 535189
GranD PrairiE, TX 75053
877-269-8490

©Copyright 2022 Good Sportsman Marketing, LLC.  All rights reserved.


